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Instructions

Combinatorial games is a class of finite two-player games with full information and no chance. Taking and
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choose a heap, remove some tokens and split the remaining heap into several other heaps, according to
given particular rules. 
The goals of this thesis are:
1) To survey existing results in the field.
2) Try to attack several open problems in solving Subtraction games, Octal and Hexadecimal games, and
others.
3) Perform experimental evaluation of various game solving algorithms.

The thesis emphasises theoretical research aspects of the field.
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Abstrakt

V této práci analyzujeme několik otevřených problémů v oblasti nestran-
ných i stranných her typu Taking and Breaking. Pro nestranné odčítací hry
dokážeme existenci hry s aperiodickou nim-sekvencí a periodickou sekvencí
výhra-prohra. Analyzujeme ekvivalenční třídy těchto her a nalézáme řešení
jedné z těchto tříd. Také představujeme novou hru typu Taking and Break-
ing, kterou z velké části vyřešíme. V oblasti stranných her provedeme analýzu
několika odčítacích her a her typu Pure Breaking. Pro tyto hry také před-
stavíme obecnou techniku testování aritmetické periodicity. Pro automatické
řešení nestranných her typu Taking and Breaking navrhujeme několik algo-
ritmů. Práci uzavíráme důkazem PSPACE-těžkosti nestranné zobecněné odčí-
tací hry a EXPTIME-těžkosti této hry ve stranné variantě.

Klíčová slova kombinatorická teorie her, hry typu Taking and Breaking,
Sprague-Grundyho teorie, nestranné hry, stranné hry, odčítací hry, nim-hodnoty
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Abstract

In this thesis, we examine several open problems in taking and breaking
games under the impartial and partizan setting. We prove the existence of
an impartial subtraction game with aperiodic nim-sequence and periodic out-
come sequence. We also analyze the equivalence classes of subtraction games
and provide a solution to one of these classes. We introduce a new taking
and breaking game and partially solve it. Then we solve several partizan
subtraction games and partizan pure breaking games and describe a general
technique for testing arithmetic periodicity of these games. Moreover, we de-
sign some game solving algorithms for impartial taking and breaking games.
We prove PSPACE-hardness for a generalized subtraction game under the
impartial setting and EXPTIME-hardness under the partizan setting.

Keywords combinatorial game theory, taking and breaking games, Sprague-
Grundy theory, impartial games, partizan games, subtraction games, nimbers
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Some simplest games are denoted by the following standard notation:
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∗n :“ t∗0, ∗1, . . . , ∗pn´ 1qu
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Introduction

People have been playing games in some form since the earliest civilizations
first arose over 5,000 years ago. To explore the nature of these games, we
could consider their two not necessarily disjunct subclasses: the games that
are challenging to the point that people will enjoy playing them (for exam-
ple Chess) and games that are challenging to mathematicians, to play and
ponder about, but not necessarily engaging to ordinary people (like the game
Nim). Interestingly, both of these classes usually tend to be computationally
intractable, which makes them a great way to challenge our mathematical
methods. Games can be played by two or more players or even by teams of
players, but there also exist single player games (also called puzzles) and even
zero-player games (e.g. Conway’s Game of Life).

Combinatorial game theory studies games of pure strategy played by two
players who alternate moves without using dice or other chance elements.
Also, there is no hidden information, such as cards that can be seen only
by their owners. Furthermore, the outcome of these games is restricted to
winning or losing and no draws are allowed.

Taking and breaking games involve heaps of tokens. The players alternate
in choosing some particular heap and removing some tokens from it while
splitting the remaining tokens in the heap into several smaller heaps. When
one hears this simple definition, he might not realize the hidden complexity
of answering even simple questions about these games such as “Who will win
the game if both players play optimally?” or “Which move should I play to
ensure victory?”.

Together with the famous game of Nim, Taking and breaking games are
among the earliest and most studied combinatorial games. Maybe for their
apparent simplicity, these games were the first impulse for many people to
build this beautiful theory. The appeal of studying the games with heaps
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Introduction

lies in their simple definition of a position (a collection of numbers), in their
flexibility to various restrictions while maintaining an infinite class of games,
and above all, their property that moves decompose the game into several
disjoint subgames that do not influence each other.

While a new theory that allows us to understand a bit more about these
games is being crafted, new questions arise and make us even today realize
that we are still at the beginning of the path to understanding them com-
pletely. In addition to a natural appeal of games, there are applications and
connections to various areas including complexity, logic, graph, and matroid
theory, networks, error correcting codes, surreal numbers, on-line algorithms
and biology [25, ch. 7].

In this thesis, we aim at presenting an in-depth survey for the topic of
taking and breaking games. Our goal is to identify several open problems
in this field and make an attempt to attack them by applying the presented
theory. This will be done both from the point of view of combinatorics and
by applying algorithmic approaches for game solving.

Standard References

The bibliography at the end of this thesis lists many references to refer to
for more details about particular topics. Several of them are classics that
stand out as key sources for the basics of the theory discussed here. To
distinguish them from other references, we reference these books using the
following abbreviations in brackets:

• Winning Ways for Your Mathematical Plays, by Berlekamp, Conway,
and Guy [42, WW]. Originally published in 1982, immediately recog-
nized as a cornerstone of the recreational mathematics literature, which
transformed the field of combinatorial game theory from recreational
pastime activity into a mature mathematical discipline.

• On Numbers and Games, by Conway [10, ONAG], the definitive source
for the axiomatic theory of combinatorial games, which was published in
1976. Among others, it introduced the first coherent theory for partizan
games.

• Lessons in play: an introduction to combinatorial game theory, by Al-
bert, Nowakowski, and Wolfe [1, LIP]. Published in 2007, this intro-
ductory textbook on combinatorial games contains many examples and
proofs that are not available elsewhere.

• Combinatorial game theory, by Siegel [70, CG]. Comprehensive and
up-to-date textbook which provides an in-depth presentation of most
of the topics studied in combinatorial game theory. Probably the most
definitive work on the subject.
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• Games of No Chance, an ongoing series of five volumes of papers pub-
lished by Cambridge University Press [55, 58, 56, 57, 48, GONC]. These
papers are generally of very high quality. Each volume also contains an
updated list of unsolved problems.

Organization of the Thesis

In Chapter 1 we review some mathematical background which is necessary for
the theory discussed in this thesis.

The basic theory of combinatorial games is described in Chapter 2. We
start by describing the disjunctive theory for partizan games. Then we narrow
the theory down to impartial games. The last section of this chapter describes
algorithmic and complexity topics related to combinatorial games.

Chapter 3 then focuses on the main topic of this thesis, the taking and
breaking games. We survey state-of-art results on subtraction, octal and hexa-
decimal games and on their partizan generalizations.

We intend for this text to be self-contained.Therefore in Chapters 2 and
3 we mention many already published proofs, which we occasionally slightly
simplify or revise in order to match the approaches applied in this thesis.

Chapter 4 presents our contributions to the field, including several results
on subtraction games, code-digit games in general and their partizan variants.
The last section lists some game solving algorithms, a few computational re-
sults and also a hardness proof for a generalization of subtraction games.
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Chapter 1
Preliminaries

An understanding of combinatorial game theory requires knowledge in a wide
range of mathematical subjects. This chapter gives an overview of the math-
ematical background that is essential for the theory discussed in the next
chapters. It is provided primarily for reference and review, detailed proofs
and examples are omitted. Most definitions are laid out in a similar way as
they appear in FIT CTU courses, namely BI-AG1, BI-ZDM, MI-CPX, and
MI-MPI.

Through the text, we use standard notations. By N we denote the set of
all positive integers (natural numbers), whereas N0 denotes all non-negative
integers. Z denotes the set of all integers, while Zn is the set of all integers
modulo n. R denotes the set of real numbers and R` the set of strictly positive
real numbers. If x P R, then txu denotes the maximal integer ď x (the floor
of x), and rxs denotes the least integer ě x (the ceiling of x). We will also
denote the set of odd integers odds and the set of even integers evens.

Set of all subsets of a set S (the power set) is denoted PpSq and |S|
denotes the cardinality of the set S. We say that A1, A2, . . . , Ak is a partition
of a set S if and only if

Ťk
i“1 Ai “ S and for any i, j P t1, 2, . . . , ku, i ‰ j

implies AiXAj “ H. If a set A Ď B but A ‰ B, we say it is a proper subset,
denoted A Ă B.

A groupoid is an ordered pair pS, ˝q where S is a set and ˝ a binary
operation ˝ : SˆS Ñ S. A semigroup is an associative groupoid, a semigroup
where exists an identity element e such that e ˝ s “ s ˝ e for all s is called
monoid. A monoid where for each element s P S exists the inversion element
s´1 such that s ˝ s´1 “ s´1 ˝ s “ e is called group. Furthermore, if ˝
is commutative, we say that pS, ˝q is commutative (groupoid, semigroup,
monoid, group). The commutative group is known as the Abelian group.
So if pS, ˝q is an Abelian group with an identity e then for any a, b, c P S we
have
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1. Preliminaries

(a) (associativity) pa ˝ bq ˝ c “ a ˝ pb ˝ cq;

(b) (neutrality) a ˝ 0 “ 0 ˝ a “ a;

(c) (inverse) a ˝ a “ e;

(d) (commutativity) a ˝ b “ b ˝ a.

A binary relation R on sets A and B is a subset of their Cartesian
product AˆB. A partially ordered set (or just poset) is an ordered pair
pS,ďq where S is a set and ď a binary relation on S, that satisfies the following
axioms:

(a) (reflexivity) x ď x for all x P S;

(b) (antisymmetry) x ď y and y ď x implies x “ y for all x, y P S;

(c) (transitivity) x ď y and y ď z imply x ď z for all x, y, z P S.

The relation ď is then called a partial order of the set S. Two elements
a, b P S are comparable if a ď b or b ď a. Otherwise they are incomparable.
We say that a covers b whenever a ď b and there is no c such that a ď c ď b.
A Hasse diagram of a poset pS,ďq is its drawing where each element is
represented by a vertex in the plane and two elements a, b P S are connected
with a curve that goes upwards from a to b whenever y covers x. A poset is
called a lattice if it has a top element, denoted J, such that for any s P S
is s ď J, and also a bottom element denoted K, such that or any s P S is
K ď s. A poset where all pairs are comparable is called a linear ordering.

An equivalence relation ∼ on a set S, is a binary relation that is reflexive
(x ∼ x), symmetric (x ∼ y if and only if y ∼ x) and transitive (x ∼ y and
y ∼ z implies x ∼ z). A subset T Ă S such that a ∼ b for any a, b P T and
there is no c P S with c ∼ a and c R T , is called an equivalence class of x
by ∼. The equivalence class is denoted by rxs∼ :“ ts P S : s ∼ xu.

Graph Theory
A graph is an ordered pair pV, Eq. V is a set of its vertices and E is a set
of its edges where each edge is an unordered pair of distinct vertices from V .
Given a graph G, we will denote its set of vertices as V pGq, and its set of
edges as EpGq. Graph H is a subgraph of graph G (denoted H Ď G) when
V pHq Ď V pGq and EpHq Ď EpGq.

A degree of a vertex v in graph G (denoted degpvq) is a number of edges
in EpGq containing the vertex v. A vertex v in G is adjacent to a vertex u
(or neighbor of u) if tu, vu P EpGq.
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By Npvq we denote the set of adjacent vertices of v in G. A path of length
n ě 0, n P N is a graph Pn such that:

Pn “

´

␣

0, 1, . . . , n
(

,
␣

ti, i` 1u : i P t0, . . . , n´ 1u
(

¯

.

A cycle of length n ě 0, n P N is a graph Cn such that:

Cn “

´

␣

0, 1, . . . , n
(

,
␣

ti, i` 1u : i P t0, . . . , n´ 1u
(

Y
␣

tn, 1u
(

¯

.

We call a connected graph that does not contain a cycle as a subgraph a
tree. A rooted tree is an ordered triple pV, E, rq where a vertex v in graph
G is a list if degpvq “ 1.

Graph G is connected, if there is a path in G between each pair of vertices
in V pGq. A connected component in graph G is any maximal (in inclusion)
connected subgraph of G. We call a graph G bipartite if a set of vertices
V pGq can be decomposed into two disjoint sets such that no two vertices
within the same set are adjacent. A vertex cover is a set of vertices such
that each edge of the graph is incident to at least one vertex of the set.

A directed graph (a digraph) is an ordered pair pV, Eq. V is a set of
its vertices and E is a set of its directed edges, meaning that each edge is an
ordered pair of distinct vertices from V . For a directed edge pu, vq P E we
say that it is starting in u and ending in v. In a directed graph D “ pV, Eq
we define the in-degree deg´puq and the out-degree deg`puq as a number
of edges ending and starting in the vertex u, respectively. A vertex u with
a deg´puq “ 0 is called a source, while a vertex v with deg`pvq is called
a sink. A topological ordering of a digraph G is a linear ordering of its
vertices such that for every directed edge pu, vq P EpGq, u comes before v in
the ordering.

Boolean Algebra
A Boolean formula is a well-formed parenthesized expression involving vari-
ables (symbols denoted by small letters x, y, z), the binary connectives ^
(conjunction), _ (disjunction), the unary connective ␣ (negation), and paren-
theses. If X is a set of variables, then F pXq denotes a Boolean formula over
variables in X.

An assignment α is a function from set of variables X to the set t0, 1u
where 0 and 1 in this context denote Boolean values true and false. The value
of a formula F pXq under assignment α is the evaluation of the formula when
replacing the variables by their assigned value. A literal is either x or ␣x
where x is a variable.
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1. Preliminaries

A formula is in conjunctive normal form (CNF) if it is a conjunction
of disjunctions of literals. A formula is in disjunctive normal form (DNF)
if it is a disjunction of conjunctions of literals. For positive integer k we say
that formula is in k-DNF, if it has the form C1 _ C2 _ . . . _ Ck where each
Cip1 ď i ď kq is a conjunction of at most k literals; k-CNF is defined dually.
The term Ci in this form is called a clause.

Let F and G be Boolean formulas. De Morgan’s laws tell us that
␣pF _Gq ô ␣F ^␣G and ␣pF ^Gq ô ␣F _␣G.

Complexity Theory
An alphabet is any finite set, usually denoted as Σ. Elements of the alphabet
are called symbols. A word or a string in an alphabet is a finite sequence
of symbols. We denote by Σ˚ the set of all words in the alphabet Σ and by
|y| the length of the word y, that is the number of (occurrences of) symbols
in it. A language is a set of words. In a decision problem, we are given
some input and a question and the task is to decide whether the answer to
this question is yes or no. When studying decision problems we encode them
in some suitable alphabet. Most often the alphabet t0, 1u can be used for
our purposes. This way the set of all inputs to the decision problem with the
positive answer corresponds to some language over this alphabet. Hence we
use the terms decision problem and language as synonyms.

The time complexity of an algorithm is the maximum number of steps
it performs on inputs of a given length. The running time is usually measured
in so-called “Big O” notation that describes the limiting behavior of this
function. Let fpnq and gpnq be finite and positive functions. We then say that
gpnq is an asymptotic upper bound of gpnq (denoted fpnq “ Opgpnqq) if

pDc P R`q pDn0 P N`q p@n ě n0q fpnq ď c ¨ gpnq.

RAM Model

When talking about algorithms, we will describe them and measure their com-
plexity on the model of computation called the Random Access Machine
(RAM). Each of this family of models consists of a separated program and
data memory. The data memory is made of integer cells that are addressable
by integers. The program, stored in the program memory, is a sequence of
instructions that will also be sequentially executed. There are two types
of instructions: arithmetical and control instructions. Arithmetical instruc-
tions usually take two input arguments and a single output argument. The
arguments can be either constants, direct or indirect addresses to the data
memory. The control instructions are jumps to a specific location in the pro-
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gram memory, conditional jumps and the halting instruction. At the start
of the program, the input is written at the beginning of the data memory.
After the program halts, the output is stored on agreed location in the data
memory.

When it will be necessary, we will consider the RAM model that lim-
its the size of integers stored in a single memory cell to some w bits. Let
us denote Rpnq as the binary representation of the integer n in a two’s
complement representation. We will consider the following set of instructions
on integers, all of which can be executed in constant time: AND, OR, XOR
(all performed bitwise), ` (addition), ´ (subtraction), ˚ (multiplication), {
(division), % (modulo), NOT (bitwise negation), " (right bit-shift), ! (left
bit-shift) and ą,ă,“ (comparison). Many other constant time operation can
be implemented using these basic ones. Mareš describes how to define the
operation populationCountpnq (the number of one-bits in Rpnq) and the op-
eration LSBpnq (the position of the least significant one-bit).

Sometimes we will denote the bitwise XOR operation as ‘. This operation
has the following interesting properties

Lemma 1.1 (Properties of bitwise XOR). Let a, b, c P N0. Then:

(a) (commutativity) a‘ b “ b‘ a

(b) (associativity) pa‘ bq‘ c “ a‘pb‘ cq

(c) (neutrality) a‘ 0 “ 0‘ a “ a

(d) (inverse) a‘ a “ 0

(e) a‘ b‘ c “ 0 if and only if a‘ b “ c

Proof. The properties (a) - (d) are well known and follow easily from the
definition. To prove the last one, let us show, that for any a, b P N0 : a‘ b “
0 ô a “ b. For contradiction, suppose that a ‰ b. Then, paq2 ‰ pbq2, and let
us assume that they differ at i-th bit. However, by definition of xor, pa‘ bq2
must both have their i-th bit turned on which is a contradiction.

Complexity Classes

When talking about complexity of problems, the Turing Machine (TM)
model is used more often. For a proper definition of this model, we refer the
reader to [3, p. 20]. The class of all decision problems having a polynomial al-
gorithm that correctly decides whether the input string is in the corresponding
language or not is called P. Such problems are called polynomially solv-
able. The class NP (stands for nondeterministic polynomial time) consists
of all problems that can be solved in polynomial time by a non-deterministic

9
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Turing machine. Alternatively, these are such problems that their solution is
of polynomial size and can be verified by a deterministic Turing machine run-
ning in a polynomial time. PSPACE is the class of problems that can be solved
by a deterministic Turing machine working in a polynomially limited mem-
ory. Problems in EXPTIME can be solved by a deterministic Turing machine
in a time 2P pnq for some polynomial P and the class EXPSPACE is the class
of problems that can be solved by a deterministic Turing machine working in
memory limited by 2P pnq for some polynomial P . Problems in NEXPTIME can
be solved by a non-deterministic Turing machine working in time limited by
2P pnq for some polynomial P .

A polynomial-time reduction of a problem P Ă Σ˚ to a problem
Q Ă Σ˚ is a function ρ : t0, 1u˚ Ñ t0, 1u˚ such that ρ can be computed
in polynomially bounded time and w P P if and only if ρpwq P Q. We say
that P can be polynomially reduced to Q, and denote P ◁ Q. Let C be a
complexity class and let H P C. We say that the problem is C-hard if it holds
that

p@P P Cq P ◁ H.

The problem H is C-complete if it is C-hard and H P C.
An n-input, single output Boolean circuit C is a directed acyclic oriented

graph with n sources and one sink. All vertices that are neither source or sink
are called gates. The gates are labeled with logical operations ^, _ and ␣
and for any such vertex u, the number deg´puq of these vertices is called fan-
in. The size of the circuit, denoted |C|, is the number of vertices in it. The
depth of an circuit is the length of the longest distance between a source and a
sink. For an input x P 0, 1n, the output of C on x, denoted by Cpxq, is defined
in the natural way. We say that a circuit is AC0 if it has constant depth and
gates labeled with ␣ to have in-degree 1 and to be located immediately after
the inputs. The complexity class AC0 is then defined as the set of problems
that are computable using an AC0 circuit.
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Chapter 2
Combinatorial Game Theory

In this chapter we will introduce the parts of combinatorial game theory that
will be necessary for the analysis of taking and breaking games. Most of the
following definitions and properties can be found in all the classical textbooks
on combinatorial games [70, 1, 10, CG, LIP, ONAG]. The layout of this theory
has been inspired by the way it is presented in the FIT CTU course MI-ATH.

Combinatorial games are two-player games with no hidden information
and no chance elements. We imagine them played on some kind of board
between two players whose usual names are Left and Right1, who play al-
ternately and whose moves affect the position (configuration of the board)
in a manner defined by the ruleset (or rules) of the game. Both players have
complete knowledge of the game state at all times (“complete information”)
and the effect of each move is determined before the move is made (“no chance
elements”).

Definition 2.1. Game G is a structure
␣

gL
ˇ

ˇ gR
(

, where

gL “ tGL | L can move from G to GLu and
gR “ tGR | R can move from G to GRu.

It is possible that gL, gR “ H. We call the sets gL and gR the Left and Right
options, respectively. We will denote a typical option of Left (Right) player
GL pGRq, respectively.

To avoid a confusion, throughout this thesis we will use the term game
to refer to an individual position and not to the ruleset. The ruleset can
be thought of as the definition of the layout of the moves from particular
positions. In the formal sense, ruleset is simply a set of games (structures
from the definition 2.1) that we play on and a move is a replacement of a

1Also known under aliases Black and White, Red and Blue, Alice and Bob, etc.
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Figure 2.1: Position in the game of Domineering.

game by another game which is usually a modification of the first. To keep
the distinction clear, we will use Roman capital letters G, H, . . . to denote
games and capital Greek letters Γ, Λ, . . . to denote rulesets. When necessary,
a position in a game which follows some ruleset Γ will be called a Γ-position.

Example 2.2. The game Domineering is usually played on an nˆm checker-
board. On each turn, Left player can place a vertically rotated domino piece
(of size 1 ˆ 2) on any pair of free squares (without overlapping). Similarly,
Right player can place a single horizontally rotated domino piece if possible.

This was an example of a ruleset while in Figure 2.1 is an example of a
position (a game) of Domineering in which Left has one option and Right
has two options. (One cannot play onto a gray square).

Definition 2.3. A run of G is a sequence of positions G “ G0, G1, . . . such
that Gi`1 is an option of Gi. A play of G is a run G “ G0, G1, . . . which
alternates between Left and Right moves, i.e., if Gi`1 is a Left (Right) option
of Gi, then Gi`2 is a Right (Left) option of Gi`1, respectively.

Definition 2.4. We say that the game H is a subposition of the game G if
there exists a (possibly empty) sequence of consecutive moves (not necessarily
alternating) leading from G to H.

Definition 2.5. Short games are combinatorial games that admit only finite
play and have finite sets of options. That is, there does not exist a play that
has an infinite length and the sets of Left and Right options (gL and gR) are
finite for each subposition of G.

In this thesis we will consider only short games. The theory of so called
loopy games, in which the plays need not be finite, has been developed by
Conway, Li and Siegel in [10, 52, 71] and is surveyed in [70, CG, Chapter VI]

Definition 2.6. The game tree of a G is a rooted tree with vertices corre-
sponding to subpositions of G. Each vertex of some position H has a left edge
for each Left move HL P hL and a right edge for each Right move HR P hR.
The vertices distinguish between positions to which we got through a differ-
ent run of G, so there is a one-to-one correspondence between runs of G and
vertices of the game tree of G.
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Figure 2.2: Game tree of a Domineering position.

Figure 2.2 shows a game tree of a position in Domineering. The owner
of the edge (Left or Right) visualized by their slanting (left or right). Notice
that the tree has nine lists even though there are only eight distinct final
positions (positions that have no option).

Definition 2.7. Based on the mutual relationships of gL and gR over all
positions we distinguish following game classes:

• Impartial games, when for every position G the sets of left moves and
right moves are the same: gLXgR “ H holds. For example, Domineer-
ing is not impartial. We will see that this property makes the analysis
significantly simpler.

• Black and White games are games in which there is no position in
which would Left and Right share any of their moves: gL “ gR holds.
These games lie in some sense on the other side of the spectra of games
than impartial games. Unfortunately, this restriction does not simplify
the analysis of these games as much as for the impartial games.

• All-small games2 have a similar restriction like impartial games in a
more relaxed setup: A game G is All-small if for any position Left has an
option if and only if Right has an option. For instance, games 0, ↑, ↓, ∗
are All-small, but 1, 2,´3 are not.

If we want to emphasize that a game is not impartial, we say it is partizan.

Now we have defined what a game is and how it is played, it remains to
explain what does it mean to win a game. There are two standard conventions
under which we define the outcome of a game:

2Also known as dicotic.
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Definition 2.8. In a game played under the normal play convention the
player who makes the last move, wins. In a game which follows the misère
play convention, the player who makes the last move, loses.

The normal convention is obviously more natural: in a non-final position
we find ourselves losing if we are unable to find any good move, so it makes
complete sense to lose when we cannot find any move at all. This property
of unnatural setup of misère play is a source of many difficulties in trying to
understand the combinatorial structure of these games.

Definition 2.9. We say that Left player has a winning strategy as a first
player, if there exists an integer n such that

pDG1 P gLqp@G2 P gR
1 qpDG3 P gL

2 qp@G4 P gR
3 q . . .

#

gR
n “ H under a normal play;

gL
n “ H under a misère play,

and has a winning strategy as a second player, if

p@G1 P gLqpDG2 P gR
1 qp@G3 P gL

2 qpDG4 P gR
3 q . . .

#

gR
n “ H under a normal play;

gL
n “ H under a misère play.

The winning strategy for Right player could be defined symmetrically.

Theorem 2.10 (Fundamental Theorem of Combinatorial Games). Let G “
␣

gL
ˇ

ˇ gR
(

be a short combinatorial game. Then Left has a winning strategy
as a first or else Right has a winning strategy as a second, but not both.

Proof. (By induction on the number of subpositions of G). Let GL be any
option of G. It must have strictly fewer subpositions than G (at least the
subposition G is missing). So by induction hypothesis, we may assume that
either Left has a winning strategy as a first or Right has a winning strategy as
a second. Note that because we could just rename the players, by symmetry
this is equivalent to Right having a winning strategy as a first or Left having
a winning strategy as a second.

So if Right has a winning strategy in all GL playing first, he can definitely
win in G playing second no matter what move Left makes. Conversely, if Left
can win any of the GL playing second, then he can simply win G by moving
to it.

The proof of this theorem represents several typical properties of many
proofs presented in this thesis. First, it is a proof by induction on some struc-
tural property of the game which can be easily applied due to the recursive
definition of games. Second, the base case is deliberately omitted for the case
when the player has no moves is trivially defined by the convention of the
game. And third, since we have chosen the naming of the players, we can at
any time switch it, so many properties must hold due to symmetry.
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Definition 2.11. We define the outcome of G as follows:

opGq “

$

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

%

L if Left can win both as a first and a second,
R if Right can win both as a first and a second,
P if first player always loses and
N if first player always wins.

By Theorem 2.10 it follows that the outcome of any game G is always
unambiguously defined. So we can partition the set of all the games in such
way, that each game belongs into one of the following outcome classes:

• L: left games, where Left always wins,

• R: right games, where Right always wins,

• P : lost games, where first player always loses and

• N : won games3, where first player always wins.

The set of all games therefore is the union L YR Y P YN .

Corollary 2.12. The proof of Theorem 2.10 provides an algorithm how to
recursively calculate the outcome on any game. We will refer to it as game-
tree algorithm. This algorithm is runs in linear time in the size of the game
tree. However, most games are presented in much more succinct encoding
than the game tree. Actually, the size of the game tree is for many games
usually at least exponential in the size of the description of a game position,
therefore this cannot be considered an effective algorithm. (Compare the game
size of the game tree for a position of Domineering compared to the size of
the description of a position).

The main problems studied in the combinatorial game theory are

• Outcome: given a position, determine the outcome class.

• Winning move: if a player has a winning strategy, find a winning move
among his options.

• Questions about the general combinatorial structure of these games.

• Hardness results that suggest that there exist games, for which are the
above problems intractable.

3Also known as fuzzy games.
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The focus of this thesis will be on short games under normal play conven-
tion, so without stating otherwise, assume that the discussed games belong to
these categories.

We will consider a solution to a game to be the answer to the most widely
studied problem: deciding the outcome class of a game.

2.1 Disjunctive Theory
We have seen that although Theorem 2.10 describes an algorithm, to deter-
mine the outcome in linear time in the size of the game tree. Without further
knowledge obtained from the ruleset of the game, we are not able to do much
better.

The disjunctive theory studies a fundamental property of many games that
have proven useful in the analysis of combinatorial games: a typical position
can be broken down into several independent components. We can observe
this property in the end-game positions of Domineering. Near the end of
the game, the board is almost completely filled with dominoes and the play in
the maximal components of adjacent free squares do not influence each other.
The same property holds for other so-called territorial games, out of which
the best known is probably Go. We will see that the Taking and Breaking
games which are the main subject of this thesis, have this property throughout
the whole play by definition and so they are great candidates for disjunctive
analysis. We will say that these games decompose into a sum.

Informally, we denote a disjunctive sum of games G and H as a composite
game, denoted G`H, which can be described as a simultaneous play of both
games in the following manner: a Left player’s move consists of selecting one
of the component games, say G, and making a legal move into some GL P gL,
leaving the other component intact. So after the move, the game is played on
GL`H, then Right continues analogously and the game continues in this way
until some player is unable to make a move in any of the components.

Definition 2.13. The disjunctive sum of games G “
␣

gL
ˇ

ˇ gR
(

and H “
␣

hL
ˇ

ˇ hR
(

is formally defined by

G`H :“
␣

GL `H, G`HL
ˇ

ˇ GR `H, G` hR
(

, (2.1)

where GL and GR denote that GL ranges over all Left options GL P gL and
HL range over all HL P hL. The set of Left options of G`H can be defined
as a union

tGL `H : GL P gLu Y tG`HL : HL P hLu, (2.2)

but the notation (2.1) is almost always clearer than (2.2) and we will use it
through the text without further comments.
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2.1. Disjunctive Theory

Table 2.1: The outcome of a sum of two games based on their outcome under
Normal play.

` L P R N
L L L any L YN
P L P R N
R any R R R YN
N L YN N R YN any

When trying to determine the outcome of a game that decomposes into
a sum, one obvious question we could be asking is whether it is possible to
determine the outcome of a sum G ` H solely from the outcomes of some
games G and H.

The following proposition shows that the addition of a lost game does not
change the outcome.

Proposition 2.14. Let G and H be games and opHq “ P . Then under
Normal convention, opGq “ opG`Hq.

Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that Left has a winning strategy for
G. Let the strategy be as playing first. Then he can also win on G ` H by
starting with his winning move GL and then replying to each move of Right
into the same component as he played. Because in both GL and H he has a
winning strategy playing second, Right will be the first one out of moves.

Conversely, assume that Left has a winning strategy playing second. Then
after any Right’s move Left can again reply into the same component he played
in. Since H P P , this strategy ensures that the first move in G will be done
by Right and Left then can follow there with his winning strategy.

Example 2.15. Unfortunately, similar rules cannot be derived for all the
combinations of outcomes in the sum. Consider for instance the following
Domineering games:

+ and + .

We can see that each component of both games is a won game. However,
the outcome of the first sum L and the outcome of the second sum is R.
Therefore, some information about the structure of the game is needed in
order to determine the outcome of a sum. The cases when the outcome is
clear or partly clear are shown in Table 2.1. Proofs for these properties of
sum can be found for example in [1, LIP, p. 55].

Definition 2.16. A set of games A is closed, if for any games G, H P A
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• G`H P A (closed under addition).

• For any subposition J of G is J P A (hereditary closed).

The following notation can be used for a common way of solving a closed
set of games A which decompose into sum.

Definition 2.17. Let Q be a monoid with binary operation ¨ such that we are
able to determine the outcome of any x P Q. The game mapping function
Φ for a closed set of games A with ruleset Γ is a mapping ΦΓ : A Ñ Q
such that for some game G P A, which is represented as a disjoint sum of its
components G “ G1 `G2 ` . . .`Gk is

ΦΓpGq “ ΦΓpG1q ¨ ΦΓpG2q ¨ . . . ¨ ΦΓpGkq

and we can calculate the outcome opGq as using opΦΓpGqq.

The advantage of this approach is especially useful when there is such
monoid Q and a mapping function Φ for which the calculation of ΦpGq and
opΦpGqq can be done more efficiently than calculating the opGq itself.

In the next section, we will enhance our definition of games by an equiv-
alence and ordering operators which will result in a partially ordered Abelian
group that will show to be a suitable structure for this approach on all games
under Normal play. We will also introduce a much better structure for Nor-
mal impartial games: we will show that suitable monoid for these games is
Q “ N0 where the multiplication a ¨ b is defined as xor in binary.

Note: We will sometimes use the outcome function o : A Ñ Q with Q “

tP ,N ,L,Ru as a game mapping function, despite the fact that we can not
always tell the outcome of a sum of elements from the outcome classes Q (see
the Table 2.1). The reason for this is that we are sometimes interested in the
single-pile positions only, or we do not mind the limitation of the undefined
sum for some cases.

2.2 Canonical Theory
The following definition is motivated by the fact that for solving a game we
do sometimes not need to know about the exact structure of the game. For
instance, in Proposition 2.14 we have shown that a lost game cannot change
the outcome of any game when played in a sum. It follows that any pair of
lost games behave the same in a context of any game, unlike it was in the
example 2.15 for a pair of won games.
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Definition 2.18. The games G and H are equal, denoted G “ H if for every
game X is

opG`Xq “ opH `Xq.

Conversely, if there exists a game X such that opG`Xq ‰ opH `Xq, we say
that X distinguishes G from H.

Observation 2.19. “ is an equivalence relation on games.

Proposition 2.20. If G “ H then for any game J is G` J “ H ` J .

Proof. Since the disjunctive sum is associative and G “ H, we have

oppG` Jq `Xq “ opG` pJ `Xqq “ opH ` pJ `Xqq “ oppH ` Jq `Xq

for any game X.

Definition 2.21. The game value of a game is its equivalence class modulo
“. The set of all game values is denoted by G.

2.2.1 The Group of Game Values G
To better formulate the induction used in the proof of Theorem 2.10, we assign
an integer value to each game based on the observation that more complex
games are derived from simpler games.

Definition 2.22. The birthday of game G is denoted bpGq and defined by

bp0q :“ 0
bpGq :“ max

HPgLYgR

bpHq ` 1

If a game G has birthday bpGq “ b, we say it has been born on the day b and
if bpGq ď b, we say it has been born by the day b. The set of game values of
all games born by day n we denote Gn. Note that we can recursively define
Gn for n ě 1 as follows:

Gn “

!

␣

gL
ˇ

ˇ gR
(

: gL, gR Ď Gn´1

)

.

In Figure 2.3 we draw the game trees of the four games born by day one
and two games born by day two. They are usually denoted 0 (zero), 1,´1, ∗
(star), ↑ (up) and ↓ (down).

Lemma 2.23. [1, LIP, p. 67] A number of games born by day n (denoted
gpnq) is finite.
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0 := t|u 1 := t0 |u ´1 := t| 0u ∗ := t0 | 0u ↑ := t0 | ∗u ↓ := t∗ | 0u

b b

b

b

b

b

b b

b

b b

b b

b

b

b b

b

Figure 2.3: Some simplest games and their game trees.

Proof. By induction on n:

(a) If n “ 0, then gpnq “ 1.

(b) If n ě 1, then for each game
␣

gL | gR
(

, it holds that |gL| ď 2gpn´1q and
|gR| ď 2gpn´1q. That means, there are gpnq ď p2bpn´1qq2 possible games
which is a finite value.

To be able to distinguish between games that are equal and those who
have complete the same structure, we introduce another term.

Definition 2.24. The game G is identical to H, denoted G – H, when G
and H have isomorphic game trees.

Definition 2.25. The negative of G, denoted ´G is recursively defined by

´G :“
␣

´GR
ˇ

ˇ ´GL
(

.

We will define a subtraction of H from G as

G´H :“ G` p´Hq.

Lemma 2.26 (Idempotence of negative). ´p´Gq – G.

Proof. (By induction on birthday).

´p´Gq – ´p´
␣

GL|GR
(

q – ´
␣

´GR| ´GL
(

–
␣

´p´GLq| ´ p´GRq
(

IH
–
␣

GL|GR
(

– G.

Lemma 2.27 (Distributivity of the opposite game).

´pG`Hq – p´Gq ` p´Hq.
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Proof. (By induction on birthday).

´pG`Hq –
␣

´pG`HqR| ´ pG`HqL
(

–
␣

´pGR `Hq,´pG`HRq| ´ pGL `Hq,´pG`HLq
(

IH
–
␣

´GR ´H,´G´HR| ´GL ´H,´G´HL
(

– p´Gq ` p´Hq.

Lemma 2.28. (Zero is the only lost game)

G “ 0 ô G P P .

Proof. pñq Zero is clearly a lost game.

pðq Let G P P . We need to show that opG ` Xq “ opXq for any game X.
But Proposition 2.14 says that adding a lost game will not change the
outcome and G is lost, so we are done.

Theorem 2.29. The set of game values G with an operation ` (a disjunctive
sum) forms an Abelian group with 0 (zero game) as its identity element.

Proof. We need to show that zero is an identity, the sum on games is commu-
tative and associative and that each game has its additive inverse. Let G, H, J
denote arbitrary games.

(a) (identity) G`0 “ G. In fact G`0 – G, since adding 0 does not change
the structure of G at all: G` 0 –

␣

GL ` 0 | GR ` 0
(

–
␣

gL | gR
(

.

(b) (commutativity) G`H “ H `G: by induction on birthday

G`H –
␣

GL `H, G`HL
ˇ

ˇ GR `H, G`HR
(

IH
–

␣

HL `G, H `GL
ˇ

ˇ HR `G, H `GR
(

– H `G.

(c) (associativity) G`pH`Jq “ pG`Hq`J can be proven by breaking down
the sum according to the definition and applying the same induction as
above.

(d) (negatives) We need to show that G´G “ 0. Since G´G –
␣

gL
ˇ

ˇ gR
(

`
␣

´gR
ˇ

ˇ ´gL
(

, the second player has clearly a winning strategy by mir-
roring the first player, so G´G P P . The rest follows by Lemma 2.28.
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L

N

R

P

R

Figure 2.4: A Hasse diagram of the partial ordering of the outcome classes.

2.2.2 Partial-Order Structure
Again in Example 2.15 we have observed that some won game could be in
some context favorable to one player more then to the other. Motivated by
this observation, we attempt to order the Abelian group of games by the fa-
vorability towards Left with respect to the partial ordering of outcome classes,
presented as a Hasse diagram in Figure 2.4.

Definition 2.30. The game G is greater than H, denoted

G ě H, if opG`Xq ě opH `Xq for every game X.

By the definition of the partial order on the outcome (Figure 2.4), in order
to show that G ě H it suffices to show that Left has a winning strategy as a
second.

Observation 2.31. ě is a partial order on games.

Proposition 2.32. If G ě H then for any game J is G` J ě H ` J .

Proof. Identical to the proof of Proposition 2.20.

Definition 2.33. We say that G is incomparable with H, denoted

G � H, if G´H P N .

We say that is G is greater (smaller) than H or confused with H, denoted

G  H if G ą H _G � H, and
G � H if G ă H _G � H, respectively.

Definition 2.34. We say that G is strictly greater (smaller) than H,
denoted

G ą H if G ě H ^G ‰ H and
G ă H if G ď H ^G ‰ H, respectively.
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Corollary 2.35. The following table summarizes the terms and properties
listed above:

G “ 0 ô G P P
G ą 0 ô G P L
G ă 0 ô G P R
G � 0 ô G P N

G “ H ô G´H P P
G ą H ô G´H P L
G ă H ô G´H P R
G � H ô G´H P N

Note that based on this table we can construct an algorithm to determine the
relationship between any two games.

Example 2.36. To show that > , it suffices to show that in the game

+ Left wins as a second. But Right has only a single move to the
second component, so Left’s option in the first component can be his winning
move.

2.2.3 Canonical Form
As we have seen in the example of empty games which equals to any lost
game, no matter how complicated. Precise analysis will also show that the

following positions are equal: + = . When analyzing some game,
it might be useful to replace its components with smaller games that are equal
in order to simplify the analysis. It is fortunate that for any game exists a
unique smallest game that is equal to it. This game is called a canonical form
a of given game.

Definition 2.37. Let G be a game. Then for typical options of Left pGL1 , GL2q

and Right pGR1 , GR2q:

(a) Left move GL1 is dominated (by GL2) if GL2 ě GL1 .

(b) Right move GR1 is dominated (by GR2) if GR2 ď GR1 .

(c) Left move GL1 is reversible (through GL1R1) if GL1R1 ď G.

(d) Right move GR1 is reversible (through GR1L1) if GR1L1 ě G.

Theorem 2.38 (About dominated moves). Let G “ tA, B, . . . | H, I, . . .u,
B ě A. Then G “ tB, . . . | H, I, . . .u.

Proof. We want to show whether tA, B, . . . | H, I, . . .u´tB, . . . | H, I, . . .u P P .
Consider the following cases:
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G

. . .BA H I . . .

Figure 2.5: Dominated moves.

G

A

AR

YXW . . .

Figure 2.6: Reversible moves.

(a) Left begins into A. Then the second player plays into ´B (he can,
because of ´tB, . . . | H, I, . . .u “ t´H,´I, . . . | ´B, . . .u). This leads to
game A´B. But because A ď B, the second player wins.

(b) The first player moves outside of A. Then the second player can mirror
the moves of the first player.

Theorem 2.39 (About reversible moves). Let G “ tA, B, . . . | H, I, . . .u and
let there exist a Right’s move AR such that G ě AR. Denote AR “ tX, Y, . . . | . . .u.
Now consider a game

G “ tX, Y, . . . , B, . . . | H, I, . . .u.

Then G “ G.

Proof. We need to show that G´G “ 0.

G´G “ tA, B, . . . | H, I, . . .u ` t´H,´I, . . . | ´X,´Y, . . . ,´B, . . .u.

Every opening move can be mirrored except for Left’s move to A and Right’s
move to ´X,´Y, . . .. Let us consider these cases:

(a) Let Right move to ´X (or ´Y, . . .). But X is originally a move in AR,
and since G ě AR, it follows that G ´ AR ě 0, so Left wins here as a
second.

(b) Let Left move to A, we get A ´ G. We can show a winning strategy
for Right: he moves into AR, yielding AR ´ G. Now without loss of
generality Left can play to:

(i) AR ´H: But AR ´G ď 0, so Right wins here as a second.
(ii) X ´G: Then Right can mirror in ´G yielding X ´X “ 0.
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2.2. Canonical Theory

Example 2.40. Consider the following sum 1`p´1q. We show that it is equal
to 0 using Theorem about reversible moves: 1` p´1q – t´1 | 1u – t| 0 || 0 |u.
Then, let A “ ´1 “ t| 0u, so AR “ 0. But because 1 ´ 1 ´ 0 is a lost game,
1´1 ě 0. So Left’s move ´1 is reversible through p´1qR “ 0. By the previous
theorem, we get t´1 | 1u “ t| 1u. Using symmetrical argument, Left’s move
to 1 reverses through 1L “ 0, yielding t| 1u “ t|u – 0.

Definition 2.41. Game G is in canonical form, if G does not have any
dominated and reversible moves and all of its subpositions are in canonical
form.

Theorem 2.42 (About canonical form). Let G, H be games in canonical
form. Then G “ H ô G – H.

Proof. pðq Trivially, if two games are isomorphic, of course they have the
same outcome.

pñq Let G “ H. This means that Left wins as a second in G´H. So he has
a reply for any Right’s move into GR ´H:

Let the reply be GRL ´H. But that would mean GRL ´H ě 0 which
means GRL ě H “ G. But then G has a reversible move which is a
contradiction with the fact that it is in canonical form.

So we may assume that the reply is in ´H. This leads to GR´HR ě 0,
so GR ě HR. So p@GR P gRqpDHR P hRq : GR ě HR.

Also, this argument can be done symmetrically for H, so p@HR P hRq pDGR1
P

gRq : GR1
ě HR We get GR ě HR ě GR1 . But because G does not have

dominated moves and GR ě GR1 , GR – GR1 must hold. However, this
means that GR – HR, meaning that for any right move in G, there is
an equivalent move in H, so gR – hR.

Because Right also wins second in G ´ H, the same argument can be
done symmetrically, so for any Left’s move in G there is an identical one
in H, so gL – hL. This implies G – H.

Observation 2.43. We can design a canonization algorithm based on the
proofs of Theorems 2.38 and 2.39, since by Theorem 2.42 the order of reduc-
tions does not affect the resulting canonical form of G.

Definition 2.44. We will denote the function C : games Ñ G as the canon-
ization function which maps each combinatorial game to its unique canonical
form.
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2. Combinatorial Game Theory

2.2.4 Numbers
In the previous section, we have encountered three numeric games 0, 1 and ´1.
We can now see that 1´1 “ 0 because the second has a mirroring strategy. In
fact, there are many other games that alongside with disjunctive sum behave
as integers and some rationals.

Note: To avoid confusion between numbers as games and regular numbers,
when it will be necessary, we will put number games inside a box, e.g. 0 ,
1 , and ´1 .

Definition 2.45. An integer game for integer n P N0 is:

n :“
␣

n´ 1 |
(

´n :“ ´ n

Definition 2.46. For all j “ 0, 1, . . . , m ě 0 we define dyadic rationals as
follows:

m

2j
:“

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

#

m´ 1
2j

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

m` 1
2j

+

for odd m;

m{2
2j´1 for even m;

a `
b

c
for m ą 2j and m{2j “ a` b{c and an

integer game for m “ 0, m “ 2j .

We denote the group of all dyadic rational by D.

Observation 2.47. For all a, b, c be dyadic rational numbers. Then the fol-
lowing holds:

(a) a` b` c ě 0 if and only a ` b ` c ě 0 ,

(b) a ` b “ c ô a` b “ c and

(c) a ě b ô a ě b

Proof of these statements are trivial and are left to the reader.

Definition 2.48. Let xL, xR be numbers. Then the simplest number be-
tween xL and xR is such a number x: xL ă x ă xR that has minimal birthday
of all numbers in the given interval.

Lemma 2.49 (About birthday of a dyadic game). Let n P Z, n ‰ 0. Then
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(a) b
`

n
˘

“ |n|.

(b) b

˜

n`
i

2j

¸

“ b

˜

´ n`
i

2j

¸

“ |n` j ` 1|.

Note: A whole number n1 in the case (a) can be converted to dyadic: Let
n “ n1 ´ 1, i “ 1, j “ 0. Then pn´ 1q ` 1

20 “ n1.

Proof. (By induction on sum n` j).

(a) j “ 0 : Then pn´ 1q ` 1
20 is an integer with birthday n` 1.

(b) j ą 0: Then:

n`
i

2j
“ n`

"

i´ 1
2j

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

i` 1
2j

*

“ tn´ 1 |u `
"

i´ 1
2j

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

i` 1
2j

*

IH
“

"

pn´ 1q ` i

2j
, n`

i´ 1
2j

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

n`
i` 1

2j

*

.

(i) bppn´ 1q ` i
2j q

IH
“ n´ 1` j ` 1 “ n` j

(ii) n ` i´1
2j : because i is odd, we get n ` x

2j1 for some x and j1 ă j.
Then bpn` i´1

2j q ď n` j.
(iii) Similarly bpn` i`1

2j q ď n` j.

Then bpn` i
2j q “ n` j ` 1.

Lemma 2.50. Let x1, x2 be numbers such that x1 ă x2 and bpx1q “ bpx2q.
Then there exists such number x that x1 ă x ă x2 and bpxq ă bpx1q “ bpx2q.

Proof. Consider the following cases:

(a) Both x1 and x2 are integer games. Then x1 “ ´n , x2 “ n and x “ 0
with bpxq “ 0.

(b) Either x1 or x2 is not an integer game. If x1 ă 0 and x2 ą 0, x “ 0 as
above. Without loss of generality, suppose that x1, x2 ą 0.

Let x1 “ n1 `
k1
2j1

, x2 “ n2 `
k2
2j2

.

Without loss of generality, also suppose that x1 not an integer game.
Then by definition of dyadic game we have

xR
1 “ n1 `

k1 ` 1
2j1

“ n1 `
k1
2j1

`
1

2j1
.
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2. Combinatorial Game Theory

We claim that x “ xR
1 . It has definitely smaller birthday than x1 (it is

its right move). Remains to show that xR
1 ă x2. Consider the following

cases:

(i) n2 ą n1 implies xR
1 ă x2 trivially.

(ii) n1 “ n2. Because bpx1q “ bpx2q, by Lemma 2.49 follows that
j1 “ j2. But x1 ă x2 so that implies k1 ă k2. Above that, because
k1, k2 are odd, k1 ` 2 ď k2. This implies xR

1 ă x2.

Lemma 2.51. The simplest number between any x1 ă x2 is unique.

Proof. (By contradiction). Let there be two simplest numbers s1, s2, such
that x1 ă s1 ă s2 ă x2. As s1, s2 are both the simplest, it follows that
bps1q “ bps2q. By Lemma 2.50, we know that there is another simpler number
between s1 and s2 which is a contradiction.

Theorem 2.52 (The Simplicity Rule). Let G is a game and all its subposi-
tions be numbers, gL ă gR. Then, G is equal to the simplest number between
max pgLq and minpgRq.

Proof. Let G “
␣

gL
ˇ

ˇ gR
(

. Because all numbers are comparable, it follows
from theorem about dominated moves that there are positions GL, GR, such
that G “

␣

GL
ˇ

ˇ GR
(

. Let x be the simplest number between GL and GR.
We show that G “ x by showing that x ´ G “ 0, a lost game. Consider the
following cases:

(a) Right moves first:

(i) Moves into x´GL. Because GL ă x, x´GL ą 0 and Left wins.
(ii) Moves into xR ´G For contradiction, suppose that Right wins. So

even when Left moves to xR ´ GR, Right wins. This implies that
xR ă GR. Also, by definition of a dyadic games xR ą x ą GL, so
xR is still between GL and GR. Furthermore bpxRq ă bpxq, so xR is
simpler than x which is the simplest, a contradiction, so Left wins.

(b) Left moves first: symmetrically, Right wins.

Example 2.53.
"

1
2

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2
*

“ 1
"

1
8

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

5
8

*

“
1
2

t1 | 2u “ 3
2
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0

´1

´2

´3 ´ 3
2

´ 1
2

´ 3
4 ´ 1

4

1

1
2

1
4

3
4

2

3
2 3

Figure 2.7: An evolutionary tree of dyadic games born by day 3.

Corollary 2.54. By Observation 2.47 and Theorem 2.52 we get an important
observation that all generalized numbers are comparable, in fact, they form a
totally ordered set. Figure 2.7 shows all numbers born by day 3 in a form of
the evolutionary tree: any subposition of a game in this tree is some ancestor
of the corresponding vertex.

2.2.5 Stops and Switches

Let us take a look at the games which are not numbers. So there pDGL P

gLq pDGR P gRq : GL ą GR. The simplest of them are games having only
numeric options:

Definition 2.55. We say that ty | zu is a switch if y, z are numbers and
y ą z.

Theorem 2.56 (Weak number avoidance). Let x be a number, and G be any
game that is not equal to a number. Then if L wins as the first player in
G`X then L wins by the first move in G.

Proof. We will show the following implication: G` xL ě 0 ñ GL ` x ě 0.
Let G ` xL ě 0 and G is not a number. So G ‰ ´x which implies that
G` xL ą 0. This means that Left wins as a first in G` xL. By induction on
birthday, we get GL`xL ě 0 for some GL. But because x is a number, surely
x ą xL, so the following implication holds GL ` xL ě 0 ñ GL ` x ě 0.

We will show that when comparing non-numeric games with numbers, the
concept of stops which denotes the maximal and minimal numbers that Left
and Right players can achieve by playing the game in isolation, is fundamental:
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2. Combinatorial Game Theory

Definition 2.57. The Left stop LpGq and the Right stop RpGq are defined
recursively by

LpGq “

$

&

%

G if G is equal to a number;
max
GL

pRpGLqq otherwise;

RpGq “

$

&

%

G if G is equal to a number;
min
GR
pRpGRqq otherwise.

Lemma 2.58. Let G and H be any games. The Left and Right stops have
the following useful properties

(a) LpGq ě RpGq.

(b) Lp´Gq “ ´RpGq and Rp´Gq “ ´LpGq.

(c) If LpGq ą x, then G  x. Likewise, if LpGq� x, then G ă x.

(d) If RpGq ą x, then G ą x. Likewise, if RpGq ă x, then G ă x.

(e) RpGq `RpHq ď RpG`Hq ď RpGq ` LpHq and LpGq ` LpHq ě LpG`
Hq ě RpGq ` LpHq.

Proof. (a) If G is a number then clearly LpGq “ RpGq. If G is not a number
then for contradiction assume that LpGq ă RpGq. But the simplicity rule
(2.52) implies that there is a number X such that LpGq ă X ă RpGq.
We will show that the game G ´ X P P . By weak number avoidance
(2.56) the winning move of the first player would have to be in the
component G. But if Left begins, by definition of Left stop he ends up
with L´X ă 0 so he loses. If Right begins, he ends up with R´X ą 0
so he loses as well. Thus G´X is lost and G “ X, a contradiction.

(b) Clear from the definition and symmetry of the negation.

(c) Let RpGq ą x. If G is equal to a number, G “ RpGq and we are done.
Otherwise, for each GR we have LpGRq ě LpGq ą X, so by induction
on (d), GR  X and by the number avoidance, Right will always play
into G so G ě X. But G ‰ X, so G ą X.

(d) Let LpGq ą x. If G is equal to a number, G “ LpGq and we are done.
Otherwise, by definition of stops, there must be some GL such that
RpGLq “ LpGq ą x. By induction on (c) we get GL ą x, so G  X.

(e) Can be found in [70, CG, p. 77]
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Definition 2.59. The confusion interval of G is defined by

confpXq :“ tX P D : X � Gu.

Lemma 2.60 (Replacement Lemma). Suppose that G1 is obtained from G
by replacing some Left option GL with a new option GL1 . Then

• If GL1
ě GL, then G1 ě G, and

• if GL1
ď GL, then G1 ď G.

Proof. Let GL1
ě GL; we will show that Left can win G1 ´G playing second.

If Right moves to G1 ´ GL, Left wins by responding to GL1
´ GL; if Right

makes any other move, then Left has mirroring response. The rest follows by
symmetry.

Theorem 2.61 (Number Translation Theorem, [70, CG, p. 78]). Let X is
equal to a number and G is not. Then

G`X “
␣

GL `X
ˇ

ˇ GR `X
(

.

2.2.6 Infinitesimals
The total ordering of Numbers hints that sometimes the problem of finding
the best move among options might be simply deduced from the canonical
forms of these options: if they are totally ordered, Left can always move to
the maximal option, while Right can always choose the minimal one and they
can be sure they play optimally. In this section, we will see that things are
not always so simple. We can see that ↑ ă 1. But in a moment we will show
that ↑ ă x for any positive number x. So the scale of numbers is insufficient
for “measuring” all games.

Definition 2.62. Game G is infinitesimal if for all numbers x ą 0:

´x ă G ă x.

Example 2.63. The games ∗, ↑ and ↓ are infinitesimals.

Proof. To give an idea, how to observe these facts, we will prove that the game
↑ is infinitesimal. We will show that x´ ↑ ą 0 by induction on birthday of x.
Observe that x´ ↑ “ x` ↓ “

␣

xL
ˇ

ˇ xR
(

` t∗ | 0u. Now consider the following
courses of this game:

(a) The Right begins.

(i) Moves to x` 0 “ x ą 0.
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⇓ := ↓+ ↓ ⇑ := ↑+ ↑ 1
2
:= t0 | ∗u 1

4
:=

␣

0
ˇ

ˇ

1
2

(

3
2
:= t1 | 2u

b

b

b

b b

b

b

b

b b

b b

b b

b

b b

b

b

b b

b b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

Figure 2.8: Game trees of some infinitesimals and dyadic numbers.

(ii) Moves to xR ` ↓. But xR ą x and bpxRq ă bpxq, so by induction
hypothesis, xR ` ↓ ą 0.

(b) The Left begins. Then x ą 0 ñ xL ě 0.

(i) If xL ą 0, then by induction hypothesis, xL ` ↓ ą 0.
(ii) If xL “ 0, then we have game

␣

0
ˇ

ˇ xR
(

` ↓. Game
␣

0
ˇ

ˇ xR
(

P L
which means

␣

0
ˇ

ˇ xR
(

ą 0. Then x ą ∗ ñ x` ∗ ą 0.

Definition 2.64. We define the games ⇑, ⇓,�, �, � and � as:

⇑ :“ ↑` ↑ ⇓ :“ ↓` ↓
� :“ ↑` ↑` ↑ � :“ ↓` ↓` ↓
� :“ ⇑` ⇑ � :“ ⇓` ⇓
↑n :“ ↑` ↑` . . .` ↑

loooooooomoooooooon

n

↑n∗ :“ ↑` ↑` . . .` ↑
loooooooomoooooooon

n

`∗

In Figure 2.8 are drawn a game trees of several infinitesimals and dyadic
games for comparison. Notice that ⇑ and 1

4 have quite similar game trees,
even though one is infinitesimal and second is number. In fact, this similarity
holds for any pair ↑n and 2´n.

Observation 2.65. Observe the following properties of ↑, ↓, ⇑, ⇓ and ∗:

• ↑ ” −↓

• ↓ ă 0 ă ↑, so also ⇓ ă ↓ and ⇓∗ ă ↓∗.

• ↓ � ∗ � ↑

Proof. We will show that ↑` ∗ P N .
↑` ∗ ” t0 | ∗u ` t0 | 0u. If Left starts, she moves to t0 | ∗u, Right then
to ∗ and Left wins. If Right starts, she moves to 0`0 “ 0 and wins.

• ⇓ ă ∗ ă ⇑
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2.2. Canonical Theory

Definition 2.66. Games G and H are infinitesimally close, if G ´ H is
infinitesimal. In this case we say that G is G-ish. The games infinitesimally
close to numbers are called numberish.

Definition 2.67. Game G ą 0 is an infinitesimal relative to H ą 0, if:

p@n P Zq : n ¨G ă H.

Definition 2.68. We define a scalar multiplication as

n ¨G :“

$

’

&

’

%

0 for n “ 0
G`G` . . .`G for n ą 0
p´nq ¨ p´Gq for n ă 0

The following proposition shows that even though we are not able to mea-
sure the infinitesimals on the scale of numbers, the scale of multiples of ups
and downs has the desired granularity.

Proposition 2.69. [70, CG, p. 85]. For any infinitesimal G, there is some
integer n such that

n ¨ ↑ ą G ą n ¨ ↓.

Proposition 2.70. [36] The game G is infinitesimal if and only if LpGq “
RpGq “ 0.

Proof. (ð) Let LpGq “ RpGq “ 0. So by Lemma 2.58, for every game X we
have ´X ď G ď X, therefore for numbers as well, so G is infinitesimal.

(ñ) By the same Lemma, if LpGq ă 0 then LpGq ă ´x for some positive
number x, so G  X. The same argument can be applied to RpGq by
symmetry.

Corollary 2.71. If G is All-small then it is infinitesimal. Also, if game G is
infinitesimal, then all its subpositions are All-small

Note: The all-small positions such as ↑, ⇓ often occur in games in disjunctive
sums with ∗. It is a standard practice to omit the ` when writing such a
disjunctive with ∗. For example, instead of ↑`∗ we write ↑∗ and ↓n`∗ “ ↓n∗
[53].

2.2.7 Reduced Canonical Form
Even though for each game there is a unique smallest game that is equal to it
(its canonical form), sometimes this smallest game is still too complicated and
does not help us much with the analysis of the game. One of the sources of
these complications are small infinitesimal perturbances that can complicate
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2. Combinatorial Game Theory

the canonical form of some game, even though most games will compare to
this game the same. More precisely, the infinitesimal perturbances does not
affect the final score of the game (its Left and Right stop), but can have an
effect on who has the move when that score is reached.

The idea to ignore such small changes is captured by the reduced canonical
form: it turns out that similarly as for canonical form, for each game G there
exists the simplest game that is infinitesimally close to G.

Definition 2.72. Let Inf be some infinitesimal. We write

G ” H pmod Infq if G´H “ Inf, and
G ŕ H pmod Infq if G´H ě Inf.

We will write simply G ” H if we do not care how much infinitesimally close
the games are.

Definition 2.73. Let G be a game.

(a) Left move GL1 is Inf-dominated (by GL2) if GL2 ŕ GL1 .

(b) Right move GR1 is Inf-dominated (by GR2) if GR2 ő GR1 .

(c) Left move GL1 is Inf-reversible (through GL1R1) if GL1R1 ő G.

(d) Right move GR1 is Inf-reversible (through GR1L1) if GR1L1 ŕ G.

Definition 2.74. The game K is in reduced canonical form if, for every
subposition H of K, H is a number or contains no Inf-dominated options.
Furthermore, if H is not infinitesimally close to a number, H also does not
contain any Inf-reversible options. The reduced canonical form of G is the
game K such that K is in reduced canonical form. We write K “ rcf pGq.

Theorem 2.75. [36]. For each game G the reduced canonical form rcf pGq is
uniquely defined.

2.3 Impartial Theory
A game G is impartial if Left and Right have exactly the same moves available
from every subposition H of G: if H “

␣

hL
ˇ

ˇ hR
(

then hL “ hR. Since there is
no point in distinguishing Left and Right moves, we will simplify the notation
and in this section, any game G will be denoted as a (possibly empty) set of
options G “ tG1

1, . . . , G1
ku and G1 P G will denote a typical option of both

(indistinguishable) players.
All impartial games are all-small, therefore their value always will be an

infinitesimal. Also by the symmetry of moves, every impartial game is its own
negative. That is, for any impartial game G we have G`G “ 0.
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2.3. Impartial Theory

Figure 2.9: Ruleset of Nim.

position: Piles of tokens of sizes a1, a2, . . . , ak, denoted Nimpa1, a2, . . . , akq.
ruleset: Choose single pile and remove any non-zero number of tokens.

Since the players are indistinguishable, no game can belong either to L or
R. So the game tree of impartial game has the following property:

Observation 2.76. Let G be impartial game and Z are all subpositions of
G (all states in its game tree). Also, let pA, Bq be a disjoint partitioning of Z
into two partitions A and B, such that:

p@G P Aqp@G1 P Gq : G1 P B, and p@H P BqpDH 1 P Hq : H 1 P A.

Then, A Ď P and B Ď N .

The simplest impartial games are those, which underlying graph is bipar-
tite:

p@H P Bqp@H 1 P Hq : H 1 P A,

so we call them the bipartite games. The simplest such game is well known
under the name She-Loves-Me, She-Loves-Me-Not. In this game a play-
ers alternate in taking a single token from a heap of n tokens. The outcome
obviously depends only on the parity of n, so the game is bipartite. Notice
that in these games there is no strategy, since no matter what the winner
does, he cannot lose his winning position.

The impartial games have under normal form a remarkably simple struc-
ture. This can be demonstrated, for instance, by the following fact: For
general games the number of distinct game values increases quite steeply:
|G2| “ 22, |G3| “ 1474 and |G4| – 3 ¨ 1012, so the canonical theory does not
always provide much simplification. On the other hand, the number of dis-
tinct impartial game values born by the day n is only n` 1, so each day only
one new impartial game is born.

Observation 2.77. Let G,H be impartial games. Since G=´G, we have

G “ H if and only if G`H P P .

The complete structure theory for impartial games was given already in
the 1935 by the Sprague-Grundy Theorem: every impartial game is equal some
single-pile game of Nim:

Definition 2.78. For n P N0 we define a nimber as:

∗n :“

#

t∗0, ∗1, . . . , ∗pn´ 1qu for n ě 1,

0 for n “ 0.
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Lemma 2.79. The canonical form of ∗n is t∗0, ∗1, . . . , ∗pn´ 1qu.

Proof. (By induction on n).

(a) If n “ 0, 1, then ∗0 “ 0, ∗1 “ t0u are in canonical form.

(b) If n ą 1, then ∗n “ t∗0, ∗1, . . . , ∗pn´ 1qu.
We show that for any i ‰ j, i, j ă n holds ∗i � ∗j (so there are no
dominated or reversible moves).
Without loss of generality, let i ă j. We will show that a game ∗j´∗i � 0:
First player moves ∗j to ∗i, so we get ∗i ´ ∗i. Then he can mirror all
the opponent’s moves and win.

The nimbers play a key role in the analysis of impartial games. But they
also play a great role in the analysis of partizan games. Santos and Silva [64]
have, for instance, shown that all nimbers occur in the game of Konane. The
question what nimbers do appear in some particular game has been asked
already by Berlekamp in 1996 [55, GONC1, problem 45] and motivates the
following term.

Definition 2.80. A (possibly partizan) game has a nim-dimension k if it
contains a position ∗2k´1 but not ∗2k. If no such k exists then the nim-
dimension is said to be infinite.

Note that if the game has nim-dimension k then for any j ď 2k it auto-
matically contains a position ∗j. Also, if it does not contain 2k, it does not
contain any higher nimber.

Definition 2.81. For a proper subset of non-negative integers M, M Ă N0
we define its mex value (the minimal excluded value) as

mex pMq :“ minpN0zMq.

So it is the smallest non-negative integer missing in the set M .

The importance of nimbers in impartial games will be clear after the next
two famous theorems. Let us start by showing that if the options of a game
are all nimbers, the game is a nimber as well.

Theorem 2.82 (The Mex Rule). Let G “ t∗l1, . . . , ∗lk | ∗r1, . . . , ∗rju and

mex tl1, . . . , lku “ mex tr1, . . . , rku “ n.

Then, G “ ∗n.
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Proof. We will show that G´ ∗n “ 0:

(a) First player moves one of the components to some ∗k, k ă n. Because
n ą k, ∗k is a viable move in both G and ∗n, so the second player can
move to the other ∗k, yielding ∗k ` ∗k “ 0.

(b) First player moves G to some ∗k, k ą n getting ∗k ´ ∗n. Then, since
k ą n, the second player can move ∗k to ∗n, yielding ∗n` ∗n “ 0.

Now we will show that this can be easily generalized to any impartial game.

Theorem 2.83 (Sprague-Grundy Theorem). Let G is an impartial game.
Then G “ ∗m for some non-negative integer m.

Proof. Let G “ tG1, . . . , Gku. Then by induction on birthday, G “ t∗n1, . . . , ∗nku.
Let m “ mex pn1, . . . , nkq. Then by the mex rule we have that G “ ∗m.

Definition 2.84. The non-negative integer m in Theorem 2.83 such that
G “ ∗m is known as the nim-value or the G-value, denoted GpGq “ m. The
positions

tGpG1q : G1 P Gu

are called the excludents of G, so the nim-value of G is the mex of its
excludents.

We have shown that any impartial game is equal to some pile of Nim.
Thus it might be useful to show how to solve and how to play this game.

Definition 2.85. Let a, b P N0. We define their nim-sum a‘ b to be:

a‘ b :“ Rpaq XOR Rpbq,

where Rpxq denotes the binary string representation of x and XOR denotes
the bitwise xor, also knowns as the operation “addition without carrying”.

Theorem 2.86 (Analysis of Nim).

∗a1 ` . . .` ∗ak P P if and only if
k
à

i“1
ai “ 0.

Proof. Let G “ Nimpa1, . . . , akq. By Observation 2.76, it suffices to show that:
(a) from each P position each move leads to an N position and (b) from each
N position there exists a move to an P position.
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(a) Let
Àk

i“1 ai “ 0. We show that every move in G leads to non-zero nim-
sum. Without loss of generality let us suppose that in a move some r
stones were removed from the pile ai. Then by property of nim-sum:
pa1 ´ rq‘ a2‘ . . . ak ‰ 0.

(b) Let
Àk

i“1 ai ‰ 0. We show that there is a move that leads to zero nim-
sum. Let g “ a1‘ . . .‘ ak, Rpgq “ pgj , gj´1, . . . , g0q2 and gj “ 1. Then
there must exist a pile whose binary representation of stone count has
j-th bit turned on. Without loss of generality suppose it is a1. Consider
a move that takes such number of stones from this pile, that after it we
have a1

1 “ a1‘ g. Notice that this is a valid move, since a1 ą pa1‘ gq,
because the leftmost non-zero bit in pa1‘ gq has to be at smaller position
than j (leftmost on bit in g is j-th and a1 switches it in xor to 0).
After the move, the nim-sum of all piles is pg ` a1q ` a2 ` . . . ` ak “

g ` pa1 ` . . .` akq “ g ` g “ 0.

At the end of the game, the nim-sum is equal to 0. It follows from Observation
2.76, that positions with nim-sum equal to 0 are in P , and the remaining games
are in N .

Observation 2.87. The proof of Theorem 2.86 gives us a polynomial winning
strategy for Nim.

Theorem 2.88 (Nim-Sum of Impartial Games). Let k, j P N0. Then

∗k ` ∗j “ ∗pk‘ jq.

For impartial games G and H then

G`H “ GpGq‘GpHq.

Proof. We can observe, that ∗k ” t∗0, . . . , ∗pk ´ 1qu – Nimpkq. Then, ∗k `
∗j ` ∗pk‘ jq “ Nimpkq ` Nimpjq `Nimpk, jq “ Nimpk, j, k, jq “ 0, because
k‘ j‘ k‘ j “ 0. The rest follows from Theorem 2.82.

Observation 2.89. The proof of Theorem 2.86 alongside with Theorem 2.88
gives us a winning strategy for any impartial combinatorial game G. This
strategy is polynomial if the calculation of GpGq is polynomial.
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2.4 Algorithmic Combinatorial Game
Theory

The algorithmic combinatorial game theory4 studies the computational com-
plexity of solving combinatorial games in order to achieve one of the following:

(a) Proof of Intractability. The aim is to rule out the possibility of some
ruleset Γ to admit a complete theory. The usual technique is to identify
a subclass of Γ-positions that have such a special structure that some
question about the game (usually to tell the outcome) can be reduced to
a known computationally difficult problem. We will see many examples
later in this section.

(b) Efficient Exhaustive Search. The objective is to design a game solv-
ing algorithm that will answer questions about games, which are too
complex to admit a concise theory that would answer them in a closed
form, but are simple enough that the computation of these answers is
tractable. Among other objectives also belong constructing efficient al-
gorithms for computer-assisted proofs about structure of these games.
One of the most interesting examples of this approach is the solution to
the well-known game of Checkers. In 2007, Schaeffer et al. finished
the analysis over 1014 of its subpositions (which took over 18 years) with
a result that the game is a first-player draw [66].

In a sense, the algorithmic approach complements the algebraic theory.
Both approaches analyze the structure of combinatorial games and can pro-
vide important insights. The combinatorial approach seeks to show that the
structure is simple enough to admit a complete theory. The algorithmic ap-
proach attempts to show that the structure is too complex so that we can
prove that no complete theory is possible. But sometimes we believe that the
structure should admit a complete theory, but the structure is too deep to
comprehend. Then the algorithmic approach might helps us in building the
solution by constructing computer-assisted proofs.

The definitions of a game, ruleset and a solution from the beginning of
this chapter might be sufficient for the combinatorial analysis. However, for
the algorithmic approach, more precise definitions are required. To be able to
formulate the question about the outcome of a game as a decision problem,
we will drop the distinction between Left and Right and will only distinguish
player I, which starts the game, and player II, which plays as a second. Stock-
meyer and Chandra then define a game as follows [77].

4Not to be confused with the Algorithmic Game Theory which studies effective algo-
rithms in the formal models of strategic environments between rational decision-makers,
arising in the context of economics.
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Definition 2.90. [77, ch. 2] A two-person perfect-information game is a triple
pP1, P2, Rq where P1 and P2 are sets, P1XP2 “ H, and R Ď P1ˆP2 Y P2ˆP1.

The sets P1 and P2 will represent the positions in which player I and player
II have the initiative, respectively. R will denote the set of available moves:
if pa, bq P R for a P P1, b P P2, then player I can move from position a to
position b. We will consider only the normal convention, where the player
who is unable to move is declared the loser.

If the game is impartial, we have P1 “ P2, so we can represent the game
by an acyclic digraph.

Definition 2.91. Let Γ “ pP1, P2, Rq be a game and Wi´1pΓq “ H. Then
for any integer i ě 0 define

WipΓq “ Wi´1 Y ta P P1 : pDb P P2q : pa, bq P R and b P Wi´1pΓqu,
Y tb P P2 : p@a P p1q : pb, aq P R implies a P Wi´1pΓqu.

Then the set of winning positions is defined as
W pΓq “

ď

iě0
Wi.

Note that this definition slightly differs from the one of Schaefer [65]. He
distinguishes between general games, which may be played on any of a large
class of inputs, and a specific game, which is a general game with these inputs
provided. If Γ is a general game, he denotes InppΓq as the set of possible
inputs to Γ. The winning positions are then defined as W pΓq “ tA P InppΓq :
Player I has a winning strategy for Γ on input A.u.

Let us now formulate the outcome problem as a decision problem.

Definition 2.92. Let Γ “ pP1, P2, Rq be a ruleset and suppose there exist
a finite alphabet Σ such that P1, P2 Ď Σ˚. Then the Outcome problem is
defined as follows:

Outcome
Input: A position x P Σ˚.

Output: True if and only if x P W pΓq.

Then, the most common definition of the solution of a game from the
algorithmic point of view, is the following:

Definition 2.93. A solution to a ruleset Γ is a polynomial-time algorithm
for computing the outcome opGq for any position G of Γ.

So in order to answer the question “What is the complexity of solving the
game Γ?”, we need to know how to encode the positions in this game and
then answer the question if there is a polynomial algorithm for computing the
outcome under this encoding.
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Note that one of possible encodings is the game tree, which has a linear
algorithm described in Corollary 2.12, so all games are in a sense solved.

Siegel sidesteps the issue of declaring the encoding of positions by putting
the measure of input complexity directly into the definition of ruleset [70,
CG, p. 36].

Definition 2.94. A ruleset is a pair pΓ, Nq, where Γ represents an infinite
set of position and the mapping N : Γ Ñ N describes the input complexity
of each position G P Γ.

A solution of Γ seeks a polynomial algorithm for computing opGq for all
G which runs in polynomial time in NpGq.

Notice that by the Definition 2.94 are all games that have bounded size
a priori solved. For instance, we know that the size of the game tree of a
game of Chess is estimated to be around 10123 [68], so even though the game
is in theoretical sense solved, it is unlikely that we will know the outcome of
starting position anytime soon. For this reason we require from the definition
2.94 that Γ represents an infinite set of positions.

In order to find out the complexity of Chess, Fraenkel and Lichtenstein
extended Chess to a suitable generalization of nˆn Chess which they proved
to be EXPTIME-complete [29]. Even though this result is about a different
game, it strongly suggests that there is some intrinsic complexity embedded
in the rules of Chess.

For completeness, we define the winning move problem as follows.

Definition 2.95. Let Γ “ pP1, P2, Rq be a ruleset, P1, P2 Ď Σ˚. Then the
Winning Move problem is defined as follows:

Winning Move
Input: A position x P Σ˚ such that x P W pΓq.

Output: A position y P Σ˚ such that px, yq P R and y R W pΓq.

Notice that while Outcome is a decision problem, Winning Move is
a search problem. In some cases, the search problem clearly reduces to the
decision problem, e.g. when the number of moves is small.

Guo and Miller [38] describe a new way of looking at solving games. They
consider a solution for a game a data structure that can answer the Winning
Move problem to any position that will arise during the play as a response
of the other player to a previous winning move, until the end of the game
(it serves as a flawless advisor, or an algorithm that is able to play the game
itself).

Definition 2.96. Let Γ “ pP1, P2, Rq be a ruleset, P1, P2 Ď Σ˚. Then the
Winning Move Data Structure problem is defined as follows:
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Winning Move Data Structure
Input: A position x P Σ˚ such that x P W pΓq.

Output: A data structure that efficiently answers the following query:
Given a position x1 such that there exists a sequence of moves
x “ x1, y1, x2, y2, . . . , xk “ x1 with k ě 1 such that for all
i, yi is the answer of this structure to the query xi and
pxi, yiq P R, efficiently calculate a winning move from x1.

2.4.1 Complexity of Some Combinatorial Games

Combinatorial games usually tend to be complete in complexity classes higher
than NP, typically they are complete in PSPACE, EXPTIME or even EX-
PSPACE [23]. This fact should be not surprising: Many classical decision
problems that can be formulated as “Does there exist a solution that satisfies
. . .?” are NP-complete. On the other hand, the question if player I has a
winning strategy takes the form: “Does there exist a move of player I such
that for every move of player II there exists a move of player I such that, . . .,
there exists a winning move of player I?” The problems with an unbounded
number of alternating quantifiers are much harder.

This can be demonstrated by the notion of non-deterministic computation
described in [8]: In classical non-deterministic Turing machines there are only
existential quantifiers. In a generalization of nondeterminism called the alter-
nation, the Alternating Turing Machine can alternate the quantifiers in the
course of the computation. It can be shown that the alternating polynomial
time is equivalent to the deterministic polynomial space, however, it is widely
believed that NP ‰ PSPACE.

Stockmeyer and Chandra identify three different types of games based on
the resource bounds for games and the length of their plays [77]. These types
correspond to three levels of complexity: P, PSPACE and EXPTIME.

Definition 2.97. Let G P Γ. Then reach of G, denoted reachpGq, is defined as
the number of distinct positions that can be reached from G. For the ruleset
Γ and a non-negative integer s let us define reachpΓ, sq be the maximum of
reachpGq across all G P Γ such that |G| “ s.

Then most common rulesets Γ belong to one of the following categories:

I. The reachpΓ, sq is bounded by a polynomial in s. The game-tree algo-
rithm solves these games in polynomial time, so these games are in P.
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II. For each G P Γ such that |G| “ s, the length of play of G is bounded by
a polynomial in s, but reachpΓ, sq can be exponential in s. The recursive
evaluation of the game-tree algorithm can be designed so that it uses
only polynomial space, so these games are in PSPACE.

III. Both the length of play and the reach can be exponential. The game-tree
algorithm runs in exponential time, so these games are in EXPTIME.

The games of the first category can be described as games on graph where
a single marker is pushed from node to node. Each position in this game is
determined by the position of the vertex, so the reach is polynomial. Here
belong for example the single-pile Subtraction Games.

Into the second category belong games on graph where players permanently
mark the vertices. A position is determined by a subset of vertices, so the reach
is exponential, but the length is polynomial. A typical game of this type is,
for instance, the game Hex.

Some games in the third category can be described as games on graph
where the position of markers can change through the play. Since positions
can not repeat, the reach is still exponential, but the length can be exponential
as well. Examples of this type are Go and Chess.

Here we list several complexity classes in which a complete combinatorial
game is known. When choosing an example game for a given class, we focused
on the simplicity of their rulesets.

NP-complete game. Fraenkel and Yesha described an impartial game called
Annihilation which is played on digraph G “ pV, Eq [31, ch. 2]. Tokens of
several types are placed on distinct vertices and each edge has specified a set
of token types that can be passed over it. A move consists of choosing some
token and moving it over some edge that allows it. If any two tokens appear
on a single vertex, they get annihilated and are removed from the game.

PSPACE-complete game. Schaefer [65, ch. 1] explains the significance of
the most common completeness in games as follows. The PSPACE-completeness
of some games rests ultimately on the fact that the language of these positions
is rich enough to describe Turing machine computations. This language is
also succinct enough that any problem that is decidable by a polynomial-tape
bounded Turing machine is reducible efficiently to instances of these games.

The best-known PSPACE-complete game is probably the game of Node
Kayles. This impartial game is played on a graph and players in their move
choose vertices to remove from the graph, together with their immediate neigh-
bors. The black and white variant of this game, where players can choose only
vertices of their colors, is PSPACE-complete as well. [65, ch. 1]
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EXPTIME-complete game. Sockmeyer and Chandra show in [77] several
games played on propositional formulas that are EXPTIME-complete. One
of them is the game G4 played on a formula F pX, Y q in 13 DNF, where X
and Y are disjoint sets of variables. Each variable is assigned some starting
value. Then player I (II) moves by changing the value assigned to exactly one
variable in XpY q, passing is allowed. A player wins if his moves causes the
formula F to become true. The same game can be played under condition
when only I player wins if F ever becomes true (G6), where F is any formula
in CNF.

EXPSPACE-complete game. In order to find a game with complexity
greater than exponential time, the rules of the type III games need to be
changed so that the outcome of a position depends on the way in which the
position arose. This can be in some unimportant ways seen in Chess (rules of
castling, en passant move, draw rule) but this does not affect the EXPTIME-
completeness of nˆ n Chess.

Robson describes a game on propositional formula, which is complete in
exponential space. The game is played on a boolean formula F pX, Y, ttuq
where X, Y, ttu is a partition of variables that appear in F . Player I (II)
moves by assigning t “ 1 (t “ 0) and any values to the variables X (Y ). If
a formula is false after player’s move, he loses. The EXPTIME-completeness
is achieved by an additional “no repetition rule” which states that if player
assigns his set the same values as some earlier move, provided that at least
one variable’s assignment has been changed since this move.

Undecidable game. There are few examples of a game for which the Out-
come problem is undecidable. One of them is a game played on d ordered
heaps of tokens. The position can be represented as a non-negative vector of
length d. Moves are described by a finite list M of (possibly negative) inte-
ger vectors of length d, player can from the current position subatract any
vector from M provided that each heap size will stay non-negative. Larsson
and Wästlund showed that it is undecidable to tell if the outcome of two such
games equal for all heap sizes [51].

Constant time solvable game. We can simply design a game that is al-
ways won by the first player (for instance the single-pile Nim). A more inter-
esting game where such condition occurs only for the starting position, is the
game Chomp. Two players take turns in eating a square from a rectangular
chocolate bar of dimensions n ˆ m. Each move they choose a single square
and alongside with it they have to eat all the squares that are below it and to
its right. The top left square is poisoned – who will eat this, dies and looses.
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The starting position of this game is a first-player win by a famous “strategy-
stealing” argument: Consider two cases: if removing the single square pn, mq
is a winning move, we are done. Otherwise, for contradiction, suppose the
first player opens by this move and th e second player answers with some
winning move to G1. But observe that the first player also has a move to G1

from the starting position, so he could have won by moving there initially, a
contradiction.

The proof of the existence of a first player’s winning strategy for the game
of Chomp has an interesting feature: it gives us absolutely no insight into how
to play the game. Also, it tells the outcome only for the starting position, while
for other positions is the outcome still an open problem. We call such games
weakly solved.

Fenner and Rogers list more examples of combinatorial games that are
complete in a few other complexity classes [16].

2.4.2 Tractability of Combinatorial Games

In the previous section, we have defined the solution of a game as an algorithm
that efficiently finds the outcome of all its positions. This definition is the most
widely used. However, if we would actually play the game, say with an oracle
that answers the Outcome problem for any position, it would not always
suffice to play the game efficiently.

Let us demonstrate this issue on an example of already mentioned game
Chomp. The input complexity of the starting position of this game is logpn`
mq. We informally say that such input is succinct because it is logarithmic in
the size of the object that it represents. The outcome oracle tells us that our
position is a first-player win, so there should exist a winning move. Even if
the oracle would be able to tell us the outcome of any of our moves in constant
time, there are n ¨m of them which is exponential in the size of the input, thus
inefficient. Another issue is that the size of the description increases through
the play. Should that affect the notion of tractability of the game?

The main issue with this reasoning is in the discrepancy of concepts of
using algorithms to understand the structure of games compared to the idea
of algorithms actually playing games. Already in 1957, Rabin noticed that
the inherent finiteness of algorithms imposes limitations on the game playing
abilities of a machine [62]. Rabin has designed a game that demonstrates an
interesting paradox: we know the outcome, but for the winner, it is undecidable
to compute his winning move. The game is known as Rabin’s Game and is
played as follows: Let S be a simple set of integers. Player I chooses an
integer a. Then player II fixes an integer b. Player I wins if a` b P S . Simple
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set is defined as follows: S is recursively enumerable and its complement is
infinite and does not contain any infinite recursively enumerable subsets (it is
immune). Jones has generalized these games into so called arithmetic games
[46].

Fraenkel attempts to answer what actually is a tractable game in the arti-
cles [26, 23, 27, 25]. He notices that in contrast with the classical definition of
tractability for existential questions, where we can usually linearly order the
problems from polynomial to exponential, the situation is far more complex
for games. He asks the following rhetorical question while putting in contrast
Rabin’s Game and Nimania:

“Which is more tractable: a game that ends after four moves, but
it is undecidable who wins, or a game that takes an Ackermann
number of moves to finish but the winner can play randomly, hav-
ing to pay attention only near the end?”

He proposes the following hierarchy of tractability and complexity of games
through the definition of tractable, polynomial and efficient strategies:

Definition 2.98. Let A be a set of combinatorial games (rulesets), Γ be a
ruleset in A and G be a position in Γ. We say that a A has a tractable
strategy if it has the following properties:

(a) The outcome of G can be computed in polynomial time in NpGq.

(b) The next optimal move can be computed in polynomial time in NpGq.

(c) The length of play is at most exponential in NpGq.

Furthermore, we say that the set A has a polynomial strategy if the
properties (a)–(c) are closed under sum: for any two positions G, H in any
two rulesets Γ, Λ in A they do hold also for the disjoint sum G`H.

We say that the set A has an efficient strategy if the properties (a)–(d)
hold also for the misère games.
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Chapter 3
Taking and Breaking Games

The Bouton’s analysis of Nim from 1901 motivated many researches to study
games from the mathematical perspective. Since then, many Nim variants
have been devised, which can be grouped under the class of Heap games. The
most prominent category among them is Taking and Breaking games, which
is, after Nim, probably the earliest and most studied class of combinatorial
games [1, LIP, ch. 7].

Although most of these games are originally designed to be played under
impartial setting, many partizan generalizations have been considered. So we
will define them under general context.

3.1 Heap Games
Any heap game Γ is played on a finite number of heaps of tokens5, where each
position can be expressed as a disjunctive sum of its single-heap components,
denoted

H “ tH0, H1, H2, . . .u, where Hi denotes heap of i tokens.

A typical position in a heap game G has the following form

G “ Ha1 `Ha2 ` . . .`Hak
, with a1 ă a2 ă . . . .

Each of these components Hi P H has to follow the ruleset of the game
Γ so we will call them Γ-heaps and we will call Γ a heap ruleset. In their
move, a player can choose a single-heap and replace it with a (possibly empty)
set of heaps given by the specific ruleset of the game. So a typical move on a
single-heap will have the form

H 1
n “ Ha1 `Ha2 ` . . .`Hak

(where each ai ă n).
5Also called piles of beans, piles of coins, heaps of chips or rows of counters.
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Figure 3.1: Ruleset of Heap Games.

position: Piles of tokens of sizes a1, a2, . . . , ak, denoted H‘1a1`Ha2`. . .`Hak
.

ruleset: Choose some heap, say Ha1 , and replace it with heaps
Hb1 , Hb2 , . . . Hbk1 with b1 ` . . . ` bk1 ď a1 given by the specific
ruleset of the heap game.

Figure 3.2: Ruleset of a Nimania.

position: Heaps Ha1 ` Ha2 ` . . . ` Hak
and the counter k indicating the

number of the current move (starting at k “ 1).
ruleset: Choose some heap, say Ha1 , and replace it with k copies of Ha1´1;

increment k.

Even stronger restriction on such move (which follow most of such games)
is that the total size of newly created heaps must be smaller than the size of
the heap component moved into, so we cannot introduce new tokens into the
game. When this restriction is followed, it is clear that these games are short.
An example of a famous game that does not follow this restriction is in Figure
3.2.

If we do not put any restriction on the ruleset Γ, the above definition
of a heap game actually allows us to construct any possible impartial game.
Clearly, given an acyclic digraph G “ pV, Eq and a topological order of vertices
v1, v2, . . ., we can define an equivalent heap game as

Hn “ tHi : pn, iq P Eu.

The following restriction is essential to push the analysis of heap games further:

Definition 3.1. We say that the heap game Γ is invariant for all j ě 0 and
a1, . . . , ak such that 1 ď a1 ` . . .` ak ď n and ai ě 1 for all i:

Ha1 `Ha2` . . .`Hak
is an option of Hn

if and only if
Ha1 `Ha2` . . .`Hak`j is an option of Hn`j .

3.1.1 Heap Games and Sequences
Definition 3.2. We will call the set of all single-heap positions

H “ tH0, H1, H2, . . .u

the heap alphabet.
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Definition 3.3. Let A the set of all positions of some heap game Γ. We say
that A is the heap algebra on the heap alphabet H. Each position G P A
can be represented as a finite multiset of elements from H.

Let Γ be a heap ruleset and ΦΓ a game mapping function on the heap
alphabet A (see Definition 2.17), Φ : Hn Ñ Q. We will write Φpnq “ ΦpHnq

for n P N0. It is useful to analyze the values Φpnq as a sequence enumerated
by the heap size n.

Definition 3.4. Let Φ be a game mapping function on a heap alphabet and
Γ a heap ruleset. We define the Φ-sequence(Γ) as

Φ-sequencepΓq :“
`

ΦΓpHnq
˘8

n“0 “
`

ΦΓpnq
˘8

n“0.

Note: We will sometimes slightly abuse the notation of the Φ-sequences in
order to formulate them more succinctly. For instance, consider the following
Φ-sequence:

`

ΦΓpnq
˘8

n“1 “ 0, 1, 2, 0, 1, 2, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, . . . .

Since it has all nimbers smaller than 10, we will omit the commas, introduce
spaces to separate logical blocks and use the so-called overbar notation for
periodicity. Together with the above notation for Φ-sequences, we write

Φ-sequence
`

Γ
˘

“ 012 012 01.

For more complicated sequences we will also use the superscript to denote
repetition, e.g. p012q34 denotes the sequence 012 012 012 4.

3.1.2 Periodicity of Φ-sequences
One very important notion while solving heap games is periodicity. Many
heap games have Φ-sequences which exhibit an interesting behavior: after
some irregularities at the beginning of the sequence, all values Φpnq are struc-
tured in blocks of fixed size p. For these blocks there exists a function
f : N0 Ñ N0 such that each block is a function of the previous one. Let
us define this property more precisely.

Definition 3.5. Let n0, p be integers with n0 ě 0, p ą 0. We say that a Φ-
sequence is f-periodic with period p and pre-period n0, if for all integers
n such that n ě n0 we have

Φpn` pq “ fpΦpnqq.

We are usually interested in minimal such n0 and p. We will often interchange
between the terms period and period length or pre-period and pre-period
length for sake of brevity. By saying a sequence has period 012 we mean that
after some irregular values, 012 repeat indefinitely, and by saying the sequence
has period 3, we mean the length of the (usually shortest) repeated block.
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Furthermore if n0 “ 0, we say that the sequence is strictly6 f -periodic,
otherwise it is ultimately f -periodic.

By representing a heap game Γ as a periodic Φ-sequence, we can compute
the value of any position efficiently thereby solving given heap game.

Simple periodicity or just periodicity denotes the Φ-sequences which are
f -periodic having f an identity function fpgq :“ g. When we say a Φ-sequence
is periodic, we will mean it meets the criteria a simple periodicity. All finite
subtraction games exhibit this type of periodicity. It is conjectured that all
octal games are simple periodic as well. We will denote the simple periodicity
with the following overbar notation: 123 012 denotes the infinite sequence
p0123 012 012 012 0 . . .q with period 3 and pre-period 4.

Arithmetic periodicity We say that Φequence is arithmetic periodic
with saltus s P A if it is f -periodic with fpgq :“ g ¨ s. All all-but subtraction
games and many hexadecimal games are arithmetic periodic. Also, Lasker’s
Nim (4¨3) is arithmetic periodic with p “ 4 and s “ 4. Note that the saltus
s “ 4 here denotes the nimber ∗4, but since this game is impartial, we use
commutative monoid of G values. However, this type of periodicity is not
limited to impartial games. For instance, a particular game of Partizan
Splittles, introduced in [54], is arithmetic periodic with a switch saltus
s “ ta | 0u.

We will denote the arithmetic periodicity by the same notation as the
simple periodicity, appended with a saltus in a parenthesis. If the sequence has
pre-period a1a2 . . . an0´1 and period an0 . . . an0`p´1 such that for all n ě n0 is
an`p “ an ¨ s, we will write the sequence as

a1a2 . . . an0´1 an0 . . . an0`p´1 p`sq.

Split arithmetic periodicity, also called periodic regularity or sapp regu-
larity for short, is a periodicity which regularly switches between simple and
arithmetic periodicity. More precisely a Φ-sequence is sapp regular with saltus
s P Q if there is a set S Ď t0, 1, . . . , p´1u such that the sequence is f -periodic
with

fpgq :“

#

g if pn mod pq P S and
g ¨ s otherwise.

Some octal games with a pass exhibit this type of periodicity.

6Also called purely periodic.
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3.1.3 Impartial Heap Games
in Section 2.3 we have seen that for the class of impartial games of impartial
games, things get much simpler.

Since for any impartial game G we have G ` G “ 0, we can denote each
single-heap position Hn as a set of its options, so a subset of the heap alphabet
Hn Ď H.

Furthermore, the Sprague-Grundy theorem (2.83) tells us, that the desired
game mapping function on any heap algebra can be formulated using only the
values of game mapping function on the heap alphabet.

For any element of the heap algebra G P A, denoted

G “ Ha1 `Ha2 ` . . .`Hak
,

we get from the nim-sum property of the sum of impartial games (Theorem
2.88) that

GpGq “ GΓpHa1q‘GΓpHa2q‘ . . .‘GΓpHak
q.

Furthermore, the G-value for each Γ-heap Ha can be obtained using the mex
rule (Theorem 2.82):

GΓpHaq “ mex
␣

GΓpHiq : Hi P Ha

(

.

Therefore the solution to any impartial heap game Γ can be expressed in terms
of the function

n ÞÑ GΓpHnq,

and the G-sequencepΓq is a sequence of non-negative integers. The properties
of these sequences are essential in the understanding of these games. We will
call this sequence the nim-sequence of the heap ruleset Γ.

For brevity, let us denote the G-value of a single Γ-heap GΓpHnq as GΓpnq.
If the ruleset will be clear from the context, we will write only Gpnq.

An essential property of impartial games is its set of P-positions, since
detecting a P position solves the Outcome problem for single-heap positions.
The following definition narrows this term for the heap games.

Definition 3.6. The kernel of a heap game Γ is the set of sizes of all lost
Γ-heaps. Formally,

kernelpΓq “ tn : Hn P Pu.

In this text the main focus will be on impartial games. Further not, if it
will not be stated otherwise, you can always assume the setting of the impartial
games.
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3.1.4 Partizan Heap Games
We will denote a partizan heap game as

Hn “
␣

HL
n

ˇ

ˇ HR
n

(

,

where HL
n (HR

n ) range over all options of Hn for Left (Right) player.
The most common partizan heap games are created using impartial rule-

sets. Given a impartial rulesets Γ and Λ, we define

• Duel Heap Game, denoted Γ versus Λ, is the partizan heap game
Hn “

␣

HL
n

ˇ

ˇ HR
n

(

, where HL
n range over the Γ-heap HL

n P HΓ
n and HR

n

range over the Λ-heap HR
n P HΛ

n .
These type of games were introduced by Fraenkel and Kotzig in 1987
[28] and applied to some more taking and breaking games by Mesdal in
2009 [54].

• Black and White Heap Hame with (an impartial) ruleset Γ and
partition of integers pB, W q such that B YW “ N0, B XW “ H. Let
us denote HΓ

n the impartial Γ-heap. Then its black and white game is
the partizan heap game Hn “

␣

HL
n

ˇ

ˇ HR
n

(

, where for the option HL
n “

Ha1 ` Ha2 ` . . . ` Ha1 range over HL
n P HΓ

n with ai P B for all i, and
for the option HR

n “ Hb1 ` Hb2 ` . . . ` Hb1 range over HR
n P HΓ

n with
bj P W for all j.
This variant of black and white games was first introduced by Schaefer,
who has in 1977 showed that the black and white Node Kayles are
PSPACE-complete [65]. Other games in the black and white variant were
studied by Fenner et al. [17].

Similarly as for the impartial games, we will be usually interested in the
properties of the canonical sequences C-sequencepΓ vs Λq and C-sequencepΓq
and the outcome sequences of these games. Note that in order to be able to
determine the outcome of a sum Ha `Hb for some a, b P N0, the C-sequence
must consist only of some very limited class of game values (defined by the
monoid Q of this game-mapping function for a specific game). Sometimes we
will not be able to determine the outcome of any sum, however the C-sequence
might be still interesting for the analysis of single-pile games. Thus we will
not always require for C to be a proper game-mapping function.

Fraenkel and Kotzig defined another interesting property that can be an-
alyzed for the duel heap games.

Definition 3.7. An impartial heap game Γ dominates an impartial heap
game Λ (denoted Γ ă Λ), if there exists a non-negative integer n0 such that
every heap of size n ě n0 has the property that L can win both as a first and
as a second player in the duel heap game Γ versus Λ.
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Figure 3.3: Ruleset of Grundy’s Game.

position: Heaps H1 `H2 ` . . .`Hk.
ruleset: Choose a single heap and split it into two non-empty heaps.

Analogously we define Γ ą Λ if every heap of size n ě n0 has the property
that R can win both as a first and as a second player. If Γ ć Λ and Γ č Λ,
we say that Γ and Λ are incomparable (denoted Γ � Λ).

3.2 Taking and Breaking Games
Taking and Breaking Games are heap games, such that the move in these
games can be described as follows:

(1) Chosing a heap to move into.

(2) Taking some tokens from this heap.

(3) Breaking the remainder into several heaps.

The specific rules usually put restrictions on the taking and breaking parts
of the move. Sometimes the taking is not allowed at all. These are Breaking
Games and most famous among them is probably the Grundy’s Game de-
scribed in Figure 3.3. Here the taking is not allowed and the breaking can be
done only into two heaps of unequal size. The analysis of this game, introduced
by Grundy in 1939, is still open [42, p. 111].

When the breaking move is not allowed, we call the game a Take-Away
Game. A famous example of a take-away game is the Silver Dollar Game.
It is played like Nim with one exception, that the sizes of heaps must stay
unique all the time. This complicates, for instance, the analysis of two-pile
game, since the strategy for two-pile nim is based on this move.

3.2.1 Code-Digit Games
In the famous paper from 1956, Guy and Smith [41, ch. 3] devised a code
classifying a broad range of taking and breaking games:

Definition 3.8. The rules of a code-digit game D are described as a se-
quence

D “ d0¨d1d2d3 . . . , with di ě 0 for all i,

and are defined as follows: if the binary expansion of a code digit dk is:

dk “ 2ak ` 2bk ` 2ck ` . . . , with 0 ď ak ď bk ď ck ď . . . ,
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then in the game D player can remove k tokens from any heap, provided that
the rest of the heap is divided into exactly ak or bk or ck or . . . non-empty
heaps.

Theorem 3.9. Code-digit games are invariant.

Proof. Let i be the number of tokens removed in a move into

Ha1 `Ha2` . . .`Hak
is an option of Hn,

where all ai are positive integers. Since we could do this move, this implies
that 2k must be a part of the binary expansion of the digit di. Now consider
some position Hn`j . Observe that by using the same digit di, we can achieve
the move into

Ha1 `Ha2` . . .`Hak`j is an option of Hn`j .

Clearly, this is an equivalence, so the game must be invariant.

Definition 3.10. The length of a code-digit game D “ d0¨d1d2d3 . . . is the
largest k such that dk ‰ 0 or 8 if no such k exists.

Although the definition of the class of code-digit games might look quite
restrictive, it actually contains a lot of games that have been studied sep-
arately, as Nim (¨3), Subtraction Games (¨s1s2s3 . . . with si “ 3 if i is
in subtraction set, zero otherwise), Kayles (¨77), Dawson’s Kayles (¨07),
Dawson’s Chess (¨137), Guiles (¨15), Treblecross (¨007), Officers (¨6),
Lasker’s Nim (4¨3) and many others.

3.2.2 Equivalences Among Code-Digit Games
One may notice that the notation of code digit games allows us to describe
some games that are the same using two different code digits. For example
consider a game ¨4, where the only move is to remove single token and partition
the rest into two non-empty piles. Then the game ¨42 will be the same, because
any move that is done using d2 “ 2 that takes 2 tokens from pile of size
greater than 2 can be modeled using a move d1 “ 4 by taking single token
and splitting the remainder into sizes 1 and the rest. Since Gp1q “ 0 for this
game, the excludents will be the same. Guy noticed these equivalences and
described them in [41, ch. 4] without proof. We will provide the proofs of
these equivalences in Chapter 4.

Definition 3.11. Code-digit games A and B are equivalent, denoted A ” B
if GApnq “ GBpnq for all n.

Definition 3.12. Code-digit game B is t-th cousin of game A, denoted A ”t

B if GApnq “ GBpn` tq for all n and GBpnq “ 0 for n ă t.
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Definition 3.13. We say that code digit dj contains a code digit dk, denoted
dk P dj , if dj & dk equals dk, where & represents binary “and” operation. In
other words, the allowed divisions into heaps of dk is a subset of allowed
divisions of dj . (For instance, 3 contains code digits 0, 1, 2 and 3).

Each value of the form 2i contained in some digit of code-digit game D is
called a digit-bit.

Proposition 3.14 (Code-digit equivalence, [41, ch. 4]). Let D “ d0¨d1d2d3 . . .
be code digit game with d1 being even. Now suppose that dk contains 2ℓ for
some k ě 1 and ℓ ą 0. Then it makes no difference to the game if code-digit
dk`1 contains 2j´1 or not.

Example 3.15. 4¨4 ” 4¨42 ” 4¨421 ” 4¨6 ” 4¨62 ” 4¨621 ” 4¨61 ” 4¨63 ”
4¨631.

Proposition 3.16 (Redundant ones). Let 2ℓ P dk for ℓ ą 0, even. Then for
any u ą 0 it makes no difference if dk`ℓu contains 1 or not.

Theorem 3.17 (About standard form). Let D “ d0¨d1d2d3 . . . with d1 even.
Consider a game E “ ¨e1e2e3 . . . constructed using the following rule:

er contains 2h`1´1 whenever dr´h`1 contains 2h.

Then E ”1 D (D is first cousin of E).

Example 3.18. We will show that ¨137 ”2 ¨4: First by Theorem 3.14 the
game ¨4 ” ¨421. Then by rule 3.17 we get ¨07 ”1 ¨421. Again by Theorem
3.14 we get ¨07 ” ¨0731 and then by rule 3.17 follows ¨137 ”1 ¨0731 ” ¨07 ”1
¨321 ” ¨4.

Definition 3.19. A game D “ d0¨d1d2d3 . . . is in a standard form if no further
application of 3.17 does not change its representation.

Lemma 3.20. If a game D “ d0¨d1d2d3 . . . is in standard form then d1 is odd.

Proof. Application of Theorem 3.14 ensures that there will exist k ą 0 such
that 1 P dk. Then a single application of rule 3.14 ensures that 1 P dk´1. So
when no further application of this rule is not possible, it has to 1 P d1.

Theorem 3.21 (The m-plicate games, [41, ch. 4]). Let d0¨d1d2d3 . . . be a
game with di P t0, 7u for all i with no isolated 7s (if di “ 7 then either
di´1 “ 7 or di`1 “ 7). Now consider the m-plicate game M “ ¨m1m2m3 . . .
where each run of 7s of length ℓ is replaced by a run of 7s of length mℓ. Then
GMpnq “ GD

`X

n
m

\˘

.

Example 3.22. A 3-plicate of the game Kayles (¨77) is ¨777777. Kayles has
nim-sequence p0 1 2 3 1 4 3 . . .q, so we get the following nim-sequence:

G-sequencep¨777777q “ p000 111 222 333 111 444 333 . . .q.
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There is not much more known about the code-digit games in general.
However, there are many subclasses of code-digit games, usually restricted by
a range of allowed types of digits, that can be used. These games have received
much higher attention and we will dedicate them the rest of this chapter.

3.3 Subtraction Games
In this section, we will survey the known results on the most widely studied
subclass of taking games, the subtraction games.

The ruleset of this generalization of the game Nim is defined by a set of
integers called the subtraction set S “ ts1, s2, s3, . . .u. A move is to choose
a heap and remove any number of tokens, provided that the number is in s.
Formally, an S-heap is defined as

Hn “ tHn´s : s P S, s ď nu.

The following open problem has been stated on the first place of all the
publications of GONC [55, 58, 56, 57] and even before in the original Guy’s
lists of unsolved problems in combinatorial games [39, 9] back in 1991:

Open Problem 1. [39, problem 1] Investigate the relationship between the
subtraction set and the length and structure of its period.

We will denote such games Sps1, s2, s3, . . .q and we will assume that s1 ă
s2 ă s3 ă . . .. For brevity, we will freely interchange between the terms
subtraction games and subtraction set based on the context.

Clearly, these games are code-digit games, since any subtraction set can
be translated into the code-digit game S “ d0¨d1d2d3 . . . with

d0 “ 0, and di “

#

3 if i P S ,

0 otherwise.

If the cardinality of S (and also the length of the code-digit game) is finite,
we say that the subtraction game is finite, otherwise the subtraction game is
infinite.

3.3.1 Structure of Subtraction Games
There is still little known about the structure of the nim-sequences of subtrac-
tion games in general. Even the relationship of the subtraction sets and the
lengths of the pre-period and period is so far eluding.
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T. S. Ferguson [18] has in 1974 observed and proved a surprising property
of perfect pairing between the nim-values 0 and 1 in any subtraction game:
for each zero in the nim-sequence there is always a nimber one in the distance
of the smallest subtraction number on the right. More formally,

Proposition 3.23 (Ferguson’s Pairing Property). Let Sps1, s2, s3, . . .q be a
subtraction game. Then

Gpnq “ 1 if and only if Gpn´ s1q “ 0.

Proof. By contradiction. Let n is the least number for which the above state-
ment fails. The following cases could occur

(a) Gpnq “ 1 and Gpn´s1q ‰ 0. So for some move t P S must Gpn´s1´tq “
0 which by minimality of n implies Gpn´ tq “ 1, so Gpnq ‰ 1.

(b) Gpnq ‰ 1 and Gpn ´ s1q “ 0. But this means that Gpnq ą 1 so for
some t P S we have Gpn ´ tq “ 1. By minimality of n this implies
Gpn´ s1 ´ tq “ Gpn´ t´ s1q “ 0, so Gpn´ s1q ‰ 0.

Nathan Fox, in search of aperiodic bounded nim-sequence, proved a gen-
eralized version of this proposition:

Proposition 3.24 (Generalized Ferguson [22, th. 1]). Let k be the smallest
positive multiple of s1 not in S . Then for any integer n:

(1) For all i P t0, . . . , k ´ 2u, if Gpnq “ i then Gpn` s1q “ i` 1, and

(2) for all i P t1, . . . , k ´ 1u, if Gpnq “ i then Gpn´ s1q “ i´ 1.

Proof. Similarly as in Proposition 3.23, we will proceed by contradiction, as-
suming n is the least number for which the statement fails. Then either

(a) Gpnq “ i for some i P t0, . . . , k ´ 2u, while Gpn ` s1q ‰ i ` 1. But
since n is the first value that failed (1), for all h P t0, . . . , iu we have
Gpn ´ h ¨ s1q “ i ´ h. Since h ¨ s1 P S and also Gpn ` s1q ‰ i ` 1, it
must Gpn ` s1q ą i ` 1. Therefore there must exist a t P S such that
Gpn`s1´ tq “ i`1. But again by minimality of n we have Gpn´ tq “ i,
a contradiction.

(b) Gpnq “ i for some i P t1, . . . , k ´ 1u, while Gpn ´ s1q ă i ´ 1. Let
Gpn´ s1q “ i´ h for some h ě 2. Then there exists a move t P S such
that Gpn´ tq “ i´ h` 1. But then Gpn´ tq “ i, a contradiction.
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(c) Gpnq “ i for some i P t1, . . . , k´ 1u, while Gpn´ s1q ą i´ 1. Then there
exists a move t P S such that Gpn ´ s ´ tq “ i ´ 1, so Gpn ´ tq “ i, a
contradiction.

The Ferguson’s property tells us that from 1 the move s1 always leads to
0. Similar fact can be shown about a move from 1 to 0:

Proposition 3.25. [67, WW, p. 442] Let Sps1, s2, . . .q be a subtraction game
and n ě s1 integer. Then

Gpnq “ 0 implies that there exists s P S such that Gpn´ sq “ 1.

Proof. For contradiction, let n be the smallest position violating this rule. So
for all s P S is Gpn ´ sq ą 1. Let Gpn ´ s1q “ k for some k ą 1. Then
there exists t P S such that Gpn´ s1 ´ tq “ 0. But by Ferguson we have that
Gpn´ tq “ 1 which contradicts the assumption that there is no move to 1.

The next proposition gives us an insight that for any finite subtraction set,
there exists a lost pile that is arbitrarily large (unlike for Nim).

Proposition 3.26. [6, l. 3.1] Let Sps1, s2, . . . , skq be a finite subtraction
game. Then its kernel is infinite.

Proof. Let K “ kernelpSq is finite and let m “ max pKq. Then for all n ą
m` sk there is no move to K, so Gpnq “ 0, a contradiction.

3.3.2 Periodicity of Subtraction Games
The following theorem is key in the analysis of finite subtraction games.

Theorem 3.27 (Finite periodicity). Let Sps1, s2, . . . , skq be a finite subtrac-
tion game. Then its nim-sequence is (ultimately) periodic.

Proof. Note that by Proposition 3.44, the sequence is bounded by m. Observe
that there are finitely many blocks of length sk of non-negative integers smaller
than m. So there must exist integers a, b, a ă b such that the blocks of length
sk beginning at a and b are the same, more precisely Gpa` iq “ Gpb ` iq for
all i P r0, skq. Since the value Gpnq depends only on preceding sk G-values, by
induction on the number of blocks of length sk we can easily show that Gpnq
is periodic with period b´ a and pre-period a.

Corollary 3.28. Both the pre-period n0 and period p of a subtraction game
S is bounded by sm ¨m

sm , where sm “ max pSq and m “ |S |.
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Theorem 3.29. (Subtraction Periodicity Theorem) Let Sps1, s2, . . . , skq be
subtraction game and suppose that there exist p ě 1 and m0 ě 0 such that

Gpnq “ Gpn` pq for all n P rm0, m0 ` skq.

Then its nim-sequence is periodic with a period of length p and some pre-
period n0 ď m0.

Proof. It is enough to show that Gpnq “ Gpn ` pq for all n ě m0 ` sm. By
induction on n let us suppose this holds for all nim-values less than n and
consider a value of Gpnq. By definition Gpnq “ mex tGpn´ sq : s P Su. Equally
Gpn ` pq “ mex tGpn ` p ´ sq : s P Su. But because n ´ s ă n for all s P S ,
from induction hypothesis we get that Gpn ´ sq “ Gpn ` p ´ sq for all s P S
so the mex value is calculated from same set, therefore Gpnq “ Gpn` pq.

Corollary 3.30. This theorem provides us an efficient algorithm for testing
whether the nim-sequence of subtraction game is periodic with given period
p and some pre-period n0 ď m0.

The periodicity of finite subtraction games assures us, that the problem
Outcome will always be polynomially solvable. First we pre-compute all the
values Gp0q,Gp1q, . . . ,Gpn0 ` p ´ 1q which takes a constant time and space
relatively to the size of the game description (not relatively to the size of the
ruleset, but that is a different problem). Then the nimber of given a position
G “ Ha1 `Ha2 ` . . .`Hak

` can be computed as

G
`

G
˘

“ G
`

n0 ` |a1 ´ n0|p
˘

‘ . . .‘G
`

n0 ` |ak ´ n0|p
˘

.

Clearly, this computation can be done in polynomial time.
Note that no algorithm whose complexity does not depend on the period

length is known, which unfortunately does not have a better bound than stated
in Corollary 3.28. This bound on the length of period is rather enormous.
Unfortunately no closer bound is known.

Nevertheless, the computation results show that the period is usually much
shorter. One of the longest known classes of games with long period were
discovered by Althöfer and Bültermann. They have shown the structure of an
infinite number of subtraction games having the superlinear pre-period length
and also games having even cubic period lengths, measured in the size of the
smallest subtracted number.

Note that Althöfer and Bültermann [2, p. 118] use a slightly different
definition of the subtraction games: “the winner is the player who makes the
size of a heap non-positive”. However, the results have shown not to depend
on this small change of rules.

Observation 3.31 (A superlinear pre-period length, [2, p. 118]). The game
Sp2s, 4s` 1, 22s` 2q has for 2 ď s ď 20 pre-period length n0 “ 24s2´ 4s` 1.
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Observation 3.32 (A cubic period length, [2, ch. 3]). The game Sps, 4s, 12s`
1, 16s` 1q has for 1 ď s ď 26 period length p “ 56s3 ` 52s2 ` 9s` 1.

Guy conjectures the following bound on the length of the period of a finite
subtraction game:

Conjecture 1. [56, CONG, A1] Let Sps1, s2, . . . , skq be any finite subtraction
game. Then its period is bounded by a polynomial of degree

`

k
2
˘

in sk.

Another open problem regarding the period of subtraction games was
asked by Althö�fer and Flammenkamp at 2002 Dagstuhl Seminar on Algo-
rithmic Combinatorial Game Theory:

Open Problem 2. [12, p. 2] For a fixed c ą 0 is it possible to find a subtrac-
tion game Sps1, s2, . . . , skq with period length 2c¨mk?

In [2] Althö�fer also noticed that for any periodic subtraction game S , the
period of the -sequencepSq is always longer than the period of the outcome
sequence(S) (the outcome sequence). This is due to the following observation:

Observation 3.33. If the nim-sequence is periodic with period p, then the
outcome sequence is also periodic with period p (but might admit even shorter
period).

He then asks the following question:

Question 2. [2, q. 4] The period of nim-sequence might be longer than the
period of the outcome sequence. What are the extremal examples?

3.3.3 Equivalences among Subtraction Games

Here we will discuss situations when a completed analysis for some game might
help with solving another game, similarly as in Section 3.2.2.

Definition 3.34. Let a0a1a2 . . . be some sequence. We define the m-plicate
sequence of panq as the sequence am

0 am
1 am

2 . . ., where each value is repeated
m-times.

Theorem 3.35 (The g.c.d Property). Let us denote the greatest common
divisor of the elements of the subtraction Sps1, s2, s3, . . .q as g “ gcd pSq. Then
nim-sequence of S is the g-plicate of the nim-sequence of the subtraction game
S{g defined as S{g :“ t s1

g , s2
g , s3

g , . . .u.
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Proof. Consider any S-heap of n tokens. Let q, r be maximal integers such
that n “ q ¨ g ` r and r P r0, gq. Because each move subtracts some multiple
of g, the size of the heap modulo g will not change during the game and will
always be equal to r.

Corollary 3.36. Let the nim-sequence of Sps1, s2, s3, . . .q has period p and
pre-period n0. Then the nim-sequence of the game kS defined as kS :“
tk ¨ s1, k ¨ s2, . . .u has period k ¨ p and pre-period k ¨ n0 for any k P N.

Thus, it suffices to consider subtraction sets whose members are relatively
prime.

In Winning ways, Guy and Conway describes an interesting property of
subtraction games:

Proposition 3.37. [42, WW, p. 84] Let S be a subtraction game. Then any
number s, such that Gpnq ‰ Gpn ` sq for all n, can be added to S without
changing the sequence.

They listed all these optional extras for all subtraction games having
members of subtraction set up to 7.

The following analysis of this property is due to Ho who has explored
optional extras in more depth while solving several three-element subtraction
games [43].

Definition 3.38. Let S be a subtraction game. We define its expansion
set7 or simply its expansion as

exppSq :“ ts : Gpnq ‰ Gpn` sq, n P N0u.

We say that such s P exppSq can be adjoined to S .

Definition 3.39. Let S be a set of non-negative integers, p ą 1 an integer.
We define a p-expansion of S as

S˚p :“ ts` k ¨ p : s P S, k P Nu.

Proposition 3.40 (Partition of Expansion Set, [43, th. 1]). Let S be a peri-
odic subtraction game with pre-period n0 and period p. Then there exist finite
sets S1 and S2 such that the expansion set exppSq can be finitely presented by

exppSq “ S1 Y S˚p
2 .

7Ho denotes the expansion set of S as Sex.
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Proof. First we show that a number s ě n0 ` p can be adjoined to S if and
only if the number s´ p can be. But that is trivial, since for all n ě n0 ` p is
Gpn´ sq “ Gpn´ p´ sq so the property in Definition 3.38 will be satisfied for
s whenever it will be satisfied for s´ p. Now define

S1 “ ts : Gpnq ‰ Gpn` sq : 0 ď s ă n0u and
S2 “ ts : Gpnq ‰ Gpn` sq : n0 ď s ă n0 ` pu.

From the above observation follows that exppSq “ S1 Y S˚p
2 .

Observation 3.41. Notice that if sk “ max pSq than the sets S1 and S2
can be obtained by checking the property of Definition 3.38 only for n with
0 ď n ă n0 ` p` sk.

Corollary 3.42. If S has expansion set exppSq then for the expansion set of
the game kS holds tks : s P exppSqu Ď exppkSq for any k P N.

3.3.4 Bound of Subtraction Games
Now we could ask ourselves the following question: what kind of nim values
can occur in the nim-sequence? If the set is S “ p1, 3, 5, . . .q (all odds), the
periodic sequence is 01, so we have only two values. On the other hand, the set
Sp1, 2, 3, . . .q “ N0 has the arithmetic-periodic sequence 01234 . . . “ 0 p`1q,
so the set of nim-values is infinite (this actually is exactly the game of Nim).

Definition 3.43. We say that the nim-sequence of the subtraction game S
is bounded (by m) if for all n ě 0 is Gpnq ă m. If no such m exists, we say
it is unbounded. The number m is called the bound of the nim-sequence.

Note: Let S be a bounded subtraction game and let k be a minimal integer
such that S is bounded by 2k. Then the game has has a nim-dimension k.

Because the nim-sequence is calculated using a mex function, clearly if a
nimber n occurs in the sequence then the nimbers 0, 1, . . . , n ´ 1 must have
occurred before it. The following proposition follows trivially.

Proposition 3.44. Let Sps1, s2, . . . , skq be a finite subtraction game. Then
the range of its nim-sequence is bounded by k.

Proof. Each value of nim-sequence Gpnq is determined by at most k previous
values. Since always mex pSq ď |S |, it follows that the value is bounded by
k.

Observation 3.45. [6, p. 6] There exists a ultimately periodic subtraction
set S such that the pre-period range is smaller, equal and greater than the
range of the period.
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Proof. Smaller: Sp1, 4, 10q, equal: Sp1, 8, 11q, greater: Sp1, 2, 6, 11q, easily
verifiable by hand or computer.

3.3.5 Infinite Subtraction Games
Theorem 3.29 tells us that all finite subtraction games are periodic. We might
ask what kind of periodicity can be observed in infinite subtraction games.
Later on in this chapter will see that there are many periodic nim-sequences
which only extend the finite ones (simplest example of these is Spoddsq which
extends the game Sp1q). Conversely, the game of Nim (S “ N0) is the simplest
example of a game with aperiodic and unbounded nim-sequence. But the
following question has attracted many researchers:

Question 3. Is there a subtraction game with aperiodic and bounded nim-
sequence?

In 2014, Fox presented a positive answer to this question [22]. Using a
technique of combinatorics of words he showed an example of infinite subtrac-
tion game with aperiodic nim-sequence bounded by 3. Both, the description
of the set and the proofs are rather complicated. This motivated Larsson [50],
who has in 2015 shown a much simpler game (and simpler analysis) with the
same properties. The game is defined by the following subtraction set

S “ tF2n`1 ´ 1 : n P Nu,

where Fn is n-th Fibonacci number defined by Fn “ Fn´1`Fn´2 with F0 “ 0
and F1 “ 1. [73].

Blackham in his master thesis [6, th. 4. 2] pushes analysis of this problem
further by introducing uncountably many of aperiodic subtraction games of
nim-dimension 2.

Suppose Sps1, s2, s3, . . .q be a subtraction game with s1 “ 1, s2 “ 4,
and for each n ą 2 with sn “ 2sn´1´ sn´2`kn´2psn´1`1q where
pk1, k2, . . .q is a sequence of non-negative integers. Let us define a
mapping g from these “k-sequences” to a nim-sequence as follows:
gpk1, k2, . . .q in the following way: gpHq “ 01012, g1pHq “ 012 8

and for q ą 0 by

gpk1, . . . , kqq “ gpk1, . . . , kq´1q
kq`1 g1pk1, . . . , kq´1q,

g1pk1, . . . , kqq “ gpk1, . . . , kq´1q
kq g1tk1, . . . , kq´1q.

8H here denotes an empty sequence.
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Then G-sequencepSq “ gpk1, . . . , km´1q and any infinite k-sequence,
such that for any n0 exists n ě n0 with kn ą 0, generates a differ-
ent aperiodic nim-sequence bounded by 4. So they are uncountably
many of those.

A more general class of infinite subtraction games have been described
by Angela Siegel in 2005 [72]. Motivated by the results on finite subtraction
games she focused on their complements:

Definition 3.46. [70] Let Ŝ be a finite set. We define All-but subtraction
game9 Ŝpŝ1, ŝ2, . . . , ŝkq as a subtraction game with the infinite subtraction
set NzŜ .

It shows that the analysis of these games is similarly simple as of the finite
ones.

Theorem 3.47. [1, LIP, p. 149] Every All-but subtraction game is arithmetic
periodic.

3.3.6 Solutions for Various Subtraction Games
In this section, we survey various solutions for particular subtraction games
published in the literature. As we already mentioned, in Winning Ways are
listed solutions for all subtraction games having members of subtraction set
smaller than 8. By using Theorem 3.29 and enough computation power, we
are able to find a solution for any finite subtraction game. So among finite sub-
traction games, only a general solutions or solutions of games having unusual
properties are interesting. (Say some infinite subset of subtraction games or
a game with maximal known period.)

Symmetric Subtraction Games

Blackham noticed a subclass of subtraction games which are “somewhat well-
behaved”.

Definition 3.48. Finite subtraction game S is symmetric if there exists
some number r so that r´ s P S whenever s P S . Number r is then called the
modulus of S .

Theorem 3.49. [6, th. 2. 1] Let S be a symmetric set with modulus r. Then
the game is strictly periodic with period dividing r.

9Originally called Finite excluded subtraction game.
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Proof. We will show that for any n P N0 is Gpnq “ Gpn`rq. For contradiction,
assume that for some n we have Gpnq ‰ Gpn` rq. Let g “ Gpnq and consider
the following cases:

(a) Gpn` rq ą Gpnq. Then by definition of Gpn` rq there must exist s P S
such that Gpn`r´sq “ g. But the symmetry of S implies that r´s P S,
so we have that Gpn` r ´ sq ‰ g for any s P S. So Gpn` rq ď g.

(b) Gpn` rq ă Gpnq. Let h “ Gpn` rq, h ă g. Then there exists t P S such
that Gpn ´ tq “ h. But periodicity implies that Gpn ´ t ` rq “ h, so
Gpn` rq ‰ h.

Both cases led to a contradiction, so Gpnq “ Gpn` rq.

Corollary 3.50. If the elements of the subtraction set Sps1, s2, . . . , skq form
an arithmetic progression then the game S is pure periodic with period p
dividing s1 ` sk.

Corollary 3.51. Any finite subtraction game S having a nim-sequence with
period p and pre-period n0. Then the game with subtraction set S 1 “ S Y
tp´ s : s P Su is strictly periodic with period dividing p.

Two and Three-element Subtraction Games

All two-element subtraction games are solved, the structure of the nim-sequence
has been presented in Winning Ways and the expansion was given by Ho as
follows:

Theorem 3.52. [5, p. 530], [43, th. 2] Consider two-element subtraction
games Spa, bq, a ă b, where a, b are relatively prime. We assume that if a “ 1
than b is not odd, since this is simple bipartite game. Let b “ ka` r for some
r ă a. This game is purely periodic with period p “ a` b and nim sequence

Gpnq “
#

p0a1aq
k
2 0r2a´r1r k is even;

p0a1aq
k`1

2 2r k is odd.

Furthermore the game Spa, bq has non-empty expansion set if and only if
a` 1 ă b ď 2a

exppSq “ ta, a` 1, . . . , bu˚pa`bq.

Otherwise (either a “ 1, b “ a` 1 or b ą 2a) the game is non-expandable.

Three-element subtraction games are known to be deceptively simple but
stubborn to solve, and have not yet been generally solved. Guy and Nowakovski
in the list of unsolved problems published the second GONC write:
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“It would now seem feasible to give the complete analysis for games
whose subtraction sets have just three members, but the detail has
so far eluded those who have looked at the problem.” [58, p. 1]

Nevertheless, there are known some results on subclasses of these games:

Proposition 3.53. [43, ch. 3–4] Consider Sp1, a, bq-games. Ho [43] gives nim-
sequences and expansions for all cases when a is odd and for Spa, k¨a`rq-games
where k P t1, 2, 3u, r ă a when a is even.

Consider Spa, b, a`bq-games where 2 ď a ă b. Ho [43] gives nim-sequences
and expansions for cases when b “ ka` r, r ă a, k is odd.

Conjecture 4. Consider Spa, b, a ` bq-games where b “ ka ` r, r ă a, k is
even. In [5, WW, p. 531] is claimed that the game is periodic with period
p2b ` rqa without a proof. Ho in 2014 [43, ch. 2] confirms that this case is
still unresolved.

Ultimately Bipartite Subtraction Games

Let us now consider the simplest possible subtraction game. Those clearly are
the games whose subtraction set has only a single element Spaq for some a ě 0.
By using the g.c.d theorem 3.35, the only interesting case is the parity game
Sp1q which is the game She-Loves-Me, She-Loves-Me-Not by definition.
We will now show a bit stronger statement about this game.

Theorem 3.54. [43, ch. 3] Let S be a subtraction set with gcd pSq “ 1. Then
S is bipartite if and only if 1 P S and all numbers in S are odd. Moreover, the
Gpnq “ 0 if and only if n is even. In other words, game Sp1q has the following
nim-sequence and expansion

Gpnq “ 01; exppSq “ t2k ` 1 : k ě 0u

Proof. (By induction on n) Let 1 P S and all elements of S are odd. Trivially
Gp0q “ 0. Suppose n ą 0. If n is odd then all tn ´ s : s P Su are even so
by induction hypothesis, for all s P S values Gpn ´ sq “ 0, so by mex-rule
Gpnq “ 1. Similarly, if n is odd then for all s P S values Gpn ´ sq “ 1, so by
mex-rule Gpnq “ 0.

Conversely, suppose that S is bipartite and let s “ minpSq. Clearly, Gpnq “
0 for all n P t0, 1, . . . , n´1u. Since the game is bipartite, it inductively follows
that Gpnq “ 0 if and only if

X

n
s

\

is even. Now consider any t P S . Clearly,
Gpt` iq is won for all 0 ď i ă s, thus

X

t`i
s

\

is odd. It follows that t is an odd
multiple of s. The rest follows from the fact that gcd pSq “ 1.
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The above Theorem tells us that all the bipartite subtraction games are
easily recognizable. Cairns and Ho studied their generalization which allows
small heaps of size less then some n0 behave without any restriction, but all
heaps of size n ě 0 to be bipartite.

Definition 3.55. [7, ch. 2] We say that subtraction game S is ultimately
bipartite if it is ultimately periodic with the period p “ 2.

Observation 3.56. Notice that the ultimate period length 2 by definition of
Gpnq clearly admits only the period 01.

Observation 3.57. If S is ultimately bipartite than all elements of S are
odd.

The ultimately bipartite subtraction games exhibit an interesting property:
the optimal move on large enough heap is actually any move at all. Thus, the
solution to the problem Strategy is trivial. Similar property is true, for
instance, for Nimania and its generalizations studied by Fraenkel, Loebl and
Nešetřil in [30], fittingly named as “Games with a Dozing Yet Winning Player”.

In [7, th. 3] is presented another peculiar property of these games: for a
game with large enough heaps we can always easily say if it is a winning or
losing (and actually solving the problem Outcome in constant time as well
as Strategy).

Theorem 3.58. Let Sps1, s2, . . . , skq be a ultimately bipartite subtraction
game. Then for sufficiently large n, the game is winning if and only if n is
odd.

Proof. If 1 P S , the game is bipartite and the answer follows by Proposition
3.54. Otherwise, for contradiction assume that the converse holds and for
large enough n is Gpnq “ 0 if and only if n is odd. Let n be some odd lost
position. Since it is lost, the game will end after an even number of moves in
some Gpmq with m ă s1. Notice that now m must be odd as well, so m ą 0.
Consider now the game on a heap of size n ´ 1. Since m ą 0, the second
player can use exactly the same winning strategy, ending after even number
of moves at Gpm´ 1q, so Gpnq “ Gpn´ 1q “ 0, a contradiction.

Corollary 3.59. If S is ultimately bipartite than the pre-period length is
even.

Ho has also observed the following properties about the structure of the
pre-period of bipartite subtraction games:

Proposition 3.60. [43, l. 4] Let S be an ultimately bipartite subtraction
game. Then n0 ě s1 ` sm.
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Proposition 3.61. [43, l. 5] Let S be an ultimately bipartite subtraction
game. Then

Gpn0q “ 0, Gpn0 ´ 1q ě 2 and Gpn0 ´ 1´ smq “ 1.

Theorem 3.62. [43, p. 17] Let S be an ultimately bipartite subtraction game.
If s P N can be adjoined to S then s ď sm.

And finally, Ho also identified several infinite classes of these games. The
proofs are all based on identifying the set kernel or explaining the whole nim-
sequence of the game and are all rather technical.

Theorem 3.63. [7, th. 2], [43, th. 5] The following subtraction games are
ultimately bipartite:

• Sp3, 5, 9, ..., 2k ` 1q for k ě 3,

• Sp3, 5, 2k ` 1q for k ě 3,

• Spa, a` 2, 2a` 3q for odd a ě 3,

• Spa, 2a` 1, 3aq for odd a ě 5 (with pre-period length n0 “ 2a2´ a´ 1).

Conjecture 5. [43, p. 18] Ho conjectured that an ultimately bipartite sub-
traction game is non-expandable.

Solutions for Infinite Subtraction Games

As we have seen, the finite subtraction games are periodic and the finite
excluded subtraction games are arithmetic periodic. However, there is little
known about the games which do not fit to either of these categories: the
subtraction games for which both the subtraction set and its complement are
infinite.

Many of these games trivially reduce to the finite ones, because each finite
game has an infinite expansion set (see Section 3.3.3).

Pherwani has solved several subtraction games that involve only powers.

Proposition 3.64. [60, th. 3.3] Consider any subtraction game of powers of
any base b: Sp1, b, br1 , br2 , . . .q, where for all i ě 1 is ri any positive integer.
Assume that b is even since odd b gives simple bipartite game. This game is
purely periodic with period p01qb{22 of length b{2` 1.

Proof. By showing that powers of even base b are subset of expansion set of
a game Sp1, bq. For details see [60, th. 3.3].

Proposition 3.65. [60, th. 3.7] The expansion set of the game Sp1, b2, b3q
contains all higher powers of b: tbk : k ą 3u Ă exppSq.
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The game Take-A-Square was first studied by Golumb [33]. He observed
that its kernel is a set with the following property: it is square-difference-free,
meaning that there are not any two elements that differ by some positive
square. Eppstein [15] notes that the square-difference-free set generated this
set is maximal: every positive integer outside kernel has a move to zero po-
sition, therefore differs by a square from some element in kernel. In other
words, no other element can be added to the set without destroying the
square-difference-free property. Golumb also notes that each maximal square-
difference-free set on interval r0, ns needs to have at least Ωp

?
nq elements [33,

th. 4.1].

Question 6. Vajda in his book “Mathematical Games and How to Play Them”
lists several infinite subtraction games that, even though they have simple
descriptions, it is not much known about the structure of their nim-sequence
nor their strategy [78, p. 24]:

Spprimesq, Spodd primesq, SpFibonacci numbersq and SpLucas numbersq.

Note that SpprimesY t1uq “ SpoddsY t1uq “ Sp1q.

Theorem 3.66. [57, A1] Every all-but subtraction game Ŝ “ tâ, b̂, za` bu is
strictly periodic with a period of length 3pa` bq.

3.3.7 Aperiodic Subtraction Games
Fraenkel in his article “Aperiodic Subtraction Games” from 2011 [24] describes
a different type of aperiodic subtraction games then those described in Section
3.3.1. These games have been generalized by Sopena in [76] as follows.

Definition 3.67. For some sets of integers S and D we define a subtraction-
division game SDpS, Dq as a heap game where players can in their move
either subtract s P S tokens or divide size of some heap by d P D. There are
several variants of these games in terms of understanding the division move:

‚ SDpS, Dq There is a move into
X

n
d

\

for each d P D, n ě 1. [24]
‚ i-MarkpS, Dq Player can use d P D on Hn only if d divides n. [76]
‚ UpMarkpS, Dq There is a move into

P

n
d

T

for each d P D, n ě 1. [24]

We denote MiSD, i-MiMark and MiUpMark as the misère variants of
these games.

Note that these games are not invariant. Let us start with a proof that
these games truly are aperiodic.

Proposition 3.68. [24, th. 9] The games SDpS, Dqm UpMarkpS, Dq and
i-MarkpS, Dq are aperiodic for any sets S, D with D ‰ H.
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Proof. For contradiction, assume that these games are ultimately periodic
with a period p and pre-period n0. Let d be some move d P D and consider
a single-heap position Hn with nk ¨ p ě n0 for some k. Then in any of these
games there exists a move d ¨ n Ñ n which implies that Gpd ¨ nq ‰ Gpnq. But
the difference dn´ n “ pd´ 1q ¨ n “ pd´ 1q ¨ k ¨ p which is a multiple of p so
it should Gpd ¨ nq “ Gpnq, a contradiction.

Since these games are aperiodic, polynomial solutions of these games need
to somehow exploit some other regularities of the nim-sequence.

Definition 3.69. Let n be a non-negative integer. We write Rpnq as the
binary representation of the number n. We say that n is:

• evil, if the number has even number of 1’s in Rpnq.

• odious, if the number has odd number of 1’s in Rpnq.

• vile, if the number has even number of 0’s at the end of Rpnq.

• dopey, if the number has odd number of 0’s at the end of Rpnq.

Theorem 3.70. [24, ch. 3] The game Mark = SDpt1u, t2uq has its nim-
sequence defined as follows:

Gpnq “

$

’

&

’

%

0 n is dopey,

1 n is vile and odious,
2 n is vile and evil.

To prove this property, it suffices to show that all the moves required by
the definition of the nimbers all available, e.g. a move from vile odious position
to a dopey one. Also, one needs show that no moves are possible inside these
partitions. The proof is rather technical, so we omit it in this text and refer
the reader to [24, ch. 3].

We summarize the other results on the aperiodic subtraction game in Table
3.1. We list the time complexities to compute the opHnq and GpHnq since
these are the complexities of solving the problem Outcome on single-pile
and multi-pile games, respectively.

Wythoff Games and Invariant Subtraction Games

Here we shortly introduce several generalizations of Nim and subtraction
games that have been more widely studied.
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Table 3.1: Known results on the aperiodic subtraction games.

Name Game opHnq GpHnq Citation
Mark SDpt1u, t2uq Oplog nq Oplog nq [24, ch. 2–3]

MiMark MiSDpt1u, t2uq Oplog nq - [24, ch. 4]
UpMark UpMarkpt1u, t2uq Oplog nq - [24, ch. 5]
Mark-t SDpr1, t´ 1s, ttuq Oplog nq Oplog2 nq [37, th. 2.3]

MiMark-t MiSDpr1, t´ 1s, ttuq Oplog nq - [37, th. 3.1]
i-Mark i-Markpt1u, t2uq Oplog nq Oplog nq [76, ch. 2]

i-Mark-t i-Markpr1, t´ 1s, ttuq Oplog nq Oplog nq [76, ch. 3]
- i-Markpr1, t´ 1s, t2uq Oplog nq Oplog nq [76, ch. 3]
- i-Markpt1, 2u, t2uq Oplog nq Oplog nq [76, ch. 4]
- i-Markpt2, 4u, t2uq Oplog nq Oplog nq [76, ch. 4]
- i-Markpt4, 8u, t2uq Oplog nq Oplog nq [76, ch. 4]

Figure 3.4: Ruleset of a game Wythoff.

position: Two heaps of tokens, denoted as an ordered pair pa, bq P N2.
ruleset: Remove any number of tokens from a single heap as in Nim or

remove the same number of tokens from both heaps.

Figure 3.4 explains the ruleset of a game Wythoff which was invented by
a Dutch mathematician Willem Wythoff in 1907. The alternative description
of the game, which is known as Corner-The-Lady, is played on a semi-
infinite chess board with a single queen. Players can in their move shift the
queen only in one of three directions: up, left, and up-left diagonal. This way
the Queen is getting closer and closer to the single corner, labeled p0, 0q. The
equivalence of this game with Wythoff is obvious.

The P-positions of Wythoff display a striking geometric regularity: they
cluster around the lines with slopes φ and 1{φ, where φ “ p1 `

?
5q{2 is the

golden ratio.

Theorem 3.71. [14, ch. 1] A position pa, bq in Wythoff is a P-position if
and only if it has a form ptφnu, tφ2nuq for some non-negative integer n.

This regularity was discovered already by Wythoff itself. However for
determining the G-value of an arbitrary position is still an open problem. This
has motivated many researchers to study various modifications and general-
izations of Wythoff that would bridge the complexity gap between Nim and
Wythoff.
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The first modification is based on the following observation: we define a
star operator applied on a heap game G as a game G‹ which has the same
moves as G plus new taking moves of sizes corresponding to the P-positions
of G, except 0. Notice that since a position in a Two-Pile-Nim is lost if and
only if the sizes of piles equal, Two-Pile-Nim‹ “Wythoff. This operator
was invented by Larsson, who has studied the game Wythoff˚ and showed
nice properties of repeated application of ‹ [49].

A well studied generalizations of Wythoff are Vector Subtraction
Games10 introduced by Golumb in 1966 [33]. A t-Vector Subtraction Game
is played on t ordered heaps of tokens, so a position of such game is a t-
tuple of non-negative integers. Moves are also a t-tuples corresponding to
the number of tokens that are removed from each heap. For instance, the
moves in Wythoff, as for 2-Vector subtraction game, are defined as M “

tp0, iq, pi, 0q, pi, iq : i ą 0u.
The vector subtraction games have achieved some results in answering the

following general problem:

Open Problem 3. Let A Ă N0. Is there a invariant normal play impartial
heap-game with A as its set of P-positions?

Clearly, this will not be possible for classical subtraction game:

Observation 3.72. Let A Ă N0. The following statements are equivalent:

(a) There is an a R A such that for all b P A with b ă a there is a pair of
integers x, y P A such that y ´ x=a´ b.

(b) There is no subtraction game with A as its set of P-positions.

Larsson therefore generalized subtraction games to so called comply sub-
traction games11) and are played on a single-heap Hn and defined using a
family of finite subsets of N, denoted S . The move of a player goes as follows:
first, the player to move proposes a set S P S satisfying n ě max pSq. Then
the player not to move chooses some s P S and moves to n ´ s. Larsson
showed that it is possible to find such game, that its set of N -positions avoids
arithmetic progression, meaning that there is no triple tx, x ` d, x ` 2du in
this set for any x ě 0, d ą 0.

For many other modifications of these games, see [14].

10Sometimes called also Take-Away Invariant Games, see [13].
11These games have been also known as the Blocking Nim, see [21]
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3.4 Octal and Hexadecimal Games
In this section, we will discuss the taking and breaking games that have also
the breaking move allowed. Are focus will be primarily on the subsets of code-
digit games that have a restricted set of allowed digits in their code sequence.

As well as for the subtraction games, the most common approach in solving
a code-digit game is to resolve its periodicity.

In general, it appears to be hard to find a function f such that given taking
and breaking game Γ is f -periodic. However, by using a simple trick, we can
generalize Theorem 3.29 to be able to resolve the simple periodicity of any
code-digit game.

Theorem 3.73. (Simple periodicity theorem) Let D “ d0¨d1d2d3 . . . dk be a
finite code-digit game. Let t ě 0 be maximal number of heaps that are created
in a single move (di ă 2t`1 for all i). Suppose there exist integers n0 ě 0 and
p ě 0 such that the following holds:

Gpn` pq “ Gpnq for n0 ď n ď tn0 ` pt´ 1qp` k.

Then the nim-sequence(D) is periodic with pre-period n0 and period p.

Proof. (By induction on n.) Let n ě tn0 ` pt ´ 1qp ` k. Each option of
Hn`p that takes i tokens from a heap has form Ha1 ` Ha2 ` . . . Haℓ

with
a1 ` a2 ` . . . ` aℓ “ n ` p ´ i, such that i ď k and ℓ ď t Since n ` p ě
tn0 ` tp` k, we have a1 ` a2 ` . . .` aℓ ě tn0 ` tp. Without loss of generality
then a1 ě n0`p, because ℓ ď t. Thus a1´p ě n0 and by induction hypothesis,
we have Gpa1 ´ pq “ Gpa1q. Therefore Gpa1 ´ pq‘Gpa2q‘ . . .‘Gpaℓq “

Gpa1q‘Gpa2q‘ . . .‘Gpaℓq. Now a1´p ą 0 (n0 ą 0) so by using Observation
3.9 we get that Ha1´p ` Ha2 ` . . . Haℓ

is an option of Hn. Similarly we can
show that every option of Hn is an option of Hn`p, so we conclude that
Gpn` pq “ Gpnq for all n ě n0.

Corollary 3.74. Each periodic code-digit game with pre-period n0 and pe-
riod p can be solved in time OpN t ¨ kq, where N :“ tn0 ` pt´ 1qp` k.

Proof. We can calculate first N terms of the nim-sequence by starting at some
small length and then doubling its length and testing its periodicity until it
is found. The periodicity testing can be done in linear time. The bottleneck
of this calculation is therefore in the generation of the nim-sequence. We can
generate it from definition by iterating on all viable moves and calculating
their mex.
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3.4.1 Octal Games
The most famous family of code-digit games with allowed breaking are octal
games, introduced by Guy and Smith as the first code-digit games in the
famous paper from 1956 [41]. In the octal games, a move consists of removing
some number of tokens from a heap and then optionally splitting the remaining
tokens into two heaps. Thus, for each code digit di ă 8 holds, hence the name.

We have seen in the proof of Theorem 3.27 that there is an easy argument
for the fact that all subtraction games are periodic. Whether the same is
true for octal games is an important open question, that has been listed as
the second problem (after the subtraction games analysis) in all Guy’s lists of
unsolved problems in combinatorial games since 1991:

Open Problem 4. [39, 9, problem 2] Is every finite octal game ultimately
periodic?

Guy described the behavior of the nim-sequences of octal games as “a
considerable mystery” [40, E27]. Indeed, we seem to be far to understanding
the behavior of these games in general. For instance, J.P. Grossman analyzed
the game 6 up to heaps of size 247 and has not yet confirmed any periodicity.

The following Theorem ensures us that we cannot answer the above open
problem by finding an arithmetic periodic octal game.

Theorem 3.75. [70, CG, exercise 2.12] Octal game of finite length cannot be
arithmetic periodic with non-zero saltus.

Proof. For n P N, denote by fpnq the cardinality of the set

ta‘ b : a` b “ n, a, b P N0u.

Observe that for each n P N is fp2n` 1q “ fpnq. Indeed, since 2n` 1 is odd,
any value a‘ b must be odd as well, because only one of a and b can be odd.
So if a‘ b “ x with a` b “ n then both p2a`1q‘ 2b “ 2a‘p2b`1q “ 2x‘ 1.
So each of the n` 1 possibilities of a` b such that a` b “ n, each maps to 2
unique pairs that have the same nim-sum, so none of the 2n ` 2 possibilities
of values a, b which give a` b “ 2n` 1 can achieve a new nim-sum.

Also notice that fp2nq “ fpnq ` fpn ´ 1q. That is due to the fact that
we can map each nim-sum a‘ b with a` b “ 2n and a and b being even to a
nim-sum a

2 ‘
b
2 with a

2 `
b
2 “ n and thus is counted in fpnq. Also, we can map

each a‘ b with a ` b “ 2n and a and b being odd to a nim-sum a´1
2 ‘ b´1

2
with a´1

2 ` b´1
2 “ n´ 1 and thus is counted in fpn´ 1q. Since the nim-sums

calculated in fpnq are odd and the nim-sums calculated in fpn´ 1q are even,
it follows that these two sets are disjunct.

Since one of n and n ´ 1 is odd, we have either fpnq “ fpaq for some
a ď 1

2n or else fpnq “ fpaq ` fpbq for some a ď 1
2n and b ď 1

4n.
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Now we will prove by induction, that fpnq ď 5
4nα, where p1

2q
α “ φ for φ

being the inverse of a golden ratio (the unique solution for φ2`φ “ 1). After
verifying n “ 1 and n “ 2 we can write

fpnq ď fpaq ` fpbq ď
5
4
`

p
1
2

nqα ` p
1
4

nqα
˘

“
5
4
pφnα ` φ2nαq “

5
4

nα.

Now, if the nim-values of the arithmetic periodic game had a nonzero saltus,
the number of distinct G-values of heaps up to n would need to be greater
than λn ` µ for some non-zero λ. But that is not possible, since we have
shown that this value is less than 5

4nα with α “ 0.694 . . ..

3.4.2 The Sparse Space Phenomenon
From theorem 3.73 we get that to solve a finite octal game D “ d0¨d1d2d3 . . . dk,
one needs to calculate N “ 2n0 ` p` k its G-values. If we calculate them by
definition, this takes OpN2q operations. Trying to solve a game such as ¨16
with n0 “ 105, 350 and p “ 149, 459 does not seem quite feasible and a more
advanced technique is required.

While analyzing the game of Kayles, Berlekamp noticed an interesting
property. If we closely look only at the G-values that occur only in pre-period,
we notice that these numbers 0, 3, 5, and 6 all have even number of ones in their
binary expansions. The rest of G-values which appear in the period, so they
occur infinitely (namely 1, 3, 4, 7, and 8) have odd number of ones. We have
seen that this distinction played an important role for aperiodic subtraction
games (Theorem 3.70). Conway named them evil and odious, respectively
[42, p. 109]. For Grundy’s Game we can notice similar property if we ignore
the first bit of binary expansions. This property generalizes for some octal
games in so called Sparse Space Phenomenon.

Definition 3.76. A partition R, C of N is called a sparse space decompo-
sition if R Y C “ N, R X C “ H and for each c1, c2 P C, r1, r2 P R:

r1‘ r2 P R; r1‘ c2 P C;
c1‘ c2 P R; c1‘ r2 P C.

The integers r P R are then called rare, while the integers s P C are common.

Definition 3.77. A taking and breaking game Γ has a sparse space R if
there exists a sparse space decomposition R, C such that the set

tn : Gpnq P R, n P Nu is finite.
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Theorem 3.78. [70, CG, p. 193] If a finite octal game d0¨d1d2d3 . . . dk has
sparse space then it is ultimately periodic.

Proof. The definition of sparse space implies that there exists an integer n0
such that for all n ě n0 : Gpnq P C. Then for all n ě 2n0 ` k the excludents
used to calculate mex for Gpnq and are common will all have form:

Gpaq‘Gpbq,

where Gpaq is rare which implies that b ě n´n0´ k. Hence the value of Gpnq
depends only on last n0`k values, so the sequence is ultimately periodic.

Theorem 3.79. There exists a bijection b : SÑ N, where S represents set of
all sparse spaces, S Ď 2N.

Proof. For a sparse space R the bijection is given by

bpRq “
ł

xPRX2N
x,

where 2N denotes set of all non-negative powers of two. This of course deter-
ministically maps an integer to each sparse space. It remains to proof that
each integer there is a unique sparse space. Let us denote

A “
␣

2n : n P N, p2n & mq ‰ 0
(

and let B “ 2NzA. Because for any rare r1, r2 we have r1‘ r2 rare, all numbers
generated using powers of two from A must be rare and all numbers generated
using elements of B must be common. Also since for any common c1, c2 we
have c1‘ c2 rare, all numbers generated using combination of any two elements
of B must be rare. This directly implies the structure of rare numbers:

R “ xA Y ta‘ b : a, b P Buy.

Now for contradiction let R1 be a different sparse space: R ‰ R1 and bpRq “
bpR1q. Then R X 2N “ R1 X 2N. Also for any a, b P B we have a‘ b P R1,
otherwise a‘R1 and b‘R1 would be distinct cosets of R1, a contradiction.

Definition 3.80. The bijection b from previous theorem we will call the
ignore mask as it describes which bits to ignore while counting the one bits
to determine if given G-value is rare or common:

Theorem 3.81. Let D be an octal game, R its sparse space and m “ bpRq
its ignore mask. Then

Gpnq P R ô populationCount
`

Gpnq&␣m
˘

is even,

where populationCountpxq represents a number of ones and ␣ the logical
negation on each bit in the binary expansion.
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Proof. From proof of th. 3.79 we have that there is a partition A,B of non-
negative powers of two such that the the rare space can be described by
R “ xA Y ta‘ b : a, b P Buy. In the formula above, the bits that correspond
to elements in A are ignored by ignore mask and the only relevant ones that
can change the population count are the ones that come from the set B. We
can see that since we start with nim-sum of pair of these elements, all rare
elements have even number of one bits that correspond to elements of B.

Lemma 3.82. Let D “ d0¨d1d2d3 . . . dk is a finite octal game with a sparse
space. Then its kernel is finite.

Proof. This comes directly from the fact that 0 is rare. If 0 was not rare, than
for any common c we have c‘ 0 “ c is rare, a contradiction.

Observation 3.83. Until now, there has been no assumption made on the
frequencies of rare and common values. It is worth noticing that if the rare
values would occur rarely in the first n values of nim-sequence then, because
common ‘ common value is rare, typically many excludents will be rare, so
Gpnq itself is quite likely to be common. Hence when the distinction between
rare and common value is established, it tends to persist.

Now, if the rare values really occur rarely, we can compute any common
G-value only by taking into account the moves that are made up of a rare
and a common value. Berlekamp et al. confirm that this approach really
speeds up the computation [42, WW, p. 102]. For instance, when calculating
the Grundy’s game value Gp250, 001q this way, it is required to calculate only
Gp1, 273q nim-sums. They estimate that the computation on average takes
only a few thousand operations.

3.4.3 Computational Results on Octal Games
The original paper introducing octal games from 1956 lists results on several
single and two digit octal games (probably computed by hand) [41]. Among
them, the longest period has the game Guiles of the code ¨15 with n0 “ 1 and
p “ 10. They also describe several infinite octal games and their arithmetic
periodicity, e.g. the Duplicate Nim ¨03 with period 00 p`1q, the Triplicate
Nim ¨003 with period 000 p`1q and many others.

First computational results directed to octal games dates to 1967 when
Kenyon [47] assembled first data on at most 3 code digits octal games. His
most notable result finding is prime period 349 for ¨156. Austin extended his
tables in 1976, especially by finding period of length 1550 for ¨165 [4].

In 1982 Berlekamp, Conway and Guy published an extensive compendium
of three-digit octal games in [42, WW, p. 102] alongside with the introduction
to sparse spaces.
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Table 3.2: Non-trivial octal games with known structure [20].

Game Period Pre-period Solved
¨45 20 498 1956
¨156 349 3,479 1967
¨055 148 259 1976
¨644 442 3,256 1976
¨356 142 7,315 1976
¨165 1,550 5,181 1976
¨127 4 46,578 1988
¨56 144 326,640 1988
¨16 149,459 105,351 1988
¨376 4 2,268,248 1988
¨454 60,620,715 160,949,019 2000
¨104 11,770,282 197,769,598 2001
¨106 328,226,140,474 465,384,263,797 2002
¨054 10,015,179 193,235,616 2002
¨354 1,180 10,061,916 2002

In 1989 Gangolli and Plambeck [32] analyzed using Berlekamp’s sparse
spaces method the game ¨16 with pre-period 105,350 and period length 149,459.

In 2000 Flammenkamp discovered game ¨454 with period 60,620,715 and
pre-period 160,949,019, and in 2002 the game ¨106 with period 328,226,140,474
and pre-period 465,384,263,797 which still holds a record.

Flammenkamp also has a website [20] that lists the whole up-to date com-
pendium alongside with the latest computation results concerning octal games.
Some results on non-trivial games from this lists are showed in Table 3.2.

In 2011 J. P. Grossman analyzed the only unsolved single digit octal game
¨6, computing its G-values up to 247 by several low-level optimizations and
parallel computation, still finding no periodicity [34].

Some of these games are also listed in Nowakowski’s Unsolved problems in
combinatorial games in Games of no chance from 2015 [57].

Open Problem 5. [57, A2] Resolve any number of the following 74 unsolved
3-digit octal games: ¨6 (Officers), ¨04 , ¨06 , ¨14 , ¨36 , ¨37 , ¨64 , ¨74 ,
¨76 , ¨004, ¨005, ¨006, ¨007 (Treblecross), ¨014, ¨015, ¨016, ¨024, ¨026, ¨034,
¨064, ¨114, ¨125, ¨126, ¨135, ¨136, ¨142, ¨143, ¨146, ¨162, ¨163, ¨164, ¨166, ¨167,
¨172, ¨174, ¨204, ¨205, ¨206, ¨207, ¨224, ¨244, ¨245, ¨264, ¨314, ¨324, ¨334, ¨336,
¨342, ¨344, ¨346, ¨362, ¨364, ¨366, ¨371, ¨374, ¨404, ¨414, ¨416, ¨444, ¨564, ¨604,
¨606, ¨744, ¨764, ¨774, ¨776, 4¨004, 4¨007, 4¨026, 4¨044, 4¨045, 4¨324, 4¨327 and
4¨367.
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Open Problem 6. [70, CG, p. 197] Identify an octal game with period longer
than the game ¨106 with a period of length 328, 226, 140, 474.

3.5 Hexadecimal games
Hexadecimal games are code-digit games where we are allowed to split the
remainder into at most three piles, so for each code digit di ă 16 holds.
To keep the game notation concise, we will use letters A, B, C, D, E and F
for the numbers 10 through 15, e.g. game ¨A8F is a code-digit game with
d1 “ 10, d2 “ 8 and d3 “ 15.

Not surprisingly, the question to extend the analysis of hexadecimal games
listed as the third problem in all Guy’s lists of unsolved problems in combi-
natorial games since 1991.

Open Problem 7. [39, 9, problem 2] Examine some hexadecimal games.
Obtain conditions for arithmetic periodicity.

It is believed that all octal games are eventually periodic, so in other words,
we believe that a relatively simple solution always exists in the form of the
finite description of the periodic sequence. By allowing splitting the remainder
into not two, but three piles, things get unexpectedly complicated.

Many of these games exhibit the arithmetic periodicity: there exists inte-
gers n0, p and s (the pre-period and period lengths and the saltus) such that
for all n ě n0 is Gpn` pq “ Gpnq ` s.

The following proposition explains why is this periodicity common for a
subclass of hexadecimal games.

Proposition 3.84. [45, l. 1] Let D “ d0¨d1d2d3 . . . dk be a hexadecimal game
for which exist odd i and even j such that di, dj ě 8. Then

lim
nÑ8

Gpnq “ 8.

Proof. Let m “ max pi, jq and without loss of generality assume that i is odd.
We will show that for all n ě m ` 2 there is a move to all positions with
G-value Gpmq such that 1 ď m ď n´m´ 2. Specifically, we prove that there
always exists a positive number k such that Hk`Hk`Hm is an option of Hn.
Notice that this option has G-value Gpkq‘Gpkq‘Gpmq “ Gpmq.

Let n is odd and consider the following cases.

(a) Let m is odd. Then since j is even, n´j´m is even and also n´j´m ě 2,
so we can subtract j and then put k “ n ´m ´ j to get the required
move.
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(b) Let m is even. Then since i is odd, n´i´m is even and also n´i´m ě 2,
so we can subtract i and then put k “ n ´ m ´ i to get the required
move

If n is even, the argument is the same by symmetry.

The above Proposition has the consequence that we know for sure that the
attempt at using Theorem 3.73 for periodicity testing will always fail. In 1976,
Austin developed a systematic method for detecting the arithmetic periodicity
[4]. His approach is similar to the simple periodicity testing method described
at the beginning of this section.

However, his test was able to detect only the periodicity with the saltus
of the form 2k. It would be sufficient if Guy’s conjecture that all hexadecimal
games exhibit only a saltus of power of two was true. This conjecture was
disproved by Jack Kenyon in 1967 [39, p. 43] with a Kenyon’s game ¨3F which
is arithmetic periodic with p “ 6 and odd saltus s “ 3:

G-sequencep¨3Fq “ 012 012 345 345 678 678 . . . “ p012q2 p`3q.

Howse and Nowakowski were able to slightly extend the arithmetic pe-
riodicity test to games with odd saltus [45]. The test still applies only to
certain restricted circumstances and involve computing an enormous number
of G-values to verify relatively small periods.

Theorem 3.85 (Arithmetic-periodicity theorem, [45]). Let D “ d0¨d1d2d3 . . . dk
be a finite hexadecimal game. Let exist integers n0, 3p ě u`2 and s “ 2γ´1`j,
where j ă 2γ´1 such that

(a) Gpn` pq ´ Gpn` sq for all n in range:

n0 ă n ă t` max
`

3n0 ` pp20` 2γ`1 ` 22γ`1´k ` 23γ`3´2kq,

n0 ` pp1` 2j`k`3´γq
˘

,

(b) Gpnq ă s for all n ď n0,

(c) Gpnq ă 2s for all n ď n0 ` p,

(d) either there exist d2v`1, d2v, both of which contain 8, and for each
g, 0 ď g ă 2s, there exists n ą 0 such that Gpnq “ g, or there exists dt

which contains 8, and for each g, 0 ď g ă 2s, there exists 2v`1, 2w ě 0
such that Gp2v ` 1q “ Gp2wq “ g.

Then for all n ą n0, Gpn` pq “ Gpnq ` s.
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3.5.1 Computational Results on Hexadecimal Games

Guy et al. states a few single and two digit hexadecimal games in [42,
WW, p. 117]. In [55, GONC1, p. 162], several trivial examples are listed:
¨8 is a first cousin of the Triplicate Nim: the infinite subtraction game
¨003 . . . with the nim-sequence 000 p`1q. ¨A, ¨B, ¨D and ¨F all are She-Loves-
Me, She-Loves-Me-Not and ¨1A and ¨1B are ultimately arithmetic periodic
with the period 2 and saltus 1.

Howse has calculated the first 1,500 G-values for each of the 1-, 2- and 3-
digit games []. For example, ¨XY, where X and Y are each A, B, E or F and ¨E8,
¨E9, ¨EC and ¨ED are each equivalent to Nim. ¨0A, ¨0B, ¨0E, ¨0F, ¨1A, ¨1B, ¨48,
¨4A, ¨4C, ¨4E, ¨82, ¨8A, ¨8E and ¨CZ, where Z is any even digit, are equivalent
to Duplicate Nim, while ¨0C, ¨80, ¨84, ¨88, and ¨8C are like Triplicate Nim.
Some games displayed ordinary periodicity; ¨A2, ¨A3, ¨A6, ¨A7, ¨B2, ¨B3, ¨B7
have period 4, and ¨81, ¨85, ¨A0, ¨A1, ¨A4, ¨A5, ¨B0, ¨B1, ¨B5, ¨D0, ¨F0, ¨F1 are
all She-Loves-Me, She-Loves-Me-Not. ¨9E, ¨9F, ¨BC, ¨C9, ¨CB, ¨CD and
¨CF have (apparent ultimate) period 3 and saltus 2; ¨89, ¨8D, ¨A8, ¨A9, ¨AC,
¨AD each have period 4 and saltus 2, while ¨8B, ¨8F and ¨9B have period 7 and
saltus 4.

With the new arithmetic periodicity testing theorem, Howse and Nowakowski
have showed many interesting hexadecimal games with longer periods [45].
Some interesting examples are ¨28=¨29 with the longest known period 53 and
saltus 16 and the only exceptional value being the zero Gp0q “ 0. The longest
known pre-period has the game ¨9C with n0 “ 28, p “ 36 and s “ 16. The
compendium of other interesting arithmetic periodic games can be found in
[45, table 3].

The general analysis of hexadecimal games would seem feasible if we could
be sure that all of them are arithmetic-periodic. However, this is not the
case. There are a lot of of examples that exhibit completely different kinds of
periodicity [57, A3].

For instance, the game ¨123456789 is arithmetic periodic with n0 “ 15, p “
2 and s “ 1 with infinite number of exceptional values that occur in a geo-
metric fashion: Gp2k` 6q “ 2k´ 1. The game ¨205200C is arithmetic periodic
with n0 “ 4, p “ 40 and saltus 16 except that 40k ` 19 has nim-value 6
and 40k ` 39 has nim-value 14. Horrocks and Nowakowski reported that
the game ¨660060008 exhibit similar regularity with period length of approxi-
mately 300,000 [57, A3].

Grossman and Nowakowski [35] presented a new type of regularity in the
games ¨200 . . . 0048 with an odd number of zero digits. This regularity can
be described by so called “ruler function”. We say that a sequence is ruler
regular with saltus s and ruler parameter r if there is a finite set of integers
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S such that Gpn` pq “ Gpnq ` s except all n such that

n “ P pq ` 1, mq ` k, for all k P S, q, m ě 0,

where P pq, mq :“ rpq ¨ 2m`1 ` 2m ` 1q.

For these values we have

G pP pq ` 1, mq ` kq “ G pP pq, mq ` kq ` 2m`3.

Another interesting game is ¨9 which has not been completely analyzed,
but the heaps up to 100, 000 exhibit a remarkable fractal-like set of nim-values
[57, A3].

We end this section with a summary of unsolved two-digit hexadecimal
games.

Open Problem 8. [48, GONC5, A3] Resolve any of the following unsolved
hexadecimal games:

¨1X, X P t8, 9, C, D, E, Fu,
¨3X, 8 ď X ď E,

¨5X, 8 ď X ď F,

¨7X, 8 ď X ď F,

¨9D,

¨DX, 1 ď X ď F,

¨2X, A ď X ď F,

¨4X, X P t9, B, D, Fu,
¨6X, 8 ď X ď F,

¨9X, 1 ď X ď A,

¨BX, X P t6, 9, Du,
¨FX, X P t4, 6, 7u.

3.6 Pure Breaking Games
In view of the above results, we can notice there is a great gap between
understanding octal and hexadecimal games. It appears that the complexity
of the nim sequences has a tendency to increase while we increase the number
of possible splits of a heap. In this section, we will try examine this tendency
in more detail. This can be done by disallowing the removing tokens from a
heap in order to examine these games in an isolation.

This class of so called pure breaking games was first described and analyzed
in separation by Dailly et al. in 2018 [11]. They define these games as follows.

Definition 3.86. Let A be a set of positive integers, called the cut num-
bers. We define a Pure Breaking Game PBpLq as the heap game with the
following options

Hn :“ tHa1 ` . . .`Hak
u,

such that ℓ P L and a0 ` a1 ` . . .` aℓ “ n with ai ą 0 for all i ě 0. In other
words, in PBpLq a player’s move consist of choosing a heap and splitting it
into ℓ` 1 non-empty heaps with ℓ P L being his cut number. We will call this
move an ℓ-cut.
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Table 3.3: Solution for particular pure breaking games introduced in [11].

Game Sequence Period
tℓ1, ℓ2, . . .u pℓ1 ě 2q p0qℓ1p`1q ℓ1
t1, ℓ2, . . .u pℓi odd) p0, 1q 2
t1, 2, 3ℓ4, . . . , ℓku p0qp`1q 1
t1, 2, 3ku pk ě 1q p0, 1qkp`2q 2k

Lemma 3.87. Let PBpLq be a pure breaking game such that L contains
some even integer and let us denote m the smallest one. Then for each a, b ě
0 such that Gpaq “ Gpbq we have a ı b pmod mq.

Proof. For contradiction, let us assume Gpaq “ Gpbq and a “ k1m ` d, b “
k2m` d for some k1 ą k2 ě 0 and 0 ď d ă m. Then from Hb there is a m-cut
to Ha`Hk1´k2`Hk1´k2` . . .`Hk1´k2 . But since m is even, the terms Hk1´k2

will cancel each other and Hb has a move to Gpaq which results in Gpaq ‰ Gpbq
contradicting the assumption.

Definition 3.88. The pure breaking game PBpℓ1, . . . , ℓkq verifies the power-
two AP-testpp, sq for some p ě 1 and s “ 2k for some k ě 1 if the following
holds.

(a) for n ď 3p,Gpn` p “ Gpnq ` s,

(b) tGpnq : 1 ď n ď pu “ t0, . . . , s´ 1u, and

(c) for all n in r3p` 1, . . . , 4ps and for all g in r0, . . . , s´ 1s, there is a move
from Hn to g using an m-cut with m ě 2, m P L.

Theorem 3.89 (Pure Breaking Power-two AP-test, [11, th. 9]). The pure
breaking game PBpℓ1, . . . , ℓkq which verifies the power-two AP-testpp, sq with
s “ 2k for some k ě 1 is arithmetic periodic with pre-period 1, period p and
saltus s.

3.7 Partizan Code-Digit Games
A duel heap game, as described in Section 3.1.4, are straightforward general-
izations of impartial heap games in which each player is assigned an individual
impartial ruleset [28]. We remind that for rulesets Γ and Λ we say that Γ ă Λ
(Γ dominates Λ) if for all large enough n, Γ can always beat Λ (see Definition
3.7).

Here we will survey the results on duels of code-digit games.
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3.7.1 Partizan Subtraction Games
Definition 3.90. Let SL and SR be sets of integers. We call the duel of these
subtraction games SL versus SR a partizan subtraction game, denoted
SpSL | SRq.

The following proposition shows that the dominance property unfortu-
nately does not define a partial order.

Proposition 3.91. [28, ch. 2] The relation ă on code-digit games is not
transitive. In other words, there exist code-digit games Γ, Λ and Υ such that
Γ ă Λ ă Υ ă Γ.

Proof. This is actually true already for subtraction games. The subtraction
games that satisfy this property are Γ “ S1p1, 2, 6q, Λ “ S2p1, 3, 5q and Υ “

S3p2, 3, 4q. The proof of the outcome for large enough heap is a simple exercise.

In Theorem 3.27 we have seen that all impartial finite subtraction games
have periodic nim-sequences. For partizan subtraction games holds only a
restricted version of this Theorem, where we focus only on the periodicity
of the outcome sequence. So this theorem is applicable only to single-heap
games.

Theorem 3.92. [28, th. 1] Every finite partizan subtraction game has a pe-
riodic outcome sequence.

Proof. Let us denote the SpSL | SRq-heap of size n as Hn. Let m be the
maximal number in SL Y SR. There are at most 4m distinct blocks of length
m. So there exist integers n0 and p such that opHnq “ opHn`pq for all n P
tn0, n0 ` 1, . . . , n0 `m´ 1u.

Now, since the outcome of any position depends solely on the sets of out-
comes both player can move to and we can observe that any two positions
n0 ` m ´ 1 ` j and n0 ` m ´ 1 ` j ` c with 1 ď j ď m have these sets of
outcomes identical, this implies that opHnq “ opHn`pq for all n ě n0.

Corollary 3.93. We can solve any single-heap finite subtraction game by
calculating the periodicity of its outcome sequence.

Observation 3.94. Let SpSL | SRq be a partial subtraction game which has
aperiodic outcome sequence, or the period is greater than one. Then SL � SR.

Now let us consider two particular examples of partizan subtraction games:
Sp1, 2n` 1 | 1, 2mq and Sp1, 2n | 1, 2mq.
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Proposition 3.95. [28, th. 2] Let SL “ p1, 2nq, SR “ p1, 2m` 1q, 1 ď m, n.
Then SL ă SR.

Proposition 3.96. [28, th. 3] Let SL “ p1, 2nq, SR “ p1, 2mq, 1 ď n ă m.
Then SL ą SR.

The following theorem generalizes the property of impartial symmetric
subtraction games described in Section 3.3.6.

Theorem 3.97 (Symmetric Partizan Subtraction Game, [28, th. 4]). Con-
sider a partizan subtraction game with the following sets

SL “ px1, . . . , xn : 1 ď x1 ă . . . ă xnq and
SR “ py1, . . . , yn : 1 ď y1 ă . . . ă ynq.

Suppose there exists a non-negative integer r (the modulus) such that xi `

yn´i`1 “ r for all i “ 1, . . . , n. Then the outcome sequence of partial game
SpSL | SRq is purely periodic with period r and SL � SR.

Fraenkel and Kotzig also describe interesting property of the subtraction
games which are strictly periodic with period length being a sum of the min-
imal elements of both sets.

Theorem 3.98. Let SpSL | SRq be a purely periodic partizan subtraction
game with period p “ l` r such that l “ minpSLq and r “ minpSRq. Then for
all s P SL holds s ” l mod p and for all s1 P SR holds s1 ” r mod p.

Similarly, the expansion set defined in 3.38 can also be generalized to
denote the set of moves that can be adjoined to either of the expansion sets
without changing the outcome sequence of the single-heap game.

Canonical Forms of Partizan Subtraction Games

There are no published results on the canonical forms of these games. Even
though these are one of the simplest partizan games, the canonical form se-
quences show a surprising complexity. In his notes on these games, Plambeck
[61] reports canonical sequences of several partizan subtraction games that do
contain some periodicity. He conjectures the following behavior of the game
Sp1, 2 | 1, 3q:

Conjecture 7. [61, ch. 3] The canonical forms of the game Sp1, 2 | 1, 3q
satisfies the recursion

Cpnq “ t0 | Cpn´ 3qu

with Cp0q “ 0, Cp1q “ ∗ and Cp2q “ ↑.
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3.7.2 Partizan Code-Digit Games
Definition 3.99. We define a partizan code-digit game using a pair of
code-digit rulesets pDL, DRq. This game is played as a duel heap game DL

versus DR.

Mesdal et al. gave some results on the C-sequences of the game called
Partizan Splittles. These are partizan code-digit (octal) games of form
0¨d1d2 . . . dk) with di P t0, 7u. In these games a move consist of removing some
tokens from one heap and optionally splitting the remainder into two heaps.

Partizan Splittles

Mesdal studied a subclass of code-digit games which he named the Partizan
Splittles. In these games, players can in their moves remove some tokens
from a pile and then optionally splitting the remaining heap into two. He
investigated the canonical forms of positions in this game under a duel partizan
setting.

Definition 3.100. The game of partizan splittles, denoted SPpSL | SRq is a
partizan code-digit game pDL, DRq with

dL
i “

#

7 if i P SL

0 otherwise.
and dR

i “

#

7 if i P SR

0 otherwise.

The sets SL,SR are called subtraction sets of Left and Right player, respec-
tively.

Theorem 3.101. [54, th. 2] The game of partizan splittles SPp1 | kq has the
the canonical form sequence defined by

Hn “

#

n if n ă k,

tk ´ 1 | 0u if n ě k.

Definition 3.102. We define ↑2 “ t0 | ↓∗u and ↑Ñ2 “ ↑` ↑2 “ t↑ | ∗u.

Theorem 3.103. [54, th. 3] The game of partizan splittles SPp1, 2k | 1, 2k`
1q has the the canonical form sequence defined by

H4jk`i “

$

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

%

j ¨ ↑Ñ2 ` 0 if i is even and 0 ď i ă 2k;
j ¨ ↑Ñ2 ` ∗ if i is odd and 0 ď i ă 2k;
j ¨ ↑Ñ2 ` ↑ if i is even and 2k ď i ă 4k;
j ¨ ↑Ñ2 ` ↑∗ if i is odd and 2k ď i ă 4k,

where j P N0 and 0 ď i ă 4k. So the sequence is arithmetic periodic with
p “ 4k and the saltus s “ ↑Ñ2.
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Next Mesdal investigated the partizan splittles games SPp1, a1, a2, . . . |
2, 4q, where ai is odd for each i. He notes that the canonical forms of positions
in these games are too complicated and strongly depend on the exact values
ai. However, he noticed that the complexity of the canonical forms is caused
only by infinitesimal perturbances, so he analyzed the reduced canonical form
sequence of these games (introduced in Section 2.2.7).

Theorem 3.104. [54, ch. 7] Let us define fpnq to be a the arithmetic-periodic
sequence with period 4 and saltus 3

4 defined by

fpnq “

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

0, if n “ 0;
1, if n “ 1;
1{2, if n “ 2;
3{2, if n “ 3;
fpn´ 4q ` 3

4 , if n ě 4.

Then the game has the following reduced canonical form sequence

rcf -sequencepnq “ fpnq ¨ 1∗,

where 1∗ “ 1 ` ∗ and ¨ represents the Norton multiplication defined for this
purpose as follows: for any game G is G ¨ 1∗ :“

␣

GL ¨ 1∗` 1
ˇ

ˇ GR ¨ 1∗´ 1
(

.

Up to our knowledge, the partizan subtraction games and the partizan
splittles are the only code-digit games that have been studied under the par-
tizan setting.
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Chapter 4
Our Results

In this section, we present our contribution to the theory presented in the pre-
vious chapter. First three sections of this Chapter describe our results in the
study of subtraction games, impartial taking and breaking games and partizan
taking and breaking games. The last section presents our results in algorith-
mic combinatorial game theory by providing new game solving algorithms and
complexity results about a generalization of a subtraction game.

Usually, we used a computer-assisted method for achieving these results
by utilizing game solving algorithms described in Section 4.4. We will describe
this computer-assisted method on the following example:

Valla [79] asked the following question about the behavior of the outcome
and nim-sequences of finite impartial subtraction games:

Question 8. [79] It is clear that if the nim-sequence of a subtraction game
is periodic then the outcome sequence periodic as well. However, is there a
subtraction game which has an aperiodic nim-sequence and a periodic outcome
sequence?

The answer to this natural question might not be as straightforward as
it might seem at a first glance. Definitely, there is some limitation on the
nim-sequence once we have fixed the periodicity of the outcome sequence. For
instance, the aperiodicity of the nim-sequence can not be easily proven just by
applying the usual argument that for any integer p we can adjoin some ℓ ¨k to
the subtraction set, because no multiple of the length of the outcome period
can not appear in the subtraction set.

We performed an computing experiment where we examined all subtrac-
tion sets having maximal number less then 15. For each such subtraction
game, we computed its nim-sequence and then we continued with the follow-
ing procedure. We searched for any integer s such that there exists n such
that Gpnq “ Gpn`sq, but for each such n we have Gpnq ‰ 0. This means that
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adjoining s will change the nim-sequence while the outcome sequence will stay
the same. We then adjoined s and repeated this search while backtracking
when no such s could be found. Then we looked for patterns in these con-
secutively adjoined numbers s. This experiment led to the result described in
Theorem 4.4.

4.1 Results on Subtraction Games

4.1.0.1 Periodicity of the Outcome and Nim Sequences

Conjecture 9. Ho in [44, p.18] conjectured that for every subtraction game
its nim-sequence and its outcome sequence have the same period p.

Note: This is not true and there seems to be many counter-examples. For
example, for the game Sp1, 15, 23, 38, 39, 50, 81, 98q is

G-sequencepSq “ . . . 01230132

with the period length 8 (and pre-period 1, 140), while

o-sequencepSq “ . . .NNNP

with period length 4 and pre-period length 1, 041.
We remind Question 2 asked by Althöfer and discussed in Section 3.3.2:

Question. [2, q. 4] The period of nim-sequence might be longer than the
period of the outcome sequence. What are the extremal examples?

This inspires also the following question:

Question 10. Is there an infinite number of examples of games, for which
the nim-sequence and the outcome sequence have different period?

Theorem 4.1. Let subtraction game S be periodic with (not necessarily
least) period p. Let ℓ be the least period of S . Then ℓ divides p.

Proof. Let g “ gcd pℓ, pq, n0 pre-period of period p, m0 pre-period of period ℓ.
We can rotate both periods to the right until they have the same pre-period N .
Then the end positions of repeated shorter period will fall onto the following
positions of the longer period: tkℓ mod p : k P Nu “ t0, g, 2g, . . . , p ´ gu, so
the sequence is also periodic with g ă ℓ, a contradiction.

Theorem 4.2. For periodic subtraction games, the period length of the out-
come sequence divides the period length of the nim-sequence.
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Proof. Clearly, when nim-sequence has period p, the outcome sequence is also
periodic with period p. Since all nim values in the period cannot be same, the
period of outcome sequence must divide p.

Corollary 4.3. Let S be periodic subtraction game with prime period p.
Then the the outcome sequence has also period p.

The following subtraction game is designed to provide the answers to Ques-
tions 2, 8, and 10:

Theorem 4.4. There exists an infinite subtraction game with any of the
following properties:

(a) The outcome sequence is periodic and the nim-sequence is aperiodic (Q.
8).

(b) Both the outcome sequence and the nim-sequence periodic with different
period; provide an infinite class of such games (Q. 10).

(c) For any fixed integer c ą 1 there exists a subtraction game such that if
its outcome sequence has period p, than its nim-sequence has (minimal)
period c ¨ p (Q. 2).

Proof. We will consider subtraction games with the subtraction set

S “ t1, 4, 10u Y t1` 11k : k P Ku, with some K Ă N.

The following table shows the nim-sequence of the game Sp1, 4, 10q which is
periodic with pre-period n0 “ 16 and period p “ 11 (the last exceptional
value Gp15q “ 3 is displayed in a box). Notice that the outcome-period and
the nim-period are equal because the period is prime (Corollary 4.3).

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0+ 0 1 0 1 2 0 1 0 1 2 3

11+ 2 3 0 1 3 0 1 0 1 2 0
22+ 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 0 1 2 0
33+ 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 0 1 2 0
44+ 1 2 0 1 2 ¨ ¨ ¨

Table 4.1: The nim-sequence of the game Sp1, 4, 10q.

Now, we can observe that the only possible way to Gpnq “ Gpn` 11kq for
any k ě 1 is when n “ 11k (it is enough to look for the same G-values in
neighboring columns (modulo 11) of the table 4.1). Notice how the sequence
changes after adjoining some 1` 11k with k ě 1. The value Gp10` 11kq will
change from 2 to 3, since there will be additional option to go to Gp11q “ 2
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(in Table highlighted in bold). But the observation above ensures us that no
other G-value will change. Also note that this does not have any effect on the
consequence of the effect of adjoining some other 1`11k1 with k1 ‰ k, because
the value Gp1`11kq for k ě 1 does not actually affect any other G-value (this
can be verified by observing that Gp1` 11kq ą Gp1` 11k ` sq for any s P S)
and therefore we can safely increment it without consequences.

Now, let us use these properties of this game in proving the statements
above. For any subset of integers K we will denote a K-game the subtraction
game with a set t1, 4, 10u Y t1` 11k : k P Ku.

(a) To construct an aperiodic nim-sequence, it suffices to show that the
sequence tGp11n ` 1q : n P Nu is aperiodic. But to achieve such ape-
riodicity, it is enough to choose K “ ttk

?
2uu. Since

?
2 is irrational,

this forms an aperiodic sequence and so the K-game is aperiodic as well.
Also note that based on the observations above, the only values that we
have changed are Gp1 ` 11kq, so the kernel remains unchanged and so
the outcome sequence still remains periodic with period 11.

(b) It is even easier to introduce different periodicity to the nim-sequence.
Let us put K “ t2n : n P Nu. This changes the above sequence by
setting Gpnq “ 3 for n “ 34` 22k, so the resulting sequence is periodic
with pre-period n0 “ 16 and period p “ 22.

(c) It suffices to set K “ tc ¨ n : n P Nu. The resulting K-game will have
the o-period p and G-period c ¨ p by the same argument as above.

4.1.1 Canonical Subtraction Games
In this section, we attempt to extend the theory of equivalences among sub-
traction games presented in Section 3.3.3. Let us start with a motivational
example.

Example 4.5. The subtraction games Sp2, 3, 5q and Sp2, 4, 5q both have the
same following nim-sequence periodic with period p “ 7:

n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 . . .
Gpnq 0 0 1 1 2 2 3 0 0 1 . . .

The natural question to ask is, when do these equivalences occur? Note
that the question of equivalence of two subtraction games S and T can be
reformulated as the question whether Spnq ` T pnq P P for all n P N0. Nev-
ertheless, the simplest way to find the strategy for the second player on this
sum is probably still to calculate the nim-sequences.
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However, as the survey of results on subtraction games in Chapter 3.3
suggests, the behavior of nim-sequences are still quite mysterious to us and
thus do not represent a good tool to analyze these relationships among the
nim-sequences.

We will argue that the expansion sets discussed in Chapter 3.3.3 might be
more suitable to answer these kind of questions.

Definition 4.6. Let S , T be subtraction games. We say that they equal,
denoted S “ T , if for all n P N0 is GSpnq “ GT pnq. Furthermore, if the
subtraction sets S and T are the same, we say they are identical, denoted
S – T .

Lemma 4.7. The relation “ on subtraction games is an equivalence.

Proof. Follows directly from the fact that “ on games is an equivalence.

Theorem 4.8. Let S , T be subtraction games. Then

S “ T if and only if exppSq “ exppT q.

Proof. First suppose that S 1 “ exppSq “ exppT q. Then the nim-sequence
generated by the subtraction set S 1 is clearly unique, so S “ T .

Conversely, suppose that S “ T , so the nim-sequence are equal. But the
sets exppSq and exppT q are defined solely by the nim-sequences of S and T
(see Definition 3.38), so if they are equal, the expansion sets must be equal as
well.

Example 4.9. The two games from the Example 4.5 both have the same
expansion set:

expt2, 3, 5u “ expt2, 4, 5u “ t2, 3, 4, 5u˚7.

Unfortunately, this property does not help us much with the testing if
the games are equal because in order to calculate the expansion set we do
need to have calculated the nim-sequences in the first place. Nevertheless,
the structure of the equivalence classes among subtraction sets could provide
some insight about the equal subtraction games.

Lemma 4.10. Any equivalence class on subtraction games is a directed set
ordered by inclusion.

Proof. Let S , T be subtraction games such that S “ T . Consider the sub-
traction game S 1 “ S Y T . Since S “ T , by definition of exp we have that
S Ď exppT q and T Ď exppSq so clearly S 1 “ S “ T .
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Definition 4.11. We will call the maximal element of the equivalence class
rSs“ of some subtraction game S the master, denoted MpSq :“ exppSq. The
minimal elements will be called the minimals, denoted mpSq. Formally,

mpSq :“ tS 1 : S 1 “ S and there is no T such that T Ă S 1u.

Example 4.12. The games Sp2, 3, 5q “ Sp2, 4, 5q are minimals of their equiv-
alence class and the game Sp2, 3, 4, 5q is the master.

Theorem 4.13. Let S be a subtraction game. The minimals mpSq along
with their master MpSq provide sufficient information to determine if some
subtraction game T equals S without calculating their nim-sequences.

Proof. We will show that S “ T if and only if S 1 Ď T Ď MpSq for some
minimal S 1 P mpSq.

pðq Since S 1 P mpSq and T Ď exppSq, we have that S 1 “ S and T zS 1 Ď

exppSq, so by definition of the expansion set it follows that S “ T .

pñq Since S “ T , we have that mpSq “ mpT q and it follows that there must
exist a minimal S 1 P mpSq such that S 1 Ď T . Furthermore, exppSq “
exppT q, so certainly T Ď exppSq.

Corollary 4.14. Let S be a subtraction game and rSs“ be its equivalence
class. Then

rSs“ “
ď

S 1PmpSq

tS 1 Y E : E Ă exppSqzS 1u .

We will now focus on the problem of finding the minimals of a subtraction
game.

Let Sps1, s2, s3, . . .q be a subtraction game. For each position n P Nn and
for each G-value g P t0, 1, ...,Gpnq ´ 1u we define a g-restriction for S as
follows:

Rpg, nq :“ ts : Gpn´ sq “ g, s P exppSq, s ď nu.

We denote a collection of all such restrictions as RpSq:

RpSq :“
␣

Rpg, nq : n P N0, g P t0, 1, ...,Gpnq ´ 1u
(

.

Definition 4.15. Let U be a set and let F be a family of sets over U , F Ă

PpUq. We say that a set S Ď U is a hitting set for F , if for each A P F is

S XA ‰ H.

We say that an element x P S did hit the set A if x P A.
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Theorem 4.16. Let S be a subtraction game and RpSq a set of its restric-
tions. Then for each subtraction game T holds that

T “ S if and only if T is a hitting set for RpSq.

Proof. Let T “ S and for contradiction assume that Rpg, nq is the restriction
that was not hit by any element from T . Assume that n and g are least such
integers. Consider the position GT pnq. Note that since T “ S , we have that
GT pmq “ GSpmq for each m. But since Rpg, nq was not hit, it follows by
minimality of n and g that GT pnq “ mex tGT pn ´ sq : s P T u “ g ă GSpnq, a
contradiction.

Conversely, assume that T is a hitting set for RpSq. By induction on n
we will show that GT pnq “ GSpnq. Let this be true for each m ă n. We
have that GT pnq “ mex tGT pn ´ sq : s P T u. Since T is a hitting set, all g P
t0, 1, . . . ,Gpnq´1u are excluded. Furthermore, the value Gpnq is not excluded,
otherwise there would exist some s P exppSq such that GSpn´ sq “ GSpnq, but
since that is not allowed by the definition of the expansion set, the element s
does not belong to the universe of the hitting set and thus cannot s P T .

Corollary 4.17. A subtraction set S is a minimal if and only if it is a minimal
(in inclusion) hitting set of RpSq.

We have seen that some of the infinite subtraction games are periodic.
The game Spprimes Y t1uq is one of them. However, it has a finite minimal:
Sp1, 2, 3q. In other words, the game is in fact not infinite, only its expansion
set is (one can play the game using only a finite subset of its moves). Later
in this section we will show that Sp1, 2, 3q is actually the only minimal of its
equivalence class, so the class forms a lattice (Theorem 4.32).

Now we could ask be asking the following question: is there an infinite
periodic subtraction game with the property, that if we removed any element
from the subtraction set, its nim-sequence would change. We answer this
question immediately by the following observation.

Observation 4.18. There is a periodic subtraction game with an infinite
minimal.

Proof. Consider again the game from Theorem 4.4 with the subtraction set
S “ t1, 4, 10u Y t1 ` 11k : k P Ku, with some K Ă N. If we put K “ N,
the resulting K-game will be periodic with pre-period n0 “ 16 and period
p “ 11, because Gpnq “ 3 for n “ 23` 11k. Also by removing any k P K the
pre-period will change, because suddenly Gp23` 11kq would equal 2.

This proof finishes our description of the equivalence class of subtraction
games. We will follow up with several examples of application of this theory.
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4.1.2 m-plicate Subtraction Games
In this section, we follow up on the theory described in Section 4.1.1 by de-
scribing a class of subtraction games which appear to have the largest size of
their equivalence classes and also largest number of minimals.

The well known g.c.d. property (Theorem 3.35) tells us that in our analysis
of subtraction games it suffices to consider subtraction sets whose members
are relatively prime. This will show to be useful, for instance, when we try
to find the period of given subtraction game. Theorem 3.29 tells us that it
suffices to consider the nim-sequence of length n0 ` p ` sk. Now, for fixed
n0 and p and some subtraction game Sps1, s2, . . . , skq with sk " n0 ` p and
m “ gcd pSq we can consider almost m times shorter nim sequence for the
game S{g, a considerable improvement.

However, the following example shows that such m-plicate games can not
be always detected by simply taking the g.c.d of the subtraction set.

Example 4.19. The subtraction game S “ t2, 3, 4u is the duplicate of the
game T “ t1, 2u:

n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 . . .
GT pnq 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 . . .
GSpnq 0 0 1 1 2 2 0 0 . . .

So let us provide an analysis of the expansion set of an m-plicate game.

Theorem 4.20. Let S be a subtraction game, m an integer and let us define
the sets A and B as follows:

A “tm ¨ s : s P exppSqu;
B “tms` 1, ms` 2, . . . , ms` pm´ 1q : s,`1 P exppSqu.

Then the m-plicate game mS has the following expansion set:

exppmSq “ AYB.

Proof. For each element a P A Y B we will show that there is no integer n
such that Gpnq “ Gpn` aq. Consider the following cases:

(A) Consider a, b P N0 such that b ´ a “ m ¨ s for some s P exppSq. For
contradiction, suppose that GmSpaq “ GmSpbq. Since the game is the
m-plicate, we have that GSp

X

a
m

\

q “ GSp
X

b
m

\

q. But since b´ a “ m ¨ s, it
follows that

X

b
m

\

´
X

a
m

\

“ s P S , so Gp
X

a
m

\

q “ Gp
X

a
m

\

`sq, a contradiction.
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(B) Consider a, b P N0 such that b´a “ m ¨s`i for some i P t1, 2, . . . , m´1u
and some s P exppSq. Since both GSp

X

b
m

\

q,GSp
X

b
m ` 1

\

q ‰ GSp
X

a
m

\

q, by
the m-plication we know that for all j P t0, 1, 2, . . . , 2m´ 1u is

GS
´Y a

m

]

¨m` j
¯

‰ GS
´Y a

m

]

¨m`ms` j
¯

.

By setting j “ a mod m` i (j ă 2m) it follows that GmSpaq ‰ GmSpbq.

It remains to show that the expansion set is complete. Consider any s R AYB.
We will show that there is some n P N0 such that GmSpnq “ GmSpn` sq. For
contradiction, let us assume that for all n is GmSpnq ‰ GmSpn ` sq. But by
m-plication this implies that for all m is GSpmq ‰ GSpm`

X

s
m

\

q, so s P exppSq,
a contradiction.

Definition 4.21. We will call the subtraction game Sp1, 2, . . . , kq the Bounded
Nimpkq for obvious reasons. Also by applying Theorem 4.20, we will, call the
game SpM, M ` 1, . . . , M ¨ kq the M-plicate Bounded Nimpkq.

Let us now consider the game Sp2, 3, . . . , kq. We call it the Duplicate
Bounded Nimpkq for some even k ě 2. By Theorem 4.20 we know that this is
the duplicate of the game Sp1, 2, . . . , k

2 q, so it has the period 001122 . . . k
2

k
2 . It

is not difficult to see that for odd k the period becomes 001122 . . .
X

k
2
\X

k
2
\P

k
2
T

.
Furthermore, we cannot adjoin 1, so clearly

expt2, 3, . . . , ku “ t2, 3, . . . , ku˚p,

where p is the length of the period. Hence Sp2, 3, . . . , kq is a master. Now let
us consider the structure of its equivalence class.

Theorem 4.22. Let us denote the number of minimals of the equivalence
class of the game Sp2, 3, . . . , kq with k ě 2 as minCount2pkq and the size of the
equivalence class as classSize2pkq. Then these values are given by the recur-
rences

minCount2pkq “ minCount2pk ´ 2q ` minCount2pk ´ 3q and
classSize2pkq “ classSize2pk ´ 1q ` classSize2pk ´ 2q,

with

minCount2p2q “ minCount2p3q “ minCount2p4q “ classSize2p2q “ classSize2p3q “ 1.

(Note that these sequences are shifted Padovan [74] and Fibonacci num-
bers [73]).

Proof. We will prove both recurrences by induction on k. For k “ 2 the
equivalence class has a single element so there is nothing to prove. Let the
statements hold for the values less than k. We will consider the restrictions
for the game Sp2, . . . , kq. Clearly, Rpg, 0q “ Rpg, 1q “ H for any g and
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Rpg, 2q “ t2u, so any game T such that S “ T has 2 P T . Now for any
n P t3, 4, . . . , k ` 1u and g P t0, 1, . . . ,Gpnq ´ 1u, expect the case when n “
k ` 1, g “ 0, is

Rpg, nq “

#

t2pGpnq ´ gq ´ 1, 2pGpnq ´ gqu if n is even;
t2pGpnq ´ gq, 2pGpnq ´ gq ` 1u if n is odd.

The case Rp0, k ` 1q “ tku, because k ` 1 R exppSq, so for all T also k P T .
To summarize,

RpSq “
␣

t2u, t3, 4u, t4, 5u, . . . , tk ´ 2, k ´ 1u, tk ´ 1, ku, tku
(

.

When calculating the number of possible minimals or elements of the
equivalence class, we can ignore the elements t2u and tku, since they surely will
be included. Without them, the restrictions are made of only two element set.
Therefore, we can look at this set as on edges of undirected graph. Clearly,
this graph is a path of length k ´ 4 (Pk´4). The hitting set on two-element
set family is equivalent to a vertex cover.

Now, to calculate the number of minimal vertex covers of Pn (in inclusion),
let us denote this number as apnq. Then either we include the n-th vertex in
the cover or not. If we do include it, to ensure minimality, the pn ´ 1q-th
vertex cannot be in the set. But then the pn ´ 2q-th vertex has to be in the
cover, so the number of different covers is apn´3q. If we do not include it, we
have to include the pn´ 1q-th vertex, so the number is apn´ 2q. As a result
apnq “ apn ´ 2q ` apn ´ 3q. The cases if n ă 3 are trivially ap0q “ 1 and
ap1q “ ap2q “ 2.

To calculate the number of different vertex covers of Pn, we can proceed
in a similar manner. Let us denote this number bpnq. If we include the
n-th vertex, the number is bpn ´ 1q. If we do not include n-th vertex, we
have to include pn ´ 1q-th, so the number is bpn ´ 2q. As a result bpnq “
bpn´ 1q ` bpn´ 2q. The cases when n ă 2 are trivially bp0q “ 1 and bp1q “ 2.

To finalize, we can observe that these sequences are just shifted by 4 and
by filling in the trivial cases with the answer 1 we get the expected result.

So the number of minimals and elements of the duplicate of Sp1, 2, . . . , kq
rise with increasing k as fast as the Padovan and Fibonacci sequences, respec-
tively. Let us now consider the number of minimals of a triplicate of the same
game, denoted as minCount3pkq.

Theorem 4.23. The number of minimals of the game Sp3, 4, . . . , kq is given
by the following recurrence:

minCount3pkq “minCount3pk ´ 2q ` minCount3pk ´ 3q
`minCount3pk ´ 4q ´ minCount3pk ´ 6q,

with minCount3pnq “ 1 for n P t3, 4, 5, 6u and minCount3p7q “ minCount3p8q “ 3.
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Proof. By applying exactly the same method as used in Theorem 4.22, we
conclude that

RpSq “
␣

t3u, t3, 4u, t3, 4, 5u, t4, 5, 6u, . . . ,

tk ´ 3, k ´ 2, k ´ 1u, tk ´ 2, k ´ 1, ku, tk ´ 1, ku, tku
(

.

Again, because for any T such that S “ T it must t3, ku Ă T , we can ignore
all but the 3-element restrictions. We can again look at this set as on the edges
of a hypergraph having k ´ 4 sorted vertices on a “path” with a hyperedges
connecting all consecutive triples of vertices. Let us denote this “path” of
length n as P 1

n “ pv1, . . . , vnq, where vi is the i-th vertex on this “path”. We
also denote the number of minimal hitting sets (in inclusion) as apnq.

To be able to break down the recurrence more easily, we will also write
rpn, kq as the number of minimal hitting sets on P 1

n, provided that the first
vertex included in the hitting set has to be one of the first k on the path.

Let n ě 3 and let us divide the calculation of apnq into three cases based
on the index of the first vertex included in the hitting set. Clearly, it has to
be one of v1, v2 and v3. Then we can write

rpn, 1q “ rpn´ 3, 1q ` rpn´ 3, 2q ` rpn´ 3, 3q;
rpn, 2q “ rpn´ 2, 2q ` rpn´ 2, 1q and
rpn, 3q “ rpn´ 1, 1q.

Since there is a recursion in rpk, 2q, we can rewrite it as

rpn, 2q “ rpn´ 2, 1q ` rpn´ 4, 1q ` rpn´ 6, 1q ` . . .` rpb, 1q with b ď 3.

The base cases are clearly

rp3, 1q “ 3, rp3, 2q “ rp2, 1q “ rp2, 2q “ 2, and rp3, 1q “ rp1, 1q “ 1.

Observe also that the difference rpn, 1q´rpn´2, 1q eliminates this recursive
term:

rpn, 1q ´ rpn´ 2, 1q “ rpn´ 3, 1q ` rpn´ 4, 1q ´ rpn´ 6, 1q.

Since apnq “ rpn, 1q, the answer is

apnq “ apn´ 2q ` apn´ 3q ` rpn´ 4q ´ rpn´ 6q.

By shifting this sequence by 4 and resolving the additional base cases, we get
the expected result.

Note: The computational results (discussed in Section 4.4.5) suggest that the
games in Theorem 4.23 are the games with maximal numbers of minimals.
We showed that this holds at least for all games having all numbers in their
masters up to 30.
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Theorem 4.24. The size of the equivalence class of the game

Spj, j ` 1, j ` 2, . . . , kq,

denoted classSizejpkq, is given by the following recurrence:

classSizejpkq “
j
ÿ

i“1
classSizejpk ´ iq,

with classSizejpiq “ 1 for i P tj, j ` 1, . . . , 2ju. (This recurrence is sometimes
called the j-Bonacci sequence [63].)

Proof. Similarly as in the analysis of the game Sp3, 4, . . . , kq, we can observe
that now is the question reduced to finding a hitting set on a hypergraph
forming a “path” Pk´4, where the hyperedges connect all consecutive j-tuples
of vertices. By analyzing the cases when the first vertex included in the hitting
set is either nth, pn ´ 1qth, pn ´ 2qth, . . ., pn ´ j ` 1qth, or pn ´ jq-th and
resolving the base cases in the same manner as in the proof of Theorem 4.22,
we get the expected recurrence.

This leads us to the following corollary that classifies all M-plicate
Bounded Nim games.

Corollary 4.25. A subtraction game S is an M-plicate Bounded Nimpkq
for some M, k ě 1 if and only if tM, M ¨ ku Ă S and for each set

X “ ti, i` 1, . . . , i`M ´ 1u with M ď i ď M ¨ pk ´ 1q

we have S XX ‰ H.

Proof. By observing that the argument about the form of the restrictions made
for M “ 2 and M “ 3 simply generalize to any M and that the equation in
the theorem is the definition of a hitting set on this “path” hypergraph.

4.1.2.1 Ultimately Bipartite Subtraction Games

In this section, we present a new ultimately bipartite subtraction game.

Theorem 4.26. The games Sp3, 7, 10k´ 1q with k ě 1 are ultimately bipar-
tite.

Proof. Let us define the following sets:

A “
␣

10i` 1 : 0 ď i ă k
(

;
B “

␣

10i` b where 0 ď i ă k, b P t4, 8u
(

and
C “

␣

10j : k ď j ă 2k
(

.
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We will show that the set of lost positions is equal to

P “ ti : i is evenu Y A z B z C.

This set of P-values clearly imply a bipartite sequence. Consider now the
following cases.

• Let n P P . We will show that all followers of n are in N “ NzP .

– Let n P A. Then n “ 10i ` 1 for some 0 ď i ă k, so n ´ 3 “
10pi´ 1q` 8 and n´ 7 “ 10pi´ 1q` 4 which is in P because of the
set B and the third move cannot be used.

– Otherwise, n is even so any move is to an odd number. If it is a move
to P , it would have to be because of A. But for any m “ 10i`1 P A
we will show that it can not be a move away from n. Indeed, if
the move was 3, n “ m ` 3 “ 10i ` 4 and if the move was 7,
n “ m`7 “ 10i`8, so in both cases we get that n R P (because of
B). If the move was 10k´1, then n “ m`10k´1 “ 10pi`kq which
is not in P because of the set C. Both contradict the premise.

• Let n P P . We will show that there is always a move to P .

– Let n be odd. Then all moves are to an even number. So it remains
to show that at least one of them is not in BYC. If n´ 3 P P , we
are done. Otherwise, there are two options why n´ a could be not
lost: either n´ a P B or n´ a P C.
(B) If n ´ 3 “ 10i ` 4 for some 0 ď i ă k, then n “ 10i ` 7 and

we can move to n ´ 7 “ 10i which is in P . If n ´ 3 “ 10i ` 8
for some 0 ď i ă k, then n “ 10i ` 11. For i ă k ´ 1 we get
n P A which contradicts the premise. So let i “ k ´ 1. Then
n “ 10k` 1 and we have a move to n´ 10k` 1 “ 2 which is a
P-position.

(C) Let n ´ 3 “ 10j for some k ď j ă 2k. Then n “ 10j ` 3 and
n´ 7 “ 10j ` 3´ 7 “ 10pj ´ 1q ` 6 which is also a P-position.

– Let n be even. Then n P B Y C If n P B, then we have a move to
some 10i` 1 P A P P . If n P C, then n “ 10j and we can move to
n´ 10k ` 1 P A P P .

Now we remind a previously mentioned Conjecture 5 about the ultimate
bipartite subtraction games:

Conjecture. [43, p. 18] Ho conjectured that an ultimately bipartite subtrac-
tion game is non-expandable.
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Counterexample: This is not true and there seems to be many counter-examples,
e.g. into ultimate bipartite game Sp3, 11, 15q with a nim sequence

G-sequencepSq “ p0313q22203212203210201.

For this sequence, it can be easily verified by hand or computer that the
number 9 can be adjoined without changing the sequence.

We will actually show a whole class of subtraction games that violate this
conjecture:

Lemma 4.27. For any k ě 1, the game Sp3, 5 ` 6k, 9 ` 6kq is ultimately
bipartite with pre-period length n0 “ 12k`14 and any of t6j`3 : k ě j ě 1u
can be adjoined without changing its nim-sequence. Therefore, not only that
there are expandable ultimately bipartite subtraction games, but there is also
infinitely many of them and their expansion set can have any possible size.

Proof. We will show that the sequence takes the following form

G-sequencepSq “ 0313 1`k

(A)

220321
1`k

(B)

02
(C)

01.

We have divided the pre-period into three disjunct blocks (A), (B) and (C),
as shown in the description of the sequence using boxes. Let us start with
proving the structure of the pre-period, block by block, while showing that
adjoining 6j ` 3 will not affect it for any j ě 1.

(A) Notice that first 6k ` 5 values are only affected by the move 3. From
Theorem 3.54 and from Corollary 3.42 we know that Sp3q has sequence
0313 and expansion set exppSq “ t3u˚6. Note that 6j ` 3 P exppSq for
any j ě 1. The last value Gp6k ` 5q can use the move 6` 6k, but that
will not have an effect on the sequence.

(B) Let n P r6pk` 1q, 12pk` 1qq. We will prove the structure of the part (B)
by induction on number of blocks of length 6. Note that since maximal
position in (B) is 6p2k ` 2q ´ 1 and minimal move apart of 3 is 6k ` 5,
the moves 5`6k and 9`6k are always to the block (A) (except the last
position).

– n ” 0, 1 pmod 6q: The first move n ´ 3 “ 6pa ´ 1q ` b for some
b P t3, 4u. In block (A) this will be 1, in (B) 3. The moves 5` 6k
and 9` 6k are leaving piles of sizes 1, 2 resp. 3, 4 under modulo 6,
so the corresponding nimbers are 0 and 1. We can see that we have
moves to 0 and 1 and no move to 2, hence the value Gpnq “ 2.

– n ” 2 pmod 6q: The move 3 goes to the end of a block of type (A)
or (B), both resulting in nimber 1. Moves 5` 6k and 9` 6k again
are in (A), leaving modules 3 and 5, so their values are 1. We have
no move to 0, so Gpnq “ 0.
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– n ” 3, 4 pmod 6q: The move 3 always ends in (B), so its value is 2,
the move 5` 6k leaves modules 4, 5, so its value is 1 and the move
9` 6k leaves modules 0, 1, so its value is 0. We have a move to 0, 1
and 2 so the value Gpnq “ 3.

– n ” 5 pmod 6q: All moves leaves modules 0, 2 in (A) or 3 in (B)
which are all 0 positions. The exception is the last position of (B)
whose move 5` 6k goes to start of (B), which is 2. This leaves us
with the value Gpnq “ 1.

(C) We can compute these two positions by definition:

Gp6p2k ` 2qq “ mex pGp6p2k ` 1q ` 3q,Gp6pk ` 1q ` 1q,Gp6k ` 3qq
“ mex p1, 2, 1q “ 0 and

Gp6p2k ` 2q ` 1q “ mex pGp6p2k ` 1q ` 4q,Gp6pk ` 1q ` 2q,Gp6k ` 4qq
“ mex p3, 0, 1q “ 2.

Now we can prove the bipartite period by stating that for all n ě 2p6k`6q`2
we have Gpnq “ n mod 2.

• n ” 0 pmod 2q : We will show that there is no move to the value 0.
Since all moves subtract odd value the only possible 0 value positioned
on odd index is in (A). But even the highest possible subtracted value
2p6k ` 6q ` 2´ 9´ 6k “ 6k ` 5 cannot reach it. Therefore Gpnq “ 0.

• n ” 1 pmod 2q : Clearly, Gpn ´ 3q “ 0 for any such n. Since all ones
are on odd positions both in the period and in the block (B) and since
the block (A) cannot be reached by a single move, we conclude that
Gpnq “ 1.

It remains to show that adjoining 6j`3 to the subtraction set will not change
this sequence with any j ě 1. But from the structure of the sequence we can
easily verify that two same values are never in the distance of 9 modulo 12
apart.

Corollary 4.28. There is an infinite number of expandable ultimately bipar-
tite subtraction games.

Infinite Subtraction Games
Motivated by Question 6, we provide here several simple proofs on the prop-
erties of some infinite subtraction games.

Theorem 4.29. Consider games Sp1, ba, bk1¨a, bk2¨a, . . .q where ki P N for all
i ě 1 and b is even (for odd b we have a simple bipartite game). These games
are purely periodic with period ba ` 1.
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Proof. We show that for the expansion set of the game Sp1, baq holds: tbka :
k P Nu Ă exppSq by induction on k. Let the claim hold for all k ď n. Then
the game Sp1, baq and Sp1, ba, b2a, . . . , bnaq has the same nim-sequence. Since
Sp1, baq is a purely periodic game with period p “ ba`1, we have S˚p Ă exppSq.
Then any s`kp1` baq P exppSq such that s P S , k P N. Let k “ pbna´ bpn´1qaq

and s “ bpn´1qa. We get: pbna ´ bpn´1qaqp1 ` baq ` bpn´1qa “ bna ´ bpn´1qa `

bpn`1qa ´ bna ` bpn´1qa “ bpn`1qa P exppSq.

Theorem 4.30. Consider the infinite game Take-A-Square: Spi2 : i P Nq.
This game is aperiodic.

Proof. Suppose the game is periodic with period p. Then Gpnq “ Gpn` pq “
Gpn` p2q, a contradiction.

Theorem 4.31. Consider a game Take-A-Prime: Spp : p is primeq. This
game has an infinite kernel.

Proof. By contradiction, let K “ tk0, k1, . . . , kmu be all P positions of S and
let t be any integer such that t ą max K. Consider now a position n “ t!` t.
Since n ą max K, it is an N position and therefore it has to move to some
ki P K. This implies that n “ ki ` p for some prime and ki P K. In
other words, n ´ ki has to be prime. But we can see that all the positions
tt!` 1, t!` 2, . . . t!` tu are all composite, a contradiction.

Theorem 4.32. Consider the game Sptp : p is prime u Y t1uq. This game is
purely periodic with period 4. Furthermore, the equivalence class of this game
forms a lattice with the minimal S 1p1, 2, 3q.

Proof. First, consider subtraction game S 1p1, 2, 3q. This game is purely peri-
odic with nim-sequence Gpnq “ 0123. Also note that since no nimber occurs in
a single period more then once, it has expansion set exppSq “ Nztkp : k ą 0u.
The primes are of course a subset of exppS 1q. To prove that the game S 1 is
the minimal of the equivalence class of this game, it suffices to show that by
removing any of t1, 2, 3u from S , the nim-sequence will change. But that is
clear since Gp1q,Gp2q and Gp3q can use only these moves. So by removing
either 1, 2 or 3, these values will become 0, respectively.

Theorem 4.33. Consider the game Subtract-Fibonacci, which allows to
subtract any Fibonacci number. This game is aperiodic.

Lemma 4.34. For any integer m ą 0 there is an integer k such that Fk “ ℓm
for some ℓ.
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Proof. First observe that the sequence tFn mod muną0 is periodic. Indeed,
there are only m2 possible values for blocks of this sequence of length 2, so
there must exist indices k, k1 with Fk´1 ”m Fk1´1 and Fk ”m Fk1 where
k ‰ k1. Because we also have Fn´2 ”m Fn ´ Fn´1, we can run the recurrence
backwards while maintaining the periodicity. Thus we get F0 ”m Fk1´k and
therefore Fk1´k “ ℓm for some ℓ.

Proof. (Of Theorem 4.33) Now suppose the nim-sequence of Subtract-
Fibonacci is periodic with period p. Let ℓ be an integer such that ℓp is
the Fibonacci number (based on the previous lemma such ℓ always exist).
There should be Gpnq “ Gpn ´ pq “ Gpn ´ ℓpq for some big enough nm but
since we are allowed to subtract ℓp, this is a contradiction.

We end this section with a generalization of the structural property of the
G-sequences of subtraction games showed in Proposition 3.25.

Proposition 4.35. Let Sps1, s2, . . .q be a subtraction game and let k be the
smallest positive multiple of s1 not in S . Then for any integer n ě s1 and
i P t1, 2, . . . , k ´ 1u

Gpnq “ 0 implies that there exists s P S such that Gpn´ sq “ i.

Proof. For contradiction, let n be the smallest position violating this rule. So
for all s P S is Gpn´ sq ě k. Let Gpn´ s1q “ m for some m ě k. Then there
exists t P S such that Gpn´ s1´ tq “ ℓ´ 1. But by the Generalized Ferguson
property (Proposition 3.24) we have that Gpn ´ tq “ ℓ which contradicts the
assumption that there is no move to ℓ.

4.2 Results on Code-Digit Games
In this section, we provide a few results on various code-digit games.

4.2.1 Code-Digit Games Equivalences
We start by proving the properties of equivalences among code-digit games.
Guy noticed these equivalences and described them in [41, ch. 4] without
proving them. For completeness of the theory, we provide proofs of these
features here.

Proposition 4.36 (Code-digit equivalence, [41, ch. 4]). Let D “ d0¨d1d2d3 . . .
be a code digit game with d1 even. Now suppose that dk contains 2ℓ for some
k ě 1 and ℓ ą 0. Then it makes no difference to the game if code-digit dk`1
contains 2j´1 or not.
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Proof. When d1 is even, GDp1q “ GDp0q “ 0. From a heap of n ą k tokens,
it is valid to take k tokens and split the remainder into ℓ non-empty heaps:
Ha1`Ha2`. . .`Haℓ

for any ai ą 0 such that a1`. . .`aℓ “ n´k. Now set aℓ “

1. Then Gpnq “ GpHa1q‘ . . .‘GpHaℓ´1q‘GpHaℓ
q “ GpHa1q` . . .`GpHaℓ´1q.

In other words, this move is equivalent to a move that takes k` 1 tokens and
splits the remainder into ℓ´ 1 heaps.

Proposition 4.37 (Redundant ones). Let 2ℓ P dk for even ℓ ą 0. Then for
any u ą 0 it makes no difference if dk`ℓu contains 1 or not.

Proof. The added move can be used only for such Hn where n “ k ` ℓu. But
the same move can be done by taking k tokens and splitting the remainder
into ℓ heaps of size u because GpHuq‘GpHuq “ 0.

Theorem 4.38 (About standard form). Let D “ d0¨d1d2d3 . . . with d1 even.
Consider a game E “ ¨e1e2e3 . . . constructed using the following rule:

er contains 2h`1´1 whenever dr´h`1 contains 2h.

Then E ”1 D (D is first cousin of E).

Proof. By induction on n. First note that GDp0q “ GDp1q “ 0. Now suppose
that GEpiq “ GEpi ` 1q for all i ă n. Consider any move in D using some
2h P dr´h`1 from Hn`1 into Ha1 `Ha2 ` . . .`Hah

with a1 ` a2 ` . . .` ah “

n` 1´pr´h` 1q “ n´ r`h. Thus Gpn` 1q is calculated with an excludent
eD “ GDpa1q‘GDpa2q‘ . . .‘GDpahq.

Now by applying the rule above, there is a move 2h´k P er into Ha1´1 `
Ha2´1 ` . . . `Hah´1 such that a1 ´ 1 ` a2 ´ 1 ` . . . ` ah ´ 1 “ n ´ r where
k “ |ti : ai “ 1u|, (moves to a heap of size one). Note that k P t0, 1, . . . , hu
because all heaps created by a move 2h´k must be non-empty and therefore all
moves 20, 21, . . . , 2h P er. Thus the value GEpnq is calculated with an excludent
eE “ GEpa1 ´ 1q‘GEpa2 ´ 1q‘ . . .‘GEpah ´ 1q and by induction hypothesis,
eE “ eD. We can see that all moves in E correspond to the moves added to D1

which can be proved symmetrically using the same argument.

4.2.2 A New Taking and Breaking Game
Here we describe a new taking and breaking game which is for most cases
surprisingly well behaved.

Definition 4.39. Given a set of integers S , the Take-K-Break-K game
on heaps of tokens is played as follows. Players in their move choose some
k P S and some pile, say Hn, and removes k tokens from it while splitting the
remaining n´ k tokens into k non-empty piles.
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Note that this class of games includes for instance the game ¨04, which has
already been mentioned in Winning Ways [42, p. 104] and is still not solved
even though Flammenkamp computed up to 228 values [20].

Theorem 4.40. Let S be a set for the Take-K-Break-K game. Then

(a) If 1 P S , it is a simple parity game with the nim-sequence

G-sequencepSq “ 0 01.

(b) If min S ą 2, then the nim-sequence is arithmetic periodic with p “
2m´ 1 and saltus s “ 1:

G-sequencepSq “ 0 0 . . . 0 p`1q.

So the game is a first cousin of p2m´ 1q-plicate Nim.

Proof. We will prove both parts using induction on a size of the heap n.

(a) Note that the move 1 represents the subtraction of a single token from
heap of size greater than 1 so the sequence for the game Sp1q is obvious.
It remains to show that no move k ą 1 will not affect the sequence.

• Let n ą 0 be odd. We will show that Gpnq “ 1. First note that
the move 1 leads to Gpn ´ 1q “ 0. It remains to show that there
is no move to G-value 1. Consider a move with some s P S . For
contradiction, suppose that it leads to a position with G-value 1.
If s is even, the move should consist of 2i ` 1 of G-values 0 and
2j ` 1 of G-values 1 for some i, j ě 0. But this contradicts with
n ´ s being odd. If s is odd, the move should consist of 2i of G-
values 0 and 2j ` 1 of G-values 1 for some i ě 1, j ě 0. But n´ s
should equal 2i` 2j ` 1. But n´ s is even, a contradiction.

• Let n ą 0 be even. We need to show that Gpnq “ 0 so there is
no move to zero. But this can be proved using a symmetric parity
argument as for odd n.

(b) Let m “ min S such that pm ą 2q and let n ą 0, n “ kp` d` 1 for some
k ě 0, 0 ď d ă p (n is in the k-th block).

• There is a move to each i P t0, 1, . . . , k ´ 2u: After subtracting m
we need to divide n ´m tokens into m non-empty heaps. Let us
start with m ´ 1 heaps of size 1 and a single heap of size ip ` 1.
This move has clearly G-value Gp1q` . . .`Gp1q`Gppi` 1qp` 1q “
0‘ . . .‘ 0‘ i “ i. We need to fix the move so it contains n ´m
tokens in total. But since m ą 2, there are at least 2 heaps of
size 1 in this move. We can simultaneously increase each of them
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by 1 until the total size equals n ´ m or n ´ m ` 1. Note that
since Gpaq‘Gpaq “ 0 for any a, this operation does not affect the
G-value of this move. If we end up with total size n´m` 1, since
p “ 2m ´ 1 ą 1, we can increase the heap of size pi ` 1qp ` 1 by
one without changing the G-value, thus the G-value of the move
remains i.

• There is no move to k ´ 1: Note that n ď pk ` 1qp and after
subtracting minimal amount m we need to split the remaining n´
m ď kp ` m ´ 1 tokens into m non-empty heaps. Observe the
following property. Consider a heap of size ℓ with Gpℓq “ 2i ` 2j

such that i ‰ j. Notice that ℓ ď p2i ` 2j ` 2qp. We will show that
if we were to replace this heap with two heaps of sizes ℓ1 and ℓ2
having Gpℓ1q‘Gpℓ2q “ 2i ` 2j , it would take more than ℓ tokens.
If we look for the smallest possible heaps whose G-values have i-th
and j-th bit on, we get ℓ1 ě p2i ` 1qp` 1 and ℓ2 ě p2j ` 1qp` 1 so
ℓ1 ` ℓ2 ě p2i ` 2j ` 2qp` 2 ą ℓ.
The property above clearly implies that the smallest move (in terms
of total size of heaps) with the desired G-value is Gp1q` . . .`Gp1q`
Gpkp ` 1q. But the total size of this move equals kp `m and we
have available only kp`m´ 1 so there is no such move at all.

We end this section by answering a simple question about the sparse spaces
of octal games discussed in Section 3.4.2.

Question 11. Given disjunct sets R, C Ă N, decide whether there exists a
sparse space R which satisfies this decomposition.

Answer: The answer can be determined in polynomial time by setting A :“
R X 2N and verifying that all numbers in R have even population count and
all numbers in C have odd population count when applying the ignore mask
defined by A.

4.3 Results on Partizan Games

In this section, we will analyze a new family of partizan taking and breaking
games and provide several results for some particular classes of games in this
family.
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4.3.1 Partizan Subtraction Games
Definition 4.41. Let SL and SR be impartial subtraction games. We will
define the partizan subtraction game SpSL | SRq as a duel heap game SL

versus SR.

Theorem 4.42. The partizan subtraction game Sp1 | aq for a ě 1 has a
periodic canonical sequence as follows.

C-sequencepSq “ 0 1 2 . . . pa´ 1q ta´ 1|0u.

Proof. By induction on n. The first period is clear because these are the only
moves available. Let that the statement holds for all positions of heap size less
than n. Set p “ a` 1 and denote n “ kp` a for some k ě 0 and 0 ď a ă p.
Now consider the following cases:

(a) n ” 0 pmod pq. Then Cpnq “ tCpkp` aq | Cpkp` 1qu IH
“ ta´ 1 | 0 || 1u.

Clearly, this is a lost game, so Cpnq “ 0.

(b) n ” ℓ pmod pq where ℓ P t1, 2, . . . , a´ 2u. Then

Cpnq “ tCpkp` ℓ´ 1q | Cpkp` pℓ´ 1q ` k ´ aqu
IH
“
␣

k ´ 1
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ k ` 1
(

.

By Simplicity rule (Theorem 2.52) we get Cpnq “ k.

(c) n ” a ´ 1 pmod pq. We apply the induction hypothesis the same way
which results in Cpnq “ ta´ 2 || a´ 1 | 0u. Because ta´ 1 | 0u reverses
through a´ 1, Cpnq “ ta´ 2 |u “ a´ 1.

(d) n ” a pmod pq. Applying induction hypothesis results in Cpnq “ ta´ 1 | 0u.

Theorem 4.43. The partizan subsection game Sp1 | 1, 2, a3, a4, . . .q where
ai ě 2 for all i has arithmetic-periodic canonical sequence with pre-period
length 1, period length 2 and saltus ⇓ given by

Cpnq “ 0 ∗ ↓ p`⇓q.

Proof. (By induction on n). Let us first handle the cases with n ă 3. Clearly,
Cp0q “ 0, Cp1q “ t0 | 0u “ ∗ and Cp2q “ t∗ | 0, ∗u where Right’s ∗ reverses
through 0 so Cp2q “ t∗ | 0u “ ↓.

Now let the statement holds for all positions smaller than n. Then consider
the following cases:
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(a) Let n is even. Then Cpnq “
␣

↓pn´ 2q
ˇ

ˇ GR
(

where GR ranges over
any possible subset of smaller positions. We will see that they are all
dominated by Cpn´ 1q “ ↓pn´ 2q∗ or by Cpn´ 2q “ ↓pn´ 3q. But that
follows directly from the fact that ⇓ ă ↓ and ⇓∗ ă ↓∗ which we have
seen in Observation 2.65. So we get that

Cpnq “ t↓pn´ 2q∗ | ↓pn´ 2q∗, ↓pn´ 3qu.

But since ↓n “ t↓pn´ 1q∗ | 0u and ↓n∗ “ t↓pn´ 1q | 0u, both Right’s
moves reverse out to 0 resulting in Cpnq “ t↓pn´ 2q∗ | 0u “ ↓pn´ 1q.

(b) Let n is odd. Then by exactly the same argument we get

Cpnq “ t↓pn´ 2q | ↓pn´ 2q, ↓pn´ 3q∗u,

which after bypassing the reversible moves results in Cpnq “ t↓pn´ 2q | 0u
“ ↓pn´ 1q∗.

We will now continue with our results by proving Conjecture 7 about
canonical forms of the game Sp1, 2 | 1, 3q, stated by Plambeck in [61, ch. 3].

The Game Sp1, 2 | 1, 3q

The analysis of the canonical forms of the game Sp1, 2 | 1, 3q will be a slightly
more complicated. Let us define a new basic game value first.

Definition 4.44. We define the games ↑r2s and ↓r2s as

↑r2s “ t↑ | ∗u ↓r2s “ t∗ | ↑u.

This game is a part of a greater family of games called the uptimals, see [1,
LIP, p. 188].

The multiples of the uptimal ↑r2s has an interesting relationship to the
multiples of up:

Lemma 4.45. Let k be integer with k ě 0. Then

paq k ¨ ↑r2s ď ↑pk ` 1q, pbq k ¨ ↑r2s ď ↑pk ` 2q ` ∗.

Also for k ě 1 we have

pcq ↑k ď k ¨ ↑r2s, pdq ↑k ď pk ` 1q↑r2s ` ∗.
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Proof. We will prove this lemma by induction on k. The only interesting cases
for k “ 0 are in (b), (c) and (d). We will show them by presenting a winning
strategy for Left playing as a second on the game made by the difference of
right and left hand side of the equations.

For (b), we want to show 0 ď ⇑ ` ∗. If Right moves to the up, Left can
move to the star he created resulting in ↑ ą 0, so Left wins. If Right moves
to the star, Left can eliminate a single up resulting also in ↑ ą 0.

For the case (c) we need to show that in ↑r2s ` ↓ Left wins as a second. If
Right starts to ↑r2s, Left will move to ↓ resulting in ∗` ∗ “ 0. If Right starts
to ↓, left turns ↑r2s to ↑ ą 0.

In the case of (d), we want to show that ↑ ď 2 ¨ ↑r2s ` ∗. Notice that if
Right starts with a move into ↑r2s, Left can reply into ↑r2s ` ↓ which is by (c)
Left player’s win. If Right starts into ↓, Left can move to 2 ¨ ↑r2s ą 0 and if
Right starts into ∗, Left can move to 2 ¨ ↑r2s` ∗. From this position Right can
move ↑r2s or 2 ¨ ↑r2s which are both greater than zero, so Left wins.

Now suppose that the statements hold for all k1 ă k. For all the statements
(a)-(d) we will show Left’s strategy playing second on the difference of the right
and left hand side.

(a)
p1q

hkkkikkkj

↑pk ` 1q`

p2q
hkkikkj

k ¨ ↓r2s. If Right starts to (1), Left replies to (2) resulting in

↑k` pk´ 1q ¨ ↓r2s`

0
hkkikkj

∗` ∗ so by induction hypothesis, on (a), Left wins.

If Right starts to (2), Left continues into the same component resulting
in ↑k ` pk ´ 2q ¨ ↓r2s ` ∗ so by induction hypothesis, on (B), Left wins.

(b)
p1q

hkkkikkkj

↑pk ` 2q`

p2q
hkkikkj

k ¨ ↓r2s`

p3q
hkkikkj

∗ . Again, if Right starts to (1), Left replies to
(2) resulting in ↑pk` 1q ` pk´ 1q ¨ ↓r2s ` ∗ so by IH on (b) we are done.
If Right starts in (2), Left plays into the same component resulting in
↑pk ` 1q ` pk ´ 2q ¨ ↓r2s so by IH on (a) we are done. If Right starts in
(3), Left plays to (1) resulting in ↑pk ` 1q ` k ¨ ↓r2s ` ∗ so again by IH
on (a) we are done.

(c)

p1q
hkkikkj

k ¨ ↑r2s`

p2q
hkkikkj

↓k . If Right starts in (1), Left replies in (2) resulting in
pk ´ 1q ¨ ↑r2s ` ↓pk ´ 1q which by IH on (c) is Left player’s win. If Right
starts in (2), Left can play into (2) as well because k ą 1. This results
in k↑r2s ` ↓pk ´ 2q ` ∗. For k ą 2 we can apply IH by (d) and we are
done. For k “ 2 we have 2 ¨ ↑r2s ` ∗ ą 0 because ↑r2s ą 0.
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(d)

p1q
hkkkkkkikkkkkkj

pk ` 1q ¨ ↑r2s`

p2q
hkkikkj

↓k `

p3q
hkkikkj

∗ . If Right starts to (1), we get k ¨ ↑r2s ` ↓k
which Left can win as a second by same argument as above. If Right
starts to (2), Left can reply to (3) resulting in pk ` 1q ¨ ↑r2s ` ↓pk ´ 1q
which by IH on (c) Left wins. If Right starts to (3), Left continues to
(2) resulting in pk` 1q ¨ ↑r2s` ↓pk´ 1q` ∗ which by IH on (d) Left wins.

Corollary 4.46. Let a, b, c be integers with a` b ď c and b ą 0. Then from
Lemma 4.45 follows

a ¨ ↑r2s ` ↑b ď c ¨ ↑r2s

and for a, b, c with a` b ă c also the starred version

a ¨ ↑r2s ` ↑b` ∗ ď c ¨ ↑r2s

Now let us consider the canonical form of scalar multiples of this uptimal.
We did not find a proof of this canonical forms in any literature, only Siegel
states it as Exercise II.4.5 [70, CG, p. 97], so we provide the proof here.

Lemma 4.47. Let k ě 2. The canonical form of k ¨ ↑r2s is

k ¨ ↑r2s “

$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

␣

0 ||| ¨ ¨ ¨ || 0
looooomooooon

k´1

| ↑r2s
(

if k is odd;

␣

0 ||| ¨ ¨ ¨ || 0
looooomooooon

k´1

| ↑r2s∗
(

if k is even.

This represents the game where Right needs to move k times before Left will
be able to move to ↑r2s. If Left moves in this game earlier, he eliminates the
game completely. So we have 2 ¨ ↑r2s “

␣

0
ˇ

ˇ ↑r2s∗
(

, 3 ¨ ↑r2s “
␣

0
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ 0
ˇ

ˇ ↑r2s
(

,
4 ¨ ↑r2s “

␣

0
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ 0
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ 0
ˇ

ˇ ↑r2s∗
(

and so on.

Proof. We will prove the statement by induction on k. Let k “ 2. Then
2 ¨ ↑r2s “

␣

↑r2s ` ↑
ˇ

ˇ ↑r2s ` ∗
(

. By Corollary 4.46 we can see that Left’s move
reverses out completely to 0 because moves only replaces ↑r2s with ↑ and ∗
and ↑, ↓ with ∗, 0. Thus we get 2 ¨ ↑r2s “

␣

0
ˇ

ˇ ↑r2s ` ∗
(

.
Notice the following property of the expected canonical form: for any k ě 1

we have

∗`
␣

0 ||| ¨ ¨ ¨ || 0
looooomooooon

k

| ↑r2s
(

“
␣

0 ||| ¨ ¨ ¨ || 0
looooomooooon

k

| ∗` ↑r2s
(

. (4.1)

This is due to the fact that on each position of the game three, Left’s moves to
∗ and 1 ¨↑r2s for some k1 reverse out to zero through 0 and k1 ¨↑r2s, respectively.

Now let k ą 2 and suppose that the statement holds for all k1 ă k. Then
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k ¨ ↑r2s “ t↑ | ∗u ` pk ´ 1q ¨ ↑r2s

“
␣

↑` pk ´ 1q ¨ ↑r2s, ↑
ˇ

ˇ ∗` pk ´ 1q ¨ ↑r2s, ↑r2s ` pk ´ 2q ¨ ↑r2s
(

.

“
␣

↑` pk ´ 1q ¨ ↑r2s, ↑
ˇ

ˇ ∗` pk ´ 1q ¨ ↑r2s, pk ´ 1q ¨ ↑r2s
(

.

Again by Corollary 4.46 Left’s moves reverse out to zero resulting in k ¨ ↑r2s “
␣

0
ˇ

ˇ ∗` pk ´ 1q ¨ ↑r2s, pk ´ 1q ¨ ↑r2s
(

. Also Right’s move pk ´ 1q ¨ ↑r2s reverses
through pk ´ 2q ¨ ↑r2s ` ↑, thus we get k ¨ ↑r2s “

␣

0
ˇ

ˇ ∗` pk ´ 1q ¨ ↑r2s
(

. Now
the observation in Equation 4.1 about bypassing the star proves the expected
canonical form.

Finally, we have everything we need to prove the canonical form of the
game Sp1, 2 | 1, 3q.

Theorem 4.48. The partizan subtraction game Sp1, 2 | 1, 3q has its canonical
form sequence defined as follows. Let n “ 3k ` a where k ě 0 and 0 ď a ă 3.

If k is even: If k is odd:

Cpnq “

$

’

&

’

%

↑k if a “ 0;
k ¨ ↑r2s ` ∗ if a “ 1;
↑pk ` 1q if a “ 2.

Cpnq “

$

’

&

’

%

↑k ` ∗ if a “ 0;
k ¨ ↑r2s if a “ 1;
↑pk ` 1q ` ∗ if a “ 2.

See the first few values of this sequence in Figure 4.1.

n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 . . .

Cpnq 0 ∗ ↑ ↑∗ ↑r2s 2↑∗ ↑2 2 ¨ ↑r2s∗ ↑3 . . .

Figure 4.1: Canonical form sequence of Sp1, 2 | 1, 3q.

Proof. We will prove this by induction on n with a thorough case analysis
where we will be applying Corollary 4.46 and Lemma 4.47 and the basic
properties of ups and downs observed in 2.65. The base cases when 0 ďă n ă 3
are already in canonical form. Suppose that n “ 3pk`1q`a where k ě 0 and
for all smaller values the statements holds.

(a) a “ 0.

(i) k is even. Then

Cpnq “
!

↑pk ` 1q, k ¨ ↑r2s ` ∗
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
↑pk ` 1q, ↑k

)

.

Observe that both Left’s moves reverse out up to zero. The first one
through k↑∗ by basic properties of ups and the second one through
pk ´ 1q↑r2s ` ∗ by Lemma 4.47.a. Also the first Right’s option is
dominated by the second, so Cpnq “ pk ` 1q ¨ ↑` ∗.
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(ii) k is odd. Then

Cpnq “
!

↑pk ` 1q ` ∗, k ¨ ↑r2s
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
↑pk ` 1q ` ∗, ↑k ` ∗

)

.

By properties of ups, the first Left’s move reverse out through ↑pk`
1q and the first Right’s move is dominated by the second. Also the
second Left’s move reverses through pk ´ 1q ¨ ↑r2s ` ∗ by Lemma
4.47.b. Thus we get Cpnq “ t0 | ↑k ` ∗u “ pk ` 1q ¨ ↑.

(b) a “ 1.

(i) k is even. Then

Cpnq “
!

↑pk ` 1q ` ∗, ↑pk ` 1q
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
↑pk ` 1q ` ∗, k ¨ ↑r2s ` ∗

)

.

The first Left’s move reverses through ↑k` ∗` ∗ by Lemma 4.47.a
and the second through ↑ ` ∗ by Lemma 4.47.d. The first Right’s
move is also dominated (by Lemma 4.47.a). By Corollary 4.46 we
get Cpnq “

␣

0
ˇ

ˇ k ¨ ↑r2s ` ∗
(

“ k ¨ ↑r2s

(ii) k is odd. Then

Cpnq “
!

↑pk ` 1q, ↑pk ` 1q ` ∗
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
↑pk ` 1q, k ¨ ↑r2s

)

.

The first Left’s move reverses through ↑k`∗ by Lemma 4.47.b, the
second through ↑k by properties of ups. The first Right’s move is
dominated because of Lemma 4.47.a. So by Corollary 4.46 we have
Cpnq “

␣

0
ˇ

ˇ k ¨ ↑r2s
(

“ k ¨ ↑r2s ` ∗

(c) a “ 2.

(i) k is even. Then

Cpnq “
!

pk ` 1q ¨ ↑r2s, ↑pk ` 1q ` ∗
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
pk ` 1q ¨ ↑r2s, ↑pk ` 1q ` ∗

)

.

The first Left’s move reverses through k ¨ ↑r2s ` ∗ by the Lemma
4.47.a and the second simply through ↑k. The first Right’s move is
dominated because of Lemma 4.47.d. We get Cpnq “ t0 | ↑pk ` 1qu “
↑pk ` 2q ` ∗.

(ii) k is odd. Then

Cpnq “
!

↑pk ` 1q, ↑pk ` 1q ` ∗
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
↑pk ` 1q, k ¨ ↑r2s

)

.

The first Left’s move reverses through k ¨ ↑r2s by Lemma 4.47.a,
the second through ↑k ` ∗ by property of ups. The first Right’s
move is dominated because of Lemma 4.47.c. We get Cpnq “
t0 | ↑pk ` 1q ` ∗u “ ↑pk ` 2q.
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4.3.2 Partizan Pure Breaking Games
The pure breaking games were presented under an impartial setting in Section
3.6 Here we will attempt to solve some subclasses of partial versions of these
games under the duel generalization.

Definition 4.49. Let A, B be sets of positive integers called the cut numbers.
We define a partizan Pure Breaking Game PBpA, Bq as the heap game
with the following options

Hn :“ tHa1 ` . . .`Hak
| Hb1 ` . . .`Hbℓ

u

such that k P A, a0`a1` . . .`ak “ n, ai ą 0 @i and ℓ P B, b0` b1` . . .` bℓ “

n, bi ą 0 @i. In other words, in PBpA, Bq a player’s move consists of choosing
a heap and splitting it into ℓ`1 non-empty heaps with ℓ being his cut number.
We will call this move an ℓ-cut.

In code-digit game notation, this corresponds to a game pDL, DRq with

dL
0 “

ÿ

kPA

2pk`1q and dR
0 “

ÿ

ℓPB

2pℓ`1q

This game can be also played with a row of pins where each player can lay
restricted number of separators between pins inside a region that has not yet
been separated.

In this section, many proofs will be by induction on the size of the heap.
Note that the base case Cp0q “ Cp1q “ 0 holds trivially for any such game.

Theorem 4.50. Let A, B Ă N be finite sets of integers such that min A ă

min B. Then PBpAq ą PBpBq.

Proof. We will show that for any (big enough) integer n the PBpA | Bq-heap
Hn is a Left player’s win pHn ą 0q. We will prove this by showing that
RpHnq ą 0. Suppose that A “ ta1, . . . , aku, B “ tb1, . . . , bℓu with a1 ă b1 and
let n ě p2a1`1qpbℓ`1q. After Right’s first move, there are m ď pbℓ`1q heaps
Hx1 ` . . . ` Hxm . Because n ě p2a1 ` 1qpbℓ ` 1q, without loss of generality
x1 ě 2a1 ` 1. Let Left performs a move Hx1 Ñ Ha1`1 ¨H1 `Hx1´2a1 . Then
let Left’s response to any Right’s move be any move in some heap Hx such
that x ě b ` 1. If there is no such heap, the player R can not move and the
value of such position equals

ř

xPX

Y

xi´1
a1

]

where X represents a set of heap
sizes. By definition, this is also the value of the right stop of the game Hn.
Since Left’s first move created a heap of size a1` 1 and nobody has played in
it yet, we get RpHnq ě 1.

Theorem 4.51. The game PBp1, a1, a2, . . . | 1, b1, b2, . . .q for odd ai, bi ě 2
is periodic with the following canonical form sequence:

C-sequencepPBq “ p0, ∗q.
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Proof. (By induction on n) Clearly, Cp2q “ t0 | 0u “ ∗. Suppose the claim
holds for heaps smaller than n.

(a) Let n “ 2k ` 1. For contradiction let Cpnq “ ∗. Note that by induction
hypothesis, any move is just a sum of stars and zeros. Any move splits a
heap into even number of non-empty heaps. So there has to be a move
into p2i` 1q ¨∗` p2j ` 1q ¨ 0 for some i, j ě 0. But by IH, value 0 have
only odd heaps and value ∗ have only even heaps, so the sum of heaps
in this move would have to be odd, a contradiction.

(b) Let n “ 2k. For contradiction let Cpnq “ 0. Similarly as in odd case,
there has to be a move into p2iq ¨∗` p2jq ¨ 0. But the sum of heap sizes
in this move is odd, a contradiction.

Theorem 4.52. The game PBp1, 2, 3, a1, a2, . . . | 1, 2, 3, b1, b2, . . .q for ai, bi ą
3 reduces to nim.

Proof. By induction on n, let us assume that for each m, 0 ď m ă n : Cpmq “
∗pm´ 1q. It suffices showing that from Cpnq there is a move to Cpmq for any
m such that 0 ď m ă n. Such move looks as follows:

Cpmq `

$

’

&

’

%

Cp1q for n´m “ 1,

Cpn´m
2 q ` Cpn´m

2 q for even n´m,

Cp1q ` Cpn´m´1
2 q ` Cpn´m´1

2 q for odd n´m ą 2.

Using IH, the value of this move clearly equals ∗pm ´ 1q, therefore Cpnq “
∗pn´ 1q.

Theorem 4.53. The game PBpa, b1, b2, . . . | a, c1, c2, . . .q for a, bi, ci ą 1 is
periodic with the following canonical form sequence

C-sequencepPBq “ 00 . . . 0
loomoon

a

p`∗q.

Proof. (By induction on n.) Suppose that the statement holds for any heap
smaller than n. Let n “ 1`k¨a`ℓ for some ℓ P r0, aq, k ě 0. We will prove that
Cp1`k ¨ a` ℓq “ ∗k. Since these are nimbers, we will use the Sprague-Grundy
notation Gp1`k ¨ a` ℓq “ k. This holds if and only if:

(a) There is an m-cut with nim-value i for each i P r0, kq. Let us fix a single
heap of a-cut of size 1`i ¨a` ℓ. Observe that Gp1`i ¨a` ℓq “ i. Now we
only need to divide the remaining 1`k ¨ a` ℓ´ p1`i ¨ a` ℓq “ pk ´ iqa
stones into a heaps without changing this value.
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(i) If a is even, we can use a heaps of size k ´ i resulting in the move
to Gp1`i ¨ a` ℓq‘ a ¨ Gpk ´ 1q “ i.

(ii) If a is odd, first we use heap of size a – observe that Gpaq “ 0. Then
by using the same trick we get a move to Gp1`i ¨ a` ℓq‘Gpaq‘ a ¨
Gpk ´ 1q “ i.

(b) There is no m-cut to nim-value k. For contradiction, suppose there is a
m-cut (m ě a) to the nimber k of the form:

Gp1`k0 ` ℓ0q‘Gp1`k1 ` ℓ1q‘ . . .‘Gp1`km ` ℓmq “ k

where ℓi P r0, aq, ki ě 0. Now observe that

k “
m
à

i“0
Gp1`ki ` ℓiq “

m
à

i“0
ki ď

m
ÿ

i“0
ki ď k which implies

m
ÿ

i“0
ki “ k.

The first inequality stems from the fact that the sizes of the heaps need
to sum up to n “ 1`qk ¨ a` ℓ. The second inequality is just a basic
property of xor operation. The third inequality results from the premise
that ℓi ă a for each i. This actually says that no heap in such move can
have size of the form j ¨ a or any j ě 0.

Thus each of the k whole a-tuples of the 1`k ¨ a ` ℓ stones is in some
heap of the move together. Let us consider the reminders – the heap
sizes modulo a.

m ě 1`ℓ “
m
ÿ

i“0
p1`ℓiq ą 1`m, a contradiction.

Theorem 4.54. The game PBp1 | aq for a ě 1 is arithmetic periodic with
the following canonical form sequence:

C-sequencepPBq “ 012 . . . pa´ 1q p`ta´ 1 | 0uq.

Proof. Let us begin the proof with some observations. Let ∆ “ ta´ 1 | 0u.
Observation 1: Number avoidance theorem (Theorem 2.56) implies that

2 ¨ ta | 0u “ a so we can write the expected canonical form of a heap of size
n “ 1` ka` ℓ for k ě 0 and ℓ P r0, aq as:

Cp1` ka` ℓq “ k ¨∆` ℓ “

#

k
2 pa´ 1q ` ℓ for even k,

tk
2 upa´ 1q ` ℓ`∆ for odd k.
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Observation 2: For all k ě 1 we have:

Cpkaq ´ Cpka` 1q “pk ´ 1q ¨∆` a´ 1 ´ k ¨∆
“t0|´pa´ 1qu ` a´ 1
“∆.

For all other n we can write Cpnq ´ Cpn ` 1q “ ´1 (the increase of value
happens only on the end of each block of size a). Following table shows this
property on a part of the canonical sequence of the game PBp1 | 3q.

`1
ñ

´∆
ñ

`1
ñ

`1
ñ

´∆
ñ

`1
ñ

`1
ñ

´∆
ñ

`1
ñ

n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 . . .

Cpnq 0 1 2 t2 | 0u t3 | 1u t4 | 2u 2 3 4 . . .

ó
´1

ó
`∆

ó
´1

ó
´1

ó
`∆

ó
´1

ó
´1

ó
`∆

ó
´1

Figure 4.2: Canonical form sequence of PBp1 | 3q.

We will prove that the game has truly this form by induction on the size
of the heap. For n such that 2 ď n ď a Right player has no moves and the
first player can move to Cp1q` Cpn´ 1q “ n´ 2 which dominates all his other
moves. Suppose now that the statement holds for all heaps of size less than
n ą a and consider a heap of size n “ 1` ka` ℓ for ℓ P r0, aq.

(a) We can write Left’s moves as a sequence pc1, c2, . . . , cn´1q “ pCp1q`Cpn´
1q, Cp2q` Cpn´ 2q, . . . , Cpn´ 1q` Cp1qq. We will consider the difference
between consecutive values in this sequence is pdiq “ pci ´ ci`1qiě1 and
apply Observation 2.

(i) For ℓ “ 0 is the difference pdiq “ p0, 0, . . . , 0, ∆ ´ ∆, 0, . . . , 0q “
p0, 0, . . . , 0q so the value is same no matter which move the player
chooses. In the canonical form Left player has available a single
move into Cp1q ` Cpn´ 1q “ Cpn´ 1q “ Cp1` pk ´ 1qa` a´ 1q IH

“

pk ´ 1q ¨∆` a´ 1.

(ii) For ℓ ą 0, the difference is pdiq “ p0, 0, . . . , 0, 1`∆, 0, . . . , 0,´∆´
1, 0, . . .q where the first non-zero value is pℓ`1q-th in the sequence.
Then we conclude (by domination) that Left player has available
only a single move, which is into

Cp2` ℓq ` Cpn´ ℓ´ 1q “ Cpn´ 1q ` 1` ta´ 1|0u
“ Cpka` ℓq ` 1` ta´ 1|0u
IH
“ k ¨∆` ℓ´ 1
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(b) Right can move into Cpx0q`Cpx2q` . . .`Cpxaq where x0` . . .`xa “ n.
We will show that the move M “ Cp1q ` Cp1q ` . . . ` Cp1q ` Cpn ´ aq
dominates all the others. This leads directly from the observation 2:
the move M can be transformed into any valid move by a sequence of
increments of some smaller heap while decrementing the biggest heap
only. The value of the games in this sequence can change only when
either of these heaps crosses the boundary of a block. When the smaller
heap crosses the boundary upwards (in size), the value decreases by
´p1 ` ∆q. When the biggest heap crosses the boundary downwards,
the value increases by 1 ` ∆. Now observe that because the move-
ment downwards happens only on the biggest heap, there needs to
be a downward cross of the boundary for each upward cross of the
boundary. And because k ¨ X ` ℓ ă k ¨ X ` ℓ ` p1 ` Xq for any
k, ℓ ě 0, we can say that the move M dominates all other moves.
Therefore Right player has available only a single move, which is into
M “ Cpn´ aq “ Cp1` pk ´ 1qa` ℓq

IH
“ pk ´ 1q ¨∆` ℓ.

Now there remains to check that the canonical forms matches the premise
that Cpnq “ Cp1` ka` ℓq “ k ¨∆` ℓ:

(a) For ℓ “ 0, we get Cpnq “ tpk ´ 1q ¨∆` a´ 1 | pk ´ 1q ¨∆u “ k ¨ ∆ by
definition of ∆.

(b) For ℓ ą 0, we get Cpnq “ tk ¨∆` ℓ´ 1 | pk ´ 1q ¨∆` ℓu “ k ¨∆` ℓ.

Theorem 4.55. The game PBp1 | 1, 2, a1, a2, . . .q with any ai ě 2 is arith-
metic periodic with the following canonical form sequence

C-sequencepPBq “ 0 ∗ p`↓q.

Proof. We need to prove that the canonical form of a heap of size n equals

Cpnq “
#

↓k for n “ 2k ` 1,

↓pk ´ 1q∗ for n “ 2k.

We prove this by induction on n. First observe that Cp0q “ Cp1q “ 0 because
there are no splitting moves available. Also notice that

Cpnq ´ Cpn´ 1q “

#

↓∗ for n “ 2k ` 1,

∗ for n “ 2k.
(4.2)

This relationship of neighboring heaps is shown in the following table:
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∗
ñ

∗
ñ

∗
ñ

∗
ñ

∗
ñ

↓∗
ñ

↓∗
ñ

↓∗
ñ

↓∗
ñ

n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 . . .

Cpnq 0 ∗ ↓ ↓∗ ↓2 ↓2∗ ↓3 ↓3∗ ↓4 . . .

ó
∗

ó
∗

ó
∗

ó
∗

ó
∗

ó
↑∗

ó
↑∗

ó
↑∗

ó
↑∗

Figure 4.3: Canonical form sequence of PBp1 | 1, 2q.

Now suppose that the statement holds for all heaps of size smaller than n.
Now consider the following cases:

(a) Let n “ 2k ` 1 for some k ą 0.
Left can move to Cp1q` Cp2kq, Cp2q` Cp2k´ 1q and so on. By equation
4.2, the difference between these moves Cp1` ℓq`Cp2k´ ℓq ´ Cp1` ℓ`
1q`Cp2k´ ℓ´1q “ pCp1` ℓq´Cp1` ℓ`1qq`pCp2k´ ℓq´Cp2k´ ℓ´1qq
equals ∗ ´ ∗ “ 0 for any even ℓ P r0, kq and ↑∗ ´ ↑∗ “ 0 for any odd
ℓ P r0, kq. In other words, all these moves have the same canonical form
which by IH equals Cp1q ` Cpn´ 1q “ ↓pk ´ 1q∗.
Right can of course move to ↓pk ´ 1q∗ as well using the 1-cut.
Let us now consider the 2-cuts. One of them is Cp1q`Cp1q`Cp2k´1q “
↓pk´1q. By IH, any other such move is a sum of downs and stars (stars
zero out themselves pairwise). let us consider any move to non-zero
heaps Cpaq ` Cpbq ` Cpcq such that a ` b ` c “ 2k ` 1. The number of
downs equals to ta´1

2 u ` t b´1
2 u ` t c´1

2 u ď t2k`1´3
2 u “ t

2pk´1q

2 u “ k ´ 1.
Because ⇓ ă ↓ and ⇓∗ ă ↓∗, the moves to ↓pk ´ 1q and ↓pk ´ 1q∗
dominate all the others. Furthermore the move to ↓pk ´ 1q∗ reverses
through ↓pk ´ 1q.
We can see that all a-cuts for a ě 2 are also dominated by this move.
This implies that Cpnq “ t↓pk ´ 1q∗ | ↓pk ´ 1qu “ ↓k.

(b) Let n “ 2k for some k ą 0.
Left can move to Cp1q ` Cp2k ´ 1q, Cp2q ` Cp2k ´ 2q and so on. The
difference between consecutive games in this sequence by equation al-
ternates 4.2 p´↓,`↓,´↓, . . .q with Cp1q ` Cp2k ´ 1q “ ↓pk ´ 1q and
Cp2q ` Cp2k ´ 2q “ ↓pk ´ 2q. The latter dominates the former.
Right can also use Left’s move ↓pk ´ 1q and also has a move to Cp1q `
Cp1q`Cp2k´2q “ ↓pk´2q∗. Now consider any move which breaks down
the heap into three heaps Cpaq`Cpbq`Cpcq such that a`b`c “ 2k`1.
The number of possible downs equals ta´1

2 u` t b´1
2 u` t c´1

2 u ď t2k´3
2 u “

k´2 so all these moves are dominated by ↓pk´1q. Furthermore, ↓pk´2q∗
reverses through ↓pk ´ 2q.
By the same argument, all higher-order cuts are also dominated, there-
fore we can conclude that Cpnq “ t↓pk ´ 2q | ↓pk ´ 1qu “ ↓pk ´ 1q∗.
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Conjecture 12. We conjecture that the game PBp1 | 1, 2k, a1, a2, . . .q with
k ě 1, ai ě 2k has arithmetic periodic canonical form sequence:

C-sequencepPBq “ 0 ∗ 0 ∗ . . . 0 ∗
loooooomoooooon

2k

p`↓q.

Reduced Canonical Forms

Although we were able to show the canonical form of several subclasses of Pure
Breaking games, it seems that for the majority these games is the canonical
form rather too complex to be able to give much information about the game.
On the other hand, tools like temperature theory, atomic weights and rela-
tively new reduced canonical forms reveal a great deal of information about
some particular games.

Theorem 4.56. The game PBp1 | 2, 3q is arithmetic periodic with the fol-
lowing reduced canonical form sequence

rcf -sequencepPBq “
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 0 1 α β 1 1 1`α 1`α 1`γ p`1q

where α :“ t1 | 0u, β :“ t2 | 0u and γ :“ t2 | 1 || 0u.

Proof. We will prove the statement by induction on n. The first four values
of the pre-period are trivial and Cp4q “ t2, α | 0, 1u “ t2 | 0u by dominance.
For n ě 5, we will show that Right’s move H2 `Hn´2 and Left’s move H1 `
H1 `H1 `Hn´3 inf-dominate all their other moves.

(a) Left player’s move Λ :“ H2 ` Hn´2 “ 1 ` Hn´2. To show that this
move dominates any other, let us analyse rcf value of any other possible
move Γ :“ Ha1 ` Ha2 , a1 ` a2 “ n, ai ‰ 2. let us write ai “ 5ki ` ℓi

for 0 ď ℓi ă 5. By the induction hypothesis we can assume that these
values have numeric component tai

5 u “ ki and a possible non-numeric
component α, β, γ which we will refer to as special. Let us analyze any
possible combination of these special components of Γ alongside any
possible values a1 ` a2 pmod 5q in Table 4.2. We will write over-lined
modulus if a1 mod 5 ` a2 mod 5 ě 5 to be able to determine the sum
k1 ` k2 in the following case-analysis. Let us also calculate the left and
right stops for all these moves which will help with determining the
inf-dominance.
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Table 4.2: Combinations of game rcf -values for PBp1 | 2, 3q

Game Modulus LS RS
0 0, 1, 2 0 0
α :“ t1 | 0u 2, 3, 4 1 0
β :“ t2 | 0u 0, 1 2 0
γ :“ t2 | 1 || 0u 0, 4 1 0
α`α “ 1 0, 1, 4 1 1
α`β “ t3 | 2 || 2 | 1u 1, 2 2 2
α`γ ”inf t2 || 1 | 0u 1, 2 2 1
β`β “ 2 3 2 2
β`γ ”inf t4 | 3 || 2 ||| 2 | 1 || 0u 3 2 2
γ`γ ”inf t2 | 1u 3 2 1

We will show the inf-domination by proving that RpΛ´ Γq ě 0 for any
such Γ. Consider the following cases (the symbol ”5 denotes equivalence
modulo 5) in Figure 4.4:

pn ”5 0q Ñ k ` α´

$

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

%

k ` α

pk ´ 1q `

$

’

&

’

%

1
β

γ

pn ”5 1q Ñ k `

#

β

γ

+

´

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

k

pk ´ 1q `

$

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

%

1
β

α` β

α` γ

pn ”5 2, 3q Ñ k ` 1´

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

k `

#

0
α

pk ´ 1q `

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

2
α` β

α` γ

β ` γ

γ ` γ

pn ”5 4q Ñ 1` α´

$

’

&

’

%

1
α

γ

Figure 4.4: Case analysis for the game PBp1 | 2, 3q.

Let us now analyze the non-obvious cases of RpΛ´ Γq :

• Rp1`α´βq ě Rp1q`Rpα´βq “ Rp1q`Rpt1 | 0 || ´1 | ´2uq “ 0,

• Rp1` α´ γq ě Rp1q `Rpαq ´ Lpγq “ 1` 0´ 1 “ 0,

• Rp1´ αq ě Rp1q ´ Lpαq “ 1´ 1 “ 0.

• Rp1`β´α´γq ě Rp1q`Rpβ´αq`Rp´γq “ 1`Rpt2 | 1 || 0 | ´1uq´
1 “ 0,

• Rp1`γ´α´βq “ Rpt2 | 0, 2 | 1, 1 | 0 | 1 | 0 || ´1 | ´2, 0 | ´1,´1 | ´2uq
“ 0,

• Rp2´ x´ yq ě 2´ Lpx` yq “ 2´ 2 “ 0, for any x, y P tα, β, γu.
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To conclude, we have shown that for any move Γ we have RpΛ´Γq ě 0.
Therefore, every move is inf-dominated by Λ.

(b) Right’s move H1 `H1 `H1 `Hn´3 “ Hn´3 domination can be showed
by using exactly the same technique. However, analyzing all triples and
quadruples of possible special values is quite tedious. therefore we did
this part of the proof using computer evaluation in cgsuite. This also
motivated a new technique of proving the numeric-arithmetic periodicity,
which is described in the following section and which allows us to prove
this theorem with much more ease.

4.3.3 Periodicity of Partizan Taking and Breaking
Games

Theorem 4.57. Let Γ “ PBpSL,SRq be a pure breaking game. The (re-
duced) canonical form sequence of the game is integer arithmetic periodic
with pre-period n0 ě 0, period p ě 1 and saltus s ě 0 if and only if

@n : n0 ` p ď n ă kpn0 ` pq we have Cpnq “ Cpn´ pq ` s,

where k :“ max s` 1 for all s P SL,SR.

Proof. Let n ě kpn0 ` pq. Then
Cpnq “ tHa1 `Ha2 ` . . .`Haℓ

| Hb1 `Hb2 ` . . .`Hbru,

where ai, bi, ℓ and r range over

ℓ P SL, r P SR, ai, bi ě 0 and
ℓ
ÿ

i“1
ai “

r
ÿ

i“1
bi “ n.

Since n ě kpn0 ` pq, in each considered move there is ai ě n0, bj ě n0 for
some i, j. Without loss of generality, there is always a1, b1 ě n0. Now, let us
consider a position n´ p. We can therefore write

Cpn´ pq “ tHa1´p `Ha2 ` . . .`Haℓ
| Hb1´p `Hb2 ` . . .`Hbru

where ai, bi, ℓ and r range over the same values as in the description of Cpnq
above. Now, by the induction hypothesis, we have Cpa1q “ Cpa1 ´ pq ` s and
Cpb1q “ Cpb1 ´ pq ` s. So by using the Number avoidance theorem we can
write

Cpnq “ ts`Ha1´p `Ha2 ` . . .`Haℓ
|s`Hb1´p `Hb2 ` . . .`Hbru

NA
“ s` tHa1´p `Ha2 ` . . .`Haℓ

|Hb1´p `Hb2 ` . . .`Hbru

“ s` Cpnq.
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Corollary 4.58. This provides us with an algorithm that solves a integer
arithmetic periodic partial pure breaking game in finite time. Note that the
computation time depends on the complexity of the (reduced) canonical forms
of the first n0 ` p games.

The following table summarizes the results of using this theorem on several
simpler taking and breaking games.

Table 4.3: Computational results on integer arithmetic periodicity of pure
breaking games.

Game n0 p s
PBp1 | 2, 3q 5 5 1
PBp1 | 2, 3, 4q 5 6 1
PBp1 | 2, 4q 1 16 3
PBp1 | 2, 3, r4s, 5q 7 7 1
PBp1 | 2, 3, 4, 5, 6q 9 8 1
PBp1 | 2, 4, 5q 9 18 3
PBp1 | 2, 3, 4, 6q 5 8 1
PBp1 | 2, 3, 6q 1 8 1
PBp1 | 2, 5q 1 18 3
PBp1 | 2, 6q 1 12 2
PBp1 | 3, 4q 13 7 2
PBp1 | 3, 4, 5q 7 8 2
PBp1 | 4, 5q 25 9 3
PBp1 | 4, 6q 9 10 3
PBp1, 2 | 2q 1 36 11

4.3.4 Black and White Taking and Breaking Games

As described in Section 3.1.4, there is a straightforward way of generalizing
an impartial game to a partizan game by assigning one of two colors to each
position and of the game as well as to both players and allowing player to
move only to a position of his color [16]. In this section, we will discuss some
of possible black-white generalizations of taking-breaking games.

Definition 4.59. Let S be a set of integers. We call the chessboard sub-
traction game a subtraction game where Left (resp. Right) player can take
s P S token from a heap of size n only if n´ s is odd (even resp.).
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n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 . . .

Cpnq 0 1 1{2 3{4 5{8 11{16 21{32 43{64 85{128 . . .

Figure 4.5: Canonical sequence of chessboard subtraction game Sp1, 2q.

Definition 4.60. The n-th Jacobsthal number (OEIS A001045) [75] is defined
as

Jn “

$

’

&

’

%

0 if n “ 0;
1 if n “ 1;
Jn´1 ` 2Jn´2 if n ą 1.

Lemma 4.61. For any n ą 1 the following holds

Jn ´ 2Jn´1 “

#

1, if n is even;
´1, if n is odd.

Proof. By induction on n. J2 ´ 2J1 “ 1. Let n ą 2.

Jn ´ 2Jn´1 “ Jn´1 ` 2Jn´2 ´ 2Jn´1 “ ´pJn´1 ´ 2Jn´2q,

so by induction hypothesis, the differences alternate 1 and -1.

Lemma 4.62. For any n ą 1 the following holds

Jn ´ 4Jn´2 “

#

1, if n is odd;
´1, if n is even.

Proof. Let n ą 1. Then Jn ´ 4Jn´2 “ Jn´1 ` 2Jn´2 ´ 4Jn´2 “ Jn´1 ´ 2Jn´2
so by applying lemma 4.61 we get the stated result.

Theorem 4.63. Let Sp1, 2, a1, a2, . . .q be a chessboard subtraction game with
ai ą 2 for all i ě 1. Then

Cpnq “ Jn

2n´1 .

.

For first few values of this sequence, see Figure 4.5.

Proof. We will prove this by induction on n. Let us firs show that this sequence
holds for the game Sp1, 2q. Clearly, Cp0q “ 0 and Cp1q “ 1. Let n ą 1.

• Let n be odd. Then

Cpnq “ tCpn´ 1q | Cpn´ 2qu IH
“

"

Jn´1
2n´2

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

Jn´2
2n´3

*

“

"

Jn´1
2n´2

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2Jn´2
2n´2

*
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and by applying Lemma 4.61 and the Simplicity Rule 2.52 follows

Cpnq “
"

Jn´1
2n´2

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

Jn´1 ` 1
2n´2

*

“
2Jn´1 ` 1

2n´1 “
Jn

2n´1 .

• Let n be even. Then by application of a symmetrical argument we get

Cpnq = tCpn´ 2q | Cpn´ 1qu IH
“

"

2Jn´2
2n´2

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

Jn´1
2n´2

*

= Jn

2n´1 .

It remains to show that the moves A´ta1, a2, . . .u will not affect this sequence.
But all these moves are dominated for both players which can be observed by
applying Lemma 4.62 and by the fact that when players have a move to n´ 1
or to n´ 2, then they can only use the moves from A to go to n´ 1´ 2k or
to n´ 2´ 2k for some k ě 1, respectively.

Theorem 4.64. Let A be a set of integers with 1 P A and 2k be the minimal
even element of A (if exists). Then the Chessboard subtraction game SpAq
has the following canonical sequence

Cpnq “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

C 1
´

2
Y n

2k

]

` 1
¯

if n is odd;

C 1
´

2
Y n

2k

]¯

if n is even,

where C 1 is a canonical sequence of Chessboard subtraction game Sp1, 2q.

Proof. We can easily observe that first 2k canonical values have the form p01qk.
The remaining of the proof is exactly the same as in Theorem 4.63.

4.4 Algorithmic and Complexity Results
We start this section by describing the game solving algorithms which we used
for analyzing the games presented in this thesis. Most of these algorithms
were helping us in finding and verifying the results presented in the previous
sections.

We focus here on the algorithms for impartial games, as the great Aaron
Siegel’s toolkit for analyzing combinatorial games called the cgsuite [69] was
sufficient for our needs in the area of partizan games.
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As we have seen in Chapter 3 the most of the solutions of heap games rely
on periodicity of some of their sequences. The two most common approaches
in resolving periodicity of a game are (a) resolving it for some subclass through
combinatorial analysis, or (b) verifying the periodicity using some periodicity
theorem (Theorem 3.29 for subtraction games, Theorem 3.73 for code-digit
games in general, Theorem 3.85 for hexadecimal games, Theorem 3.89 for
pure breaking games and Theorem 4.57 for some partizan heap games).

4.4.1 Finding the Period and Pre-period of a Nim-
sequence

We will start by presenting an algorithm which for given code-digit game Γ and
its nim-sequence of some length N , efficiently verifies if the game satisfies some
periodicity test. Here we will describe the testing of simple periodicity of code-
digit games (Theorem 3.73), since the testing of arithmetic periodicity can be
easily reduced to it by observing that if a sequence is ultimately arithmetic-
periodic, its discrete derivative is ultimately periodic.

Finding the period

We define a longest common prefix of positions k, l, in a sequence paqni“0
as the maximal length m such that ak`i “ al`i for all i P r0, mq. This number
is usually denoted by LCPpk, lq “ m. We also define a border of a substring
(or continuous subsequence) as its own both prefix and suffix. By own prefix
(suffix) we mean that it cannot equal to the substring itself.

Suppose that we have generated all values of the nim-sequence in interval
r0, Nq for some N ą 0. Let k, t be the parameters of the code-digit game Γ
from Theorem 3.73. Now we need to verify that there exist n0 and p such
that Gpn` pq “ Gpnq holds for all n with n0 ď n ď tn0 ` pt´ 1qp` k where
tn0 ` pt´ 1qp` k ă N .

This can be done by the calculating longest common prefix for all pairs
tpi, N ´ iq : i P r0, N ´ kqu. If there exists such i that the

t ¨ LCPpi, N ´ iq ě pt´ 1q ¨N ` k,

it follows that the nim-sequence in question is periodic with period p “ N ´

LCPpi, N´iq´i. If there is no such i, we can safely say that tn0`pt´1qp`k ą
N and we need more values. Otherwise, we look for the highest value i because
we need a period p to be minimal.

To efficiently find such maximal i that the inequality for LCPpi, N ´ iq
holds, we notice that we are looking for the rightmost position in sequence
such that the prefix from this position matches the suffix of length i and i is
small enough. This is true when the border of substring from given position
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Algorithm 1: Calculate the period.
Input: N , GrN s Nim-sequence of length N
Output: p Period or -1 if the sequence is too short

1 j Ð ´1
2 B[0] Ð j Ÿ Initialize border array
3 for i from N ´ 1 downto 0 do
4 while j ‰ ´1 and GrN ´ j ´ 1s ‰ Gris do
5 j = B[j] Ÿ Jump to longest border
6 j Ð j ` 1
7 B[N ´ i] = j
8 if t ¨BrN ´ is ě pt´ 1q ¨N ` k, then Ÿ The border is large enough
9 return N ´BrN ´ is ´ i

10 return ´1 Ÿ The period cannot be determined yet

to the end of the sequence equals k. To find such position, we calculate the
border array from right to left the same way as the well known KMP or Z
algorithm does and stop when the border is large enough. See pseudocode 4.1
for details on this calculation.

Theorem 4.65. Algorithm 4.1 returns minimal period in OpNq time and
space or decides that the sequence is too short to determine the period.

Proof. First we will show that the following invariant holds throughout the
running time of the algorithm: in any time array B contains the length of
longest border of substring GrN ´k, . . . , N ´1s at positions k P r1, . . . , N ´ is.
For N ´ i “ 1 clearly the value of j gets to ´1 on line 4 and 0 gets written in
B[1]. By induction on N ´ i we now assume that the values Br0s, . . . , Brk´1s
are correct. The value j contains the longest prefix matching a suffix of the
sequence from previous position. If we can extend this suffix when current
value Gris matches the position before this suffix, we skip line 6 and write the
extended value on line 9. Otherwise, we look for expandable suffix by always
shortening the suffix length to the length of the border of such suffix until we
find it or reach the end of the string at line 7. If there is an own suffix that
matches some prefix from position i, it will not be missed this way, because
we always jump to the longest matching suffix of shorter length.

Now observe the following invariant: the value i iterates from N ´ 1 to
0 by step one. For each iteration the value of j can first strictly decrease on
line 7 because all values in array B contain values less then length of current
border. But since all values in border array are positive or -1 and the iteration
stops at -1, variable j will have values from interval r´1, Nq. Because on line
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Algorithm 3: Calculate the pre-period.
Input: N , G[N ], p Nim-sequence of length N and its period
Output: n0 Pre-period length

1 n0 Ð N ´ p´ k
2 while n0 ě 0 and G[n0 ´ 1] “ G[n0 ` p´ 1] do
3 n0 Ð n0 ´ 1 Ÿ We rotate the period
4 return n0

8 it only increases by one, overall the value of j increases by N so it can also
decrease by N . Therefore the variable j is changed N times at most. The time
complexity OpNq simply follows from this. Since only memory used by this
algorithm are arrays G and B which are both linear, the space requirement is
also OpNq. Since all values in array B are correct and we iterate from right
to left, from discussion at the beginning of this section it follows that the
returned value is also correct.

Finding the pre-period Suppose that we have generated first N values of
the sequence and we know that it is periodic with period p and pre-period
n0 such that n0 ` p ` k ď N . Given the first N values of the nim-sequence
and period p, our task is to find such minimal pre-period n0 so that for all
n0 ď n ă N holds Grns “ Grn` ps. Pseudocode 4.2 shows a simple algorithm
to find such n0.

Theorem 4.66. Algorithm 4.2 returns minimal pre-period in OpNq time.

Proof. At the start of the algorithm we know that the nim-sequence is periodic
with period p and that it could be decided by the nim-sequence of length N .
Because tn0 ` pt ´ 1qp ` k ă N the pre-period is less than pN ´ pt ´ 1qp ´
kq{t. Suppose it is shorter. Then from periodicity follows that Grn0 ´ 1] “
Grn0 ` p´ 1]. This condition is checked by the algorithm at line 4 and n0 is
decremented while it holds. This can be understood by rotating the period
until such rotation that allows to find the shortest pre-period. The cycle runs
clearly in linear time so the time complexity is OpNq.

When we are given a code-digit game, we can first convert it to some
simpler equivalent form based on equivalences mentioned in Section 4.2.1.
If the code-digit game is a subtraction game, we can also check first some
trivial cases following from theorems 3.54 and 3.52. If the subtraction set
matches their requirements, we return the answer in constant time. We also
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Algorithm 5: Determine period and pre-period for code-digit game.
Input: D “ d0¨d1d2d3 . . . dk Code-digit game
Output: n0, p Period and pre-period

1 N Ð 2 ¨ max pk, t` 1q
2 while (true)
3 GrN s Ð Calculate nim sequence up to length N by definition
4 p Ð Find the period using algorithm 4.1
5 if p ‰ ´1
6 n0 Ð Find the pre-period using algorithm 4.2
7 return (n0, p)
8 N Ð 2 ¨N

can calculate the greatest common divisor of the set and based on theorem
3.35 we divide all elements from the set to calculate only the interesting part
of the sequence (we multiply n0 and p by this common divisor at the end of
this algorithm).

Unfortunately we do not know how long sequence we need to generate so
that it is long enough to find out its period. To know this fact, we would first
need to know the period and pre-period which is a “chicken-egg” problem. To
solve this problem efficiently, we start with a sequence of length 2¨max pk, t`1q
and we double its size each time we get negative answer from algorithm 4.1.
The final algorithm can be seen in pseudocode 4.3.

Theorem 4.67. Let N “ tn0 ` pt´ 1qp` k. Algorithm 4.3 returns minimal
period and pre-period in OpNq time and space for given code-digit game.

Proof. The correctness follows directly from algorithms 4.1 and 4.2 and the
termination from theorem 3.73. Let m “ max pk, t ` 1q and let ℓ be minimal
integer such that 2ℓ ¨m ě N . When we omit the time to generate the nim-
sequence, i-th iteration of the while cycle starting on line 2 takes Op2i`1q
time and is executed exactly ℓ times. Because

řℓ
i“1 2i`1 ¨m “ Op2ℓ`2 ¨mq, the

running time of the period and pre-period finding part of algorithm is OpNq.
However, it takes OpN t ¨ kq time to generate the nim-sequence which is for
most cases the bottleneck of the algorithm.
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Algorithm 7: Calculate Gpnq for finite octal game with sparse space.
Input: n, G[0, . . . , n´ 1] Nim-sequence of length n
Output: Grns

1 AÐ tu

2 for Ha `Hb P OptionspHnq, a is rare
3 AÐ A Y tGras‘Grbsu Ÿ Calculates all common and some rare
4 c “ minpCzAq Ÿ The smallest common not in A
5 B Ð R X t0, 1, . . . , c´ 1uzA Ÿ Rares that were not excluded and are ă c
6 for Ha `Hb P OptionspHnq, a, b common
7 B Ð BztGras‘Grbsu
8 if B “ H then break Ÿ Return value is common
9 return min B Y tcu

4.4.2 Algorithm for Solving Octal Games

As we have seen in the previous section, the bottleneck of verifying the pe-
riodicity of some code-digit game Γ lies in the requirements on the length of
computed nim-sequence. For octal games, we need to perform Opn2 ¨ kq oper-
ations to calculate a nim-sequence of length N by the naïve algorithm, where
k is the number of non-zero digits in the octal code.

in Section 3.4.2 we have described the sparse space phenomenon, which
(based on Flammenkamp’s results) is the state-of art approach to solving octal
games [20].

Based on this theory, we describe an efficient algorithm that will calculate
a new G-value provided that all the previous G-values in the sequence are
computed.

Theorem 4.68. Algorithm 4.4 terminates and returns Gpnq, n ą 0 correctly
for given finite octal game.

Proof. The termination comes directly from finiteness of the game (it has finite
set of options). To prove correctness, we will consider the following cases:

a) Gpnq is common. By definition of sparse space, the common values can
originate only from the nim-sum of rare and common value, so the value
c on line 6 is already the value we seek. Because the set B contains only
rare values smaller than this value, they must all get excluded by lines
5 and 9, so line 11 will return the value c.
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b) Gpnq is rare. Because c is not excluded and is common, Gpnq ă c so
Gpnq P B. Any rare excludent originates from either both rare values,
which are handled on line 5 or both common which are handled on line
9. The minimal value of B must necessarily be Gpnq.

4.4.3 Algorithm for Computing Nim-sequences of
Code-digit Games

Let D “ d0¨d1d2d3 . . . dk be a finite code-digit game. Let t ě 0 be the maximal
number of heaps that are created in a single move (di ă 2t`1 for all i). The
calculation of a nim-sequence of length N by definition takes OpN t ¨ kq, since
we need to consider all moves.

The main issue with the naïve approach is that the running time is ex-
ponential in the number of heaps we create. In this section, we lower this
upper bound by using a dynamic programming technique and we also propose
several low-level optimizations for this new algorithm.

Let us first describe a data structure MexDS that stores a set of non-
negative integers while supporting the following operations:

• MexDS.insertp integer x q
Inserts non-negative integer x into the data structure.

• MexDS.insertAllp MexDs D q

Inserts all non-negative integer present into the the structure D.

• y Ð MexDS.mexpq
Calculates the mex function of inserted values.

• MexDS.addXorp MexDS D, integer z q
Inserts into the data structure all values ty‘ z : y P Du

Suppose g is the maximal G-value that occurs in the sequence. Then it is
easy to see that we can implement the data structure MexDS by using a bit
vector that uses Opgq bits and the operations insertAll, mex and addXor run
all in Opgq time while the operation insert runs in Op1q time.

Let us now use this data-structure in a dynamic programming approach

Theorem 4.69. The algorithm 4.5 computes the nim-sequence of code-digit
game Γ of length N in OpmgN ` gN2q time and OptgNq space, where m is
number of digit-bits in D and g is maximal G-value of the computed nom-
sequence.
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Algorithm 9: Given a code-digit game, calculate first N G-values.
Input: N , D “ d0¨d1d2d3 . . . dk Required length, code-digit game
Output: Gr0s,Gr1s, . . . ,GrN ´ 1s Computed nim-sequence

1 for d “ 0, 1, . . . , t ŸFor each number of heaps created d ą 1
2 for n “ 0, 1, . . . , N ´ 1 ŸFor each position in nim-sequence n ă N
3 Drdsrns Ð MexDS.init() Ÿ Initialize data structure in 2D array D.
4 for n “ 0, 1, . . . , N ´ 1
5 cur Ð MexDS.initpq
6 for each 2d P ds P D Ÿ For each type of move in the code-digit game D
7 cur.insertAll(D[d][n-s])
8 Grns Ð cur.mex()
9 for d “ 1, 2, . . . , t

10 for i “ 1, 2, . . .
X

n
d

\

11 D[d][n].addXor(D[d-1][n-i],Gris)

Proof. Termination is clear, since all cycles range over finite sets. Since each
operation on the data structure MexDS runs in Opgq time, the cycle starting on
line 1 runs in OptgNq time and the cycle starting on line 4 runs in OpmgN `

gN2q time because in each iteration, the line 11 will be executed Opnq times
at most. Since t ď m, we get the total time = OptgN ` mgN ` gN2q “
OpmgN ` gn2q. Furthermore, the array G takes OpNq space and since each
instance of MexDS takes Opgq space, the 2D array of data structures D takes
OpgtNq space, so the algorithm uses OpgtNq space in total.

For proving the correctness, we will first argue that at the end of the
pm` 1q-th iteration of the cycle starting at line 4 the data structure Drdsrns
contains the correct values for all 0 ď n ď m and 0 ď d ă t. By correct values
we mean all the possible nim-values that can be achieved by splitting the heap
of size n into d non-empty heaps, provided that the G-values are computed
correctly. We show this by induction on n. At the first iteration, the cycle on
line 10 does not admit any value so the structure Drdsr0s will be empty for all
d. Suppose now that the structure contains correct values for all n ă m and
for contradiction, let there be some splitting move a1, a2, . . . , ak of the heap
of size n into k non-empty heaps (0 ď k ď t) that is not computed correctly.
But since the sum of these values is n and they are positive, there must exist
aj ď

X

n
k

\

. Since the values of k and aj are considered on line 11, by induction
hypothesis, this move has to be computed correctly, a contradiction.
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Now it remains to show that we took into account each possible move while
calculating some Grns. For contradiction, suppose that some lexicographically
smaller move Ha1 ` Ha2 ` . . . ` Had

based on some digit 2d P ds was not
considered in the calculation of the mex for some Grns on line 8. Then the
structure Drdsrn´ss did not contain the mex of this move, a contradiction.

Optimizing the MexDS Structure

In the description of an optimization of the MexDS structure, we will use the
RAM model with limited size of integers. We will denote the maximum num-
ber of such integer w and call it the word size. For simplicity, we expect w to
be a power of two. We will also assume that the integers support constant-time
operations AND, OR, NOT, LSB (least significant bit) and shift operations
represented by ! and ".

Let g be again the maximum G-value that appears in the nim-sequence.
We will show that we can optimize the operations of the MexDS structure
so that the operations insert and mex will take Opg{wq time and the addXor
operation will take Opg logpgq{wq time.

We can represent the bit vector of the original implementation of the
MexDS data structure as an integer vector of length m “

P

n
w

T

, denoted
pa0, . . . , am´1q. For purposes that will become clear soon, we set initially
all bits to one. The insert still runs in Op1q time by setting the corre-
sponding bit to zero. The insertAll operations can be implemented as fol-
lows: pa0, . . . , am´1q.insertAllpb0, . . . , bm´1q assigns ai = ai AND bi for i P
t0, . . . , m ´ 1u, which runs in Opmq time. The operation mex will find the
smallest i such that ai ‰ 0 and then returns i ¨ w ` LSBpaiq. Finally, the
operation addXor can be implemented as follows:

For 0 ď k ă log2pwq, denote Wk such integer whose binary expansion
alternates with blocks of ones and zeros of length 2k, starting with ones. For
instance, if w “ 8 then W0 “ p10101010q2, W1 “ p11001100q2 and W2 “
p11110000q2. Note that these values can be precomputed so we can access
them in constant time. Now consider operation

pa0, . . . , am´1q.addXorpb0, . . . , bm´1, 2kq with 0 ď k ă log2pwq.

Then for each i P t0, . . . , m´ 1u we assign

ai “ ai AND
´

`

pbi ! kq AND Wk

˘

OR
`

pbi " kq AND NOT Wk

˘

¯

.

We can observe that this operation swaps each two consecutive blocks of bits
of length 2k in bi which is exactly the transformation that corresponds to
applying a xor operation with the xor value 2k to each position present in the
data structure. To apply the same operation with k ě log2pwq, we need to
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Figure 4.6: The nim-sequence of PBp1, 2q.

swap only consecutive blocks of integers of length 2k{w in the representation by
a vector of integers. Now observe that if we are applying the addXor operation
with a xor value that is not a power of two, say x “ 2k1 ` 2k2 ` . . .` 2kℓ , we
can successively apply the operations for each 2ki as described above. Each
such transformation is independent so we can choose an arbitrary order of
their execution. Since each such transformation with a xor value of a power
of two takes Opg{wq time, the execution of the operation addXor will take
Opg logpgq{wq time in total.

If we apply this optimized data structure in Algorithm 4.5, we get the time
complexity OpmgN{w ` g logpgqN2{wq. Note that the addXor operation is
usually the bottleneck of the algorithm (typically m ! N) so this optimization
will have considerable effect only if logpgq ! w.

4.4.4 Computing Particular Code-Digit Game

Dailly et al. in [11] computed many pure breaking games which are described
in Section 3.6. All of their computation showed arithmetic complexity of
these games, except for one: the game PBp1, 2q (in code-digit notation it
is the hexadecimal game C¨q. Their investigation of the structure of this
game suggests that all G-values appear in the sequence exactly twice. Also,
the sequence has interesting property that can be observed on the graphs of
this sequence on figure 4.6: apart of small number of exceptions, the second
appearance of the same nim-value is in the distance less than 6 from the
previous. More importantly, this distance is always odd. The consequence is
that the absolute difference between consecutive values is apart from the few
exceptional values always 3 at most.
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Table 4.4: Exceptional values in the nim-sequence of PBp1, 2q.

Gpnq First Second Distance
5 10 31 21

14 28 61 33
33 66 199 133
98 196 341 145

173 346 511 165
255 508 1,021 513
513 1,026 3,079 2,053

1,538 3,076 5,141 2,065
2,573 5,146 7,231 2,085
3,615 7,228 13,501 6,273
6,752 13,506 24,119 10,613

12,059 24,116 39,589 15,473
19,797 39,594 53,231 13,637
26,614 53,228 94,157 40,929
47,081 94,162 151,399 57,237
75,699 151,396 192,053 40,657
96,029 192,058 314,015 121,957

157,006 314,012 417,757 103,745
208,880 417,762 728,983 311,221
364,490 728,980 1,138,373 409,393
569,188 1,138,378 1,317,967 179,589

However, the exceptional values do not seem to show any regularity at all.
The table 4.4 shows the first and second position of these exceptional values
in the sequence and the distance between them. Although we do not bring
any insight on the behavior of the nim-sequence of this game, we bring the
computational result in the form of this table. Note that Dailly et al. in [11]
report only 4,000 computed values, while we have achieved the computation
of 1,500,000 values.

We will now describe the algorithm that achieved the computation of this
number of values on an average laptop computer in a relatively short time.
Note that if we used the naïve algorithm, we would need to perform approx-
imately 3 ¨ 1018 operations. If we used the algorithm 4.5, since the G-values
grows half as fast as the size of heap, we would need to perform approximately
1.8 ¨ 1018 operations and if we would use the optimized version on a computer
with a word size w “ 64, we would need to perform circa 3 ¨ 1017 operations.
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Algorithm 11: Given a code-digit game, calculate the nim-sequence
values up to N .
Input: N , D “ d0¨d1d2d3 . . . dk Required length of sequence, code-digit game
Output: Gr0s,Gr1s, . . . ,GrN ´ 1s Computed nim-sequence

1 nimbers Ð t0u Ÿ Set of reasonable candidates for a nim-value
2 maxNimber Ð 0
3 Gr0s Ð 0
4 for n “ 1, 2, . . . , N ´ 1
5 cur Ð null
6 for g P nimbers Ÿ For all nimbers that are not clearly among excludents
7 if notExcluded (g) Ÿ Run procedure which finds if g is an excludent
8 cur Ð g
9 break

10 if cur = null Ÿ New (higher) nimber encountered
11 cur Ð maxNimber + 1
12 while notExcluded (cur) Ÿ Still could be excluded (by nim-sum)
13 cur Ð cur + 1
14 nimbers Ð nimbers Ytcuru Ÿ New value can be an excludent
15 maxNimber Ð cur
16 else
17 nimbers Ð updateNimberspnimbers, curq
18 G[n] Ð cur

The algorithm exploits the properties of the nim-sequence mentioned above.
However, it can be easily generalized to other games where the G-values do
not repeat too often. The main idea lies in the proof of the Proposition 3.84
where we were quickly able to create a nim-value of almost any position. The
condition of the proposition is not completely met (otherwise the game prob-
ably would not be much interesting). However, the key idea can be still partly
applied.

Algorithm 4.6 describes main skeleton of our approach. The G-values are
computed one by one by testing only reasonable candidates for current value
whether they are excluded.

Testing if a value is excluded is done by maintaining the current nimbers
and their positions in a data structure composed by a binary rooted tree
T “ pV, E, rq where r P V is root. Each vertex v P V of the tree corresponds
to a binary prefix of a nim-value. Thus we can label the children of a vertex
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based on the value it appends to the prefix (0 or 1), denoted child0pvq and
child1pvq. Each vertex also maintains information about the minimal and
maximal position of a nimber with a corresponding prefix, denoted minpvq
and maxpvq.

The Algorithm 4.7 describes the procedure notExcluded (called on lines 7
and 12 in Algorithm 4.6) having such tree and the on the input. For each
move that splits the heap into d non-empty heaps, it performs a depth-first
search on state-space described as a d-tuple of vertices, each on the same level.
The state corresponds to the prefixes of G-values which in the nim-sum result
in the prefix of g of the same length. The transition to a next state is done by
considering all possible combination of the next bit in the prefix that would
result in the prefix of the g value. Since this depends on the parity of sum of
these next bits only, the number of such combinations can be exponential. A
pruning of this search space is done by evaluating the maximum and minimum
total size of heaps in the considered move and verifying it with the size of the
heap we are splitting.

Even with such pruning, this search is highly inefficient if we were to per-
form it for each possible excludent. However, for games with “nice” properties
(as the game PBp1, 2q) we can for many G-values decide that they are exclu-
dents without such lengthy search. We will maintain the set of nimbers that
are still valid candidates for some next G-value. The procedure updateNimbers

in Algorithm 4.7 should carry out this decision. We do not describe details
of this procedure because it can be highly dependent on the analyzed game.
But we will state an observation that implies the logic of such procedure for
the game PBp1, 2q and which led to our biggest speedup in the computation
of its nim-sequence.

Observation 4.70. Suppose that the nimber g appeared already twice in the
nim-sequence of PBp1, 2q, say at positions a and b (a ă b), and suppose that
b´ a is odd. Let n ě b` 2. Then g is an excludent for the value Gpnq.

Proof. Since b´ a is odd, one of them must be even, say b. Than Hpn´bq{2 `
Hpn´bq{2 ` Hb is an option of Hn and Gppn ´ bq{2q‘Gppn ´ bq{2q‘Gpbq “
Gpbq “ g.

4.4.5 Computational Results on Subtraction Games
Inspired by the compendium of all subtraction games with numbers up to
7 provided by Guy et al. in [42, WW, p. 84], we have computed several
properties of all subtraction games with numbers up to 30. There is 230´1 “
1, 073, 741, 823 such subtraction games. However, many of them have the
same nim-sequence. We have applied the theory described in Section 4.1.1 to
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Algorithm 13: Using a tree data structure holding nim-values, find if
given value is excluded.
Input: g,n P N0 tree T “ pV, E, rq, max: V Ñ N, min: V Ñ N, child0pvq : V Ñ V ,

child1pvq : V Ñ V , D “ d0¨d1d2d3 . . . dk.
Output: True if and only if Gpnq ‰ g.

1 for each 2d P ds P D Ÿ For each type of move in the code-digit game D
2 if rec(pr, . . . , rq, n´ s, g) Ÿ A state is represented by a d-tuple of vertices
3 return true
4 return false
5 procedure rec(state, n, g)
6 minSum Ð 0
7 maxSum Ð 0
8 if nodes in state are leaves
9 return whether exists a combination of positions that sums up to n

10 for v P state
11 if min(v) = null
12 return false
13 else
14 minSum Ð minSum + min(v)
15 maxSum Ð maxSum + max(v)
16 if minSum < n or maxSum > n
17 return false
18 for each binary d´tuple v whose parity of ones equals current bit in g
19 newState Ð empty d´tuple
20 for i “ 1, . . . , d
21 newState[i] = childvris(state[i])
22 if rec(newState, n, g)
23 return true
24 return false

calculate the master subtraction game for each encountered subtraction set.
To speed up the computation, we marked each subtraction game for which
we knew that it had the same nim-sequence as the one currently analyzing
(based on its expansion set) as solved.

Another optimization has been done in calculation of the expansion set.
The naïve algorithm to compute the expansion set clearly runs in OpN2q
where N “ n0 ` p ` sk (consequence of Observation 3.41). Let g be the
maximal nimber in the sequence. To check if the property Gpnq ‰ Gpn ` sq
with 0 ď n ă n0 ` p ` sk when the Gpnq can take only two possible values,
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Table 4.5: Aggregated statistics for subtraction games.

Lattice Symmetric Bipartite Expandable Singleton
Masters 90,393,070 23,013 7,681 51,544,131 88,501,672

99.87 % 0.03 % 0.01 % 56.95 % 97.78 %
Total 93,567,644 149,761,490 9,400 204,341,428 88,501,672

38.39 % 61.45 % 0.004 % 83.85 % 36.31 %

we can this simply calculate using a solution to a standard problem known as
Boolean convolution [19]. In order to achieve only two types of values of Gpnq
we will compute a single Boolean convolution for each value i P t0, 1, . . . , gu.
Thus we can compute the expansion set in time Opg ¨N logpNqq.

Here we present some statistics that we acquired during these compu-
tations. While examining these circa 109 distinct subtraction sets, we en-
countered only 90, 509, 909 p8.43 %q distinct nim-sequences whose masters
belonged to the examined category. In total 68.35% games had masters with
higher maximal number than 30, in average by the factor of 4.7.

The masters with numbers up to 30 corresponded to 155, 204, 392 subtrac-
tion games up to 30 in total. We also distinguished the following four proper-
ties of subtraction games and counted how many distinct subtraction games
with these properties in this class exists: lattices (denotes that the equivalence
class has a single source), symmetric games, bipartite games (ultimately bi-
partite, we required only that p “ 2), expandable games and singletons (their
equivalence class consist of a single game). Table 4.5 lists distribution of these
properties across master games only and across all counted games. Table 4.6
lists the counts for all combinations of these properties that occurred among
these games.

We also examined the following properties: period, pre-period (only lengths),
sources (number of sources) and the source range (difference between the size
of largest and smallest source). We looked for maximal values of these prop-
erties for each class of subtraction games S that have max pSq P t1, 2, . . . , 30u.
These statistics are listed in Table 4.7 and visualized in Figure 4.7.

4.4.6 Results in Complexity of Taking and Breaking
Games

In this section, we examine a variant of subtraction game which is PSPACE-
hard in its impartial form and EXPTIME-hard under the duel partizan gener-
alization. This game was first introduced by Eppstein in [15, ch. 2.1]
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Table 4.6: Statistics on subclasses of subtraction games.

Lat. Sym. Bip. Unexp. Singl. Master count Total Count
no no no no no 9,473 38,609

yes no no no no 329,508 694,844
no yes no no no 3 960

yes yes no no no 13 2,616
no no no yes no 92,568 1,138,261

yes no no yes no 1,554,466 3,569,434
no yes no yes no 15,028 148,959,045

yes yes no yes no 6,918 797,818
no no yes yes no 18 1,132

yes no yes yes no 493 1,260
yes no no no yes 38,627,194 38,627,194
yes no no yes yes 49,866,420 49,866,420
yes yes no yes yes 1,050 1,050
yes no yes yes yes 7,007 7,007
yes yes yes yes yes 1 1

90,510,322 155,204,392

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

max S

100

105

va
lu

e
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n0
src
srcDif

Figure 4.7: Graph of properties of masters of subtraction games based on their
maximal number.

Definition 4.71. A subtraction game with hot-spots is a heap game
defined by two sets Sps1, s2, . . . , skq and H “ th1, h2, . . .u, denoted SHpS ,Hq.
In their moves, players can subtract any s P S or, if the size of heap equals to
some h P H, remove the whole heap. Formally, the SH-heap is defined by

Hn “ tHn´s : s P Su Y tH0 if n P Hu.

Such SH-heaps Hn for which n P H are called hot-spots.

Definition 4.72. A subtraction game with succinct hot-spots is a sub-
traction game with hot-spots where the set H is represented by a Boolean
circuit a single input of logpnq bits, where n is maximal size of heap in the
game, and a single output that tells if given heap-size is a hot-spot.
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Table 4.7: Maximal properties of masters of subtraction games based on their
maximal number.

max pSq Period Pre-period Sources Sources range
1 2 0 1 0
2 4 0 1 0
3 6 0 1 0
4 8 0 1 0
5 10 0 2 0
6 12 0 2 1
7 14 0 3 1
8 16 0 4 1
9 18 21 5 1

10 20 17 7 1
11 22 41 9 2
12 45 144 12 2
13 68 103 16 1
14 144 265 24 2
15 142 363 33 3
16 168 357 46 2
17 306 369 64 2
18 420 557 91 3
19 728 1,117 127 4
20 792 1,173 177 3
21 1,180 1,437 249 3
22 4,464 1,845 349 4
23 3,570 3,047 489 5
24 3,680 3,872 684 4
25 4,104 6,800 960 5
26 10,400 4,484 1,345 5
27 8,280 10,092 1,884 6
28 9,006 8,923 2,640 6
29 18,090 11,797 3,700 5
30 19,600 18,784 5,185 6

Such representation is commonly known as the succinct representation
[59, ch. 20]. Fenner and Rogers [16, p. 31] analyzed the complexity of several
Poset Games that have their positions described by this representation.

We will denote an instance of the Outcome problem for a subtraction-
game with succinct hot-spots by a triple pS ,H, Nq, where S is its subtraction
set, H are its hot-spots and N is the size of the SH-heap played on.
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Theorem 4.73. The problem Outcome to given single-pile position of a
subtraction game with succinct hot-spots, described by a non-negative integer
n, a finite subtraction set Sps1, s2, . . . , skq and a hot-spot set described using
an AC0 circuit is PSPACE-hard.

Proof. We show that the problem of determining Outcome of Node Kayles
is polynomial reducible to this game. Suppose that G “ pV, Eq is an instance
of Node Kayles. Let n “ |V |, m “ |E| and let us denote the set of vertices
as V “ tu0, u1, . . . , um´1u and the set of edges as E “ te1, . . . , em´1u.

We construct an instance of subtraction game with succinct hot-spots
pS ,H, Nq as follows. Let us define the heap size of the constructed instance
in a 4-ary notation

N “ p2 | 2 | . . . | 2
loooooomoooooon

n

| 2 | 2 . . . 2
looomooon

m

|q4.

The subtraction set is then defined as follows

S “
#

3i`m `
ÿ

ej“tui,ukuPE

3j : uj P V

+

(4.3)

and the set of hot-spots H as any number h such that if we denote h in 4-ary
as

h “ pa0 | a1 | . . . | am`n´1q3

then there exists some i P t0, 1, . . . , m ` n ´ 1u such that ai “ 0. In other
words, hot-spots are all positions that contain a digit 0 in the m ` n least
significant digits of their 4-ary representation.

Notice that the position N and the subtraction set S can be computed
in polynomial time and space in m ` n. We will describe how in the same
time and space also construct an AC0 Boolean circuit of polynomial size. The
circuit will have L “ 2pn`mq inputs and a single output. Let us denote the
inputs b1, b2, . . . , bL. In order to correctly compute if a size of heap on the
input is an element of H, we need to compute the following function:

␣ppb1 _ b2q ^ pb3 _ b4q ^ . . .^ pb2pn`mq´1 _ b2pn`mqqq

“pp␣b1 ^␣b2q _ p␣b3 ^␣b4q _ . . ._ p␣bL´1 ^␣bLqq.

This can clearly be done with an circuit of constant depth, provided that we
have allowed the fan-in of the single OR gate to be n`m. The not gates are
located only at the inputs, so this circuit is AC0.

We will now show that G is a won game of Node Kayles if and only if
the subtraction game with succinct hot-spots pS ,H, Nq is a won game. Notice
that for each move in G there is a corresponding move in SH (described by
Equation 4.3) for which an act of removing a vertex v “marks” the vertex
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and its neighboring edges as used by subtracting 1 from their 4-ary digits.
However, there are some moves in SH that do not correspond to moves in
G. These are only those that “mark” a certain vertex or edge for the second
time. By definition of the hot-spot set, if some player moves this “forbidden”
moves, the other one instantly wins.

Now, let the first player has a winning strategy for G. Then he can easily
apply it in the game SH. If the other player would play a “forbidden” move,
he would lose instantly. Let us assume he did not play any such move. Since
first player has a winning strategy, the second player will be the first who will
be out of moves that are not forbidden. If there were no forbidden moves left,
he would lose. If there is a forbidden move, he plays it and the first player
wins.

The converse implication can be proven symmetrically.

Definition 4.74. A partizan subtraction game with succinct hot-spots
is a duel partizan generalization of subtraction game with hot-spots. Each
player has assigned their own subtraction set, denoted SL and SR, and their
own hot-spots, denoted HL and HR, respectively. We denote a single-heap
instance of this game as pSL,HL,SR,HR, Nq.

Theorem 4.75. The problem Outcome for an instance of partizan sub-
traction game with succinct hot-spots pSL,HL,SR,HR, Nq, described by a
non-negative integer N , finite subtraction sets SL and SR, and hot-spot sets
HL and HR described using an AC0 circuit, is EXPTIME-hard.

Proof. We show that the problem of determining Outcome of the game G4 by
Sockmeyer and Chandra [77] described in Section 2.4.1 is polynomial reducible
to this game.

Suppose that F pX, Y q is a formula (in 13-DNF), X “ px1, x2, . . . , xnq,
Y “ py1, y2, . . . , ymq and X X Y “ H. Let α : X Y Y Ñ t0, 1u represents the
current assignment of the variables. We construct an instance of the partizan
subtraction game with succinct hot-spots pSL,HL,SR,HR, Nq as follows.

First notice that even though the pass moves are allowed in this game, we
can expect that if some player has a winning strategy, he has also a winning
strategy without redundant pass moves. This strategy takes at most M “

2¨2n`m moves. This is due to the fact that the state of the game is determined
by the player who is on the move and the configuration of the variables, so
there are only M distinct states. If the game took longer, there would need
to exist some state that appeared twice. Since some player has a winning
strategy, the play can not loop infinitely so the initiative in this move has to
be his. Thus he must at some point choose another option from this move in
order to win. Assume he will choose this option the first time he arrives to
this state.
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Now let us define the heap size of the constructed instance in a B-ary
notation, where B “ 2M .

N “
`

M
ˇ

ˇ M ` αpx1q | M ` αpx2q | . . . | M ` αpxnq
ˇ

ˇ M ` αpy1q | M ` αpy2q | . . . | M ` αpymq
˘

B

Now let us define the subtraction sets of Left and Right players as follows.

SL “
␣

M ¨Bn`m `M ¨Bi`m : i P t0, 1, . . . , nu
(

Y tM ¨Bn`mu and
SR “

␣

M ¨Bn`m `M ¨Bj : j P t0, 1, . . . , mu
(

Y tM ¨Bn`mu.

We define the hot-spots HL (HR) by a set of number h with the following
properties: If we denote h in B-ary as

h “ pa0 | a1 | . . . | am`nqB.

then either:

(1) There exists some i P t0, 1, . . . , m ` n ´ 1u such that ai “ 0 (the game
takes at least M moves).

(2) There exists some s P SL (SR) such that if we denote h´ s in B-ary as

h´ s “ pz
ˇ

ˇ x1
0 | x1

1 | . . . | x1
n´1

ˇ

ˇ y1
0 | y1

1 | . . . | y1
m´1qB,

such that if we define the assignment α as αpxiq “ 1 if and only if
x1

i mod 2 “ 1 for all i P t0, 1, . . . , n ´ 1u and αpyjq “ 1 if and only if
y1

j mod 2 “ 1 for all j P t0, 1, . . . , m´ 1u, then the formula F is under α
satisfied.

Notice that the position N and the subtraction sets SL and SR can be
easily computed in polynomial time and space in m ` n. We will describe
how we can also construct an AC0 Boolean circuit of polynomial size in the
same time and space. The circuit will have L “ pn `m ` 2q2 inputs and a
single output. To test if a given number in B-ary provided in these inputs is
a hot-spot, we proceed as follows. The check the existence of zero B-ary digit
from the condition (1) can be done similarly as we have seen in the proof of
Theorem 4.73. The difference is only in the number of gates and the fan-out,
which can be here up to n `m ` 2. The condition (2) can be also checked
by an AC0 circuit: the formula F pX, Y q is in 13-DNF and their inputs are
the least-significant bits of the corresponding B-ary digits of h ´ s. For HL

(HR) we will need a single such circuit for each s P SL, SR respectively and
the result of will be OR of outputs of these circuits. Also the calculation
of the difference h ´ s can be done by an AC0 circuit when using the two’s
complement representation of numbers, as described in [3, p. 117].
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Now, by the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 4.73 we can observe
that each move in F pX, Y q corresponds to some move in pSL,HL,SR,HR, Nq,
apart from the moves that are performed after M first moves. Also, we can see
that all the moves in pSL,HL,SR,HR, Nq correspond to a move in F pX, Y q.
By the argument that if some player has a winning strategy then he has also
a winning strategy which takes M or less moves and by the definition of the
hot-spot sets which assures that for each winning move in F pX, Y q there is a
winning move in pSL,HL,SR,HR, Nq, the reduction is complete.

Notice that the classical algorithm for solving the impartial variant of this
game by evaluating the G-values of each position runs in exponential time, so
clearly this problem belongs to EXPTIME. Its presence in the PSPACE seems
unlikely and so does the completeness of this problem in this class. Similarly,
the partizan variant is surely in NEXPTIME, but its presence in EXPTIME
also seems to be hard to prove. The difficulties lie in the fact that the input
is succinct and so the naïve algorithm runs in doubly exponential time.
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In this thesis we have provided a survey of the field of impartial and partizan
taking and breaking games under a normal form.

Main Contributions
We have divided our main contributions into three categories:

Subtraction Games We have provided an example of a subtraction game
for which the outcome sequence is periodic and the nim-sequence is aperi-
odic. Then we have outlined a new theory for the analysis of the structure of
equivalence classes of subtraction games. This led to complete classification
of a subset of these classes that appear to be the most prominent: the games
M-plicate Bounded Nimpkq. We have shown a new infinite class of sub-
traction games which are ultimately bipartite and expandable. We have also
provided several results on infinite subtraction games.

Code-Digit Games We have provided proofs for several equivalences among
these games and described a new class of taking and breaking games (Take-
K-Break-K) that we have partially solved.

Partizan Generalizations of Taking and Breaking Games We have
shown proofs of canonical sequences for several partizan subtraction games,
including the game Sp1, 2 | 1, 3q conjectured by Plumbeck [61, ch. 3]. Then
we have given several results on the partizan pure breaking games, a class of
games that has been (until now) studied only under impartial setting. Then
we have generalized the technique used for these proofs into a new periodicity
test for integer arithmetic periodicity of these games. Using these test, we have
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been able to prove several other such games with integer-arithmetic periodic
reduced canonical form sequence. We have also presented an analysis for all
Chessboard Subtraction Games having the number 1 and some even
number in their subtraction sets.

Algorithmic Combinatorial Game Theory Among our results in game
solving algorithms we have presented a new algorithm based on dynamic pro-
gramming that computes a nim-sequence for any code-digit game. We have
also provided a new heuristic approach that worked well in computing the
nim-sequence of a pure breaking game. Using our algorithms, we have com-
puted all subtraction games with numbers up to 30 and have made several
observations about their structure.

In computational complexity of combinatorial games, we have described a
new generalization of subtraction games called subtraction games with succinct
hot-spots. We have shown PSPACE-hardness of the Outcome problem for this
game under impartial setting and EXPTIME-hardness for the same problem
under partizan generalization.

Future Work
In general, answers always lead to more questions. We provide here a list of
questions that have arisen during our work.

(1) Analyze the Multiply Subtraction Games: for any s in subtraction
game, players can subtract any k ¨ s with k ě 1. Consider also partizan
setting of this game.

(2) Computational results discussed in Section 4.4.5) suggest that the games
from Theorem 4.23 are the games with maximal numbers of minimals.
We showed that this holds at least for all games having all numbers in
their masters up to 30. Does it hold in general?

(3) Analyze the Multiply Take-K-Break-K Games: for any k in pro-
vided set K, players can subtract any k ¨ s with k ě 1 and then split
the remainder into k non-empty heaps. Consider also partizan setting
of this game.

(4) Consider a restricted code-digit games where only a limited number
of types of non-zero digits are allowed. Some of them were already
successfully studied: Subtraction Games are restricted with digit 3,
Splittles with digit 7. Games restricted to digits t1, 2, 3u are known
as Quaternary Games.
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(5) Show that PBp1 | 1, 2k, a1, a2, . . .q with k ě 1, ai ě 2k is arithmetic
periodic with the following canonical form sequence:

C-sequencepPBq “ 0 ∗ 0 ∗ . . . 0 ∗
loooooomoooooon

2k

p`↓q.

(6) Show that PBp1 | 2, 4q is arithmetic periodic with the following canoni-
cal form sequence:

C-sequencepPBq “ 0 1 t1|0u t2|1u p`
␣

2 | 1
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ 0
(

q.

(7) Generalize the Theorem 4.57 for integer arithmetic periodicity of pure
breaking games to code-digit games and find a class of these games that
satisfy this periodicity.
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Appendix A
Contents of Enclosed Media

/
readme.txt ..............................Media contents description
src

impl .....................................Game testing programs
thesis ..................................Source files of this thesis

text
thesis.pdf ........................... Text of this thesis in PDF
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